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Every Day
Memory
SPECIALS

4116-15ONS S 3.25
4116-200NS S 2.75
4116-300NS S 1.80
2114-200NS S 3.95
2114-450NS S 3.25
2102-250NS S 1.75
5101 CMOS S 3.95
2708 EPROM S 4.25
2716 EPROM S 6.95
2732 EPROM S13.95
2532 EPROM S17.95

There's just
no comparison

IC Sockets
Soldertail

$1
SAVINGS

8 pin 10 for S1.00
14 pin 8 for $1.00
16 pin 8 for 51.00
18 pin 6 for S1.00
22 pin 5 for S1.00
24 pin 4 for S1.00
28 pin 4 for 51.00
40 pin 3 for $1.00

Way under a
penny a pin.

Discover our world of electronics
We welcome you; whether you're a hobbyist or
industrial developer to visit us in downtown
Toronto or give us a call. Qualified staff is always
on hand to solve your problems or fill your order.
What ever your needs you can lean on us.

We stock these fine computer product lines and more
Rockwell
International

==7 Mullen . Rcn
COSMACVG

Superboard II
Microcomputer
Includes extra 4K memory
and one video modulator.

Compare
what you get for $455.00

8" and 51/4"
FLOPPY
DISK DRIVES

InpI:11
MICRO INC

MODEL 51
250K -BYTE capacity
single sided
double
density
48 TPI $399.95
MODEL 52
500K -BYTE capacity
double sided
double density
48 TPI $549.95
MODEL 91
500K -BYTE capacity
single sided
double density
96 TPI $549.95
MODEL 92
1 MEGABYTE capacity
double sided
double density
96 TPI S712.95

Super Special
Siemens 8" Drive
FDD-100-8 Single sided,
single or double density
S625.00 2 for $1200.00

Send certified cheque, money order. (VISA, Master Card or
American Express)... include expiry date, card number and
signature. We process only prepaid orders. Minimum order
$10.00. Add 5% (minimum $2.00) for shipping and handling.
Ontario residents add 7% sales tax.

ARKON ELECTRONICS LTD.
409 Queen Street West. Toronto, Ontario M5V 2A5 868-1315

AARDVARK
TECHNICAL
SERVICES
Ohio Scientific Software

We've always been an

AARDVARK dealer, we

know the product and we
have the most extensive
stock anywhere.

SUP `R' MOD II
Wide band black and white
or colour compatible inter-
face system intended to
convert the home TV to a
full video display. Great for
home computer. Includes
coaxial cable and antenna
transformer. Assembled.
Super 'R' MOD II video
modulator.

$44.95

Value packed RCA
Cosmac
Microcomputer
VP711
Features RCA COSMAC
Microprocessor. 2K RAM,
expandable to 32K (4K on-
board). Built-in cassette in-
terface and video interface.
16 key hexidecimal keypad.
ROM operating system.
CHIP -8 language and
machine language, Tone
cenerator and speaker,
s -bit input port, 8 -bit out-
put port, and full system
expansion connector.
Power supply and 3 manu-
als (VP -311, VP -320,
MPM201 B) included.
Completely assembled.
VP711 $342.00
Beginners set, 1K expand-
able to 32K. User must
install cables (supplied)
and Furnish 5 volt power
supply and speaker.
VP111 $162.50

ASCII KEYBOARDS
Just another everyday low,
low price. Microswitch.
Two types to choose from.

$39.95

Dynan
51,4"

DISKETTES

Price per disk

104/1 SSSD Soft Sector 35 TRK 5/BX 7.50
107/1 SSSD 10 Sector 35 TRK 5/BX 7.50
105/1 SSSD 16 Sector 35 TRK 5/BX 7.50
104/1D SSDD Soft Sector 35 TRK 5/BX 8.50
107/1D SSDD 10 Sector 35 TRK 5/BX 8.50
105/1D SSDD 16 Sector 35 TRK 5/BX 8.50
205/1D SSDD 96/100 10/BX 12.50
104/2D DSDD Soft Sector 35 TRK 5/BX 9.95
107/2D DSDD 10 Sector 35 TRK 5/BX 9.95
105/2D DSDD 16 Sector 35 TRK 5/BX 9.95
205/2D DSDD 96/100 10/BX 14.95

8" DISKS
3740/1 SSSD 10/BX 9.25 3740/1D SSDD 10/BX

3740/2D DSDD 10/BX 13.00
11.50

TTL, CMOS, Linear
Microprocessors
Check out our latest prices.
They just can't be beat.

Call 868-1315

Send $2.50 for Arkon
81/82 Catalogue

100 pages

This month's
Instock Specials

6809 ' $24.95
4164-15ONS $17.95
4016-15ONS $17.95
Pin for pin with TMM2016

BOOKS
Our book room is bigger
and better than anything

you have ever seen.
Over 1000 titles

in stock now.



APPLE II +
COMPUTER
The complete computer package!

This very popular system
is based on a 1 MHz 6502

microprocessor.
Three display

modes are available to

the user: 40 x 24 of text (which
can be removed if

desired). All text
is in 5 x 7 suppercase

format. All the

display modes are software
selectable. Comes

with 48K

of RAM memory
and Applesoft

II, Apple's
floating point

BASIC interpreter
in ROM. Also, standard

are semi full

screen editing,
tracing functions,

direct memory access

commands, a
dissembler and

mini -assembler,
and a

typewriter style
keyboard with N -key rollover and

cassette
interface. Standard

accessories
include an AC

power cord,
video cable for compisite

video and com-

plete
manuals. $1795.00

SPECIAL

LARGE SELECTION OF

APPLE SOFTWARE

PRINTERS
CENTRONICS

NEW EXCELTRONIX INC.
PUTING DIVISION OPENING.

M -

SPECIALS ON: APPLE COMPUTERS &
SOFTWARE, ATARI COMPUTERS, S.D.
SYSTEMS, ROCKWELL AIM 65, SYM,

PRICESSIÑ TOW
STATEMUSIC. 'OHIO

FOR APPLE.
SOFTWARE

MULTIFLEX

Z80A SYSTEM
KIT
ASS

$375.00
$475.00

FREE 3K OF MEMORY
WITH

THE COUPON
IN THIS ISSUE OF ETI

MULTIFLEX 64K

DYNAMIC MEMORY
BOARD KIT

WITH 64K OF MEMORY ON SPECIAL

SUPERBOARD
SPECIAL

SUPERBOARD
WITH 8K

/ f
ONLY $449.00

G, 6809

16 `` ` COMPUTER

NOGV SYSTEM KIT

IV
SC $495.00

s GN !` s MEMORIES

`SS ONIC
SUPER SPECIAL

C` A 4164-150nS

$14.95

D 4116-150Ceramic
3 95

4116-200nS

2 85

730.1
730-3

EPSON MXOO
$819.00

FURTHER

DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE IF

PRINTER IS BOUGHT WITH

ANY OF OUR COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

$950.00
$985.00

4116-300nS

2117 -Single
Supply 64K x 1

2114L-200nS

2102LFPC
5101 CMOS

2708 EPROM

2716 EPROM

1 95

4 75

3 39

1 57

3 95

3.95

6 45

1450 EPROM
14.95

2532 EPROM
.14.75

o -op
own h

Ontario residents
a f1U plus f3 f

319 COLLEGE STREET TORONTO,

Visa and Mastercard
,provincial I-

signature
accept tl

Remember
PRICE POLICY

Reme abler for
thatq

at Exceltronix,
all prices are

negotafford

large quantities onoryou
If you cannot

starting a Cyour ow about

ALLPRICE
ONTO

entl name
^'aster charge

ARE IN
ONTARIO. CANADA

CANADIAN FUNDS
M5T 182 (416) 9L95

º % FEDERAL SALES TAX INCLUDED

MAIL ORDERS
Send a certified cheque or money order
send cash).sh). Minimum order 1

not

sales tax.
must

for- ship.

sate la expiry datee send
ofbank.

Circle no. 5 on Reader Service Card.
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COPYRIGHT
All material is subject to worldwide copyright protec-
tion. All PCB patterns are copyright and no company
can sell boards to our design without our permission.

LIABILITY
While every effort has been made to ensure that all
constructional projects referred to in this magazine
will operate as indicated efficiently and properly and

that all necessary components are available, no
responsibility whatsoever is accepted in respect of the
failure for any reason at all of the project to operate
efficiently or at all whether due to any fault in the

design or otherwise and no responsibility is accepted
for the failure to obtain component parts in respect of
any such project. Further no responsibility is accepted
in respect of any injury or damage caused by any fault

in design of any such project as aforesaid.
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Features
Digital Design Handbook 10
A veritable plethora of digital circuits,
each one completely tested and ab-
solutely guaranteed to wind up flat as a
board if you park a truck on it. By Ian
Graham.

James Clark Maxwell 27
Maxwell was one of the founding fathers
of electronics. Without him, we might
never have come upon electronic data
processing, and your phone bill would
still arrive with the correct charges on it.
A great man.

Canada In Space 31
Actually, Canada has done quite a bit
way up there, aside from shooting off
Aniks to bring King of Kensington re -runs
to the Inuits. Roger Allen elaborates.

POKEing the ZX80 37
The Sinclair ZX80 has turned out to be
one of the most popular teeny tiny com-
puters around. Here's how to get still
more out of this useful little machine.

VIC-20 Review 39
Imagine a full colour computer with four
sound generators, a full size keyboard, 9
K BASIC, optional high resolution price
tag and a free Rolls Royce, all for
$450.00. Now imagine it without the
Rolls. Steve Rimmer rattles the keys.

PWM Explained 51

A PWM amplifier is one which produces
square waves out, even if you put
something else in. Ten years ago, this
would have been called total distortion.
Advances in technology have given it
another name.

Discount Coupons 56
ETI has got together with our advertisers
to bring you big savings.
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Its been suggested that, whereas the first American
astronauts were chimps, we should probably orbit a
beaver. Actually, there's been some indication that

was tried in the early sixties, but that the little
fellow got loose and gnawed down the rocket to

build a hydro electric dam. More startling facts
about Canada in Space begin on page 31.

ISSN 0703-8984

Projects
Alien Attack 21
A hand-held game that can be kept with
you at all times. Just the thing to idle
away the hours in hyper -space waiting to
pop out of a time warp in the lesser
Magellanic Cloud.

Headlight Delay 24
A simple little accessory for the family
chariot, which keeps the headlights on
for a while after the engine is switched
off, to permit you to find your house
keys.

Drum Machine 45
This is a fairly simple drum synthesizer,
but it can still produce two channels of
adjustable electronic percussion. Build it
and become a rock superstar, be adored
by millions and live in a palace in
Carmel. Bet you never knew it was that
simple.

Joysticks 59
With this simple interface, your com-
puter can read the position of an exter-
nal joystick, providing many relaxing
hours of watching the little white dot
zoom around the screen until you go
blind. What fun!

Columns
Designer Circuits 17,28
Audio Today 61
Fun of Electronics 64
Tech -Tips 65

News & Info
News 7
Babani Books 18,58
ETI Books 20
Order Form 25
Subscriptions 26
Reader Service Card 44
Pulling the Plug 50
Next month 55
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Active Component Sales Corp. 72
Amitron 38
Arkon Electronics 2
Audiovision 41,67
Avalon Audio 69
BCS Electronics 68
Classified 63
Dominion Radio and
Electronics 6,7
Double Dollar Paks 30
Electronic Packaging Systems 38
Electronics 2001 70
Exceltronix 3

Gladstone Electronics 35
International School
of Electronics 43
Kit King 68
Len Finkler Limited 71
McGraw-Hill 29
Metermaster 8
Mode Electronics 66
Newtronics 70
Nu West Video Systems Ltd. 38
Omnitronix 68
Orion Electronic Supplies 41
Paco Electronics Ltd. 41
R -A -E Industrial
Electronics Ltd 38
H. Rogers Electronic
Instruments 42

Editorial Queries
Written queries can only be answered when accom-
panied by a self-addressed, stamped envelope.
These must relate to recent articles and not involve
the sta'.f in any research. Mark such letters ETI-
Query. We cannot answer telephone queries.

Binders
Binders made especially for ETI are available for
$6.75 including postage and handling. Ontario
residents please add provincial sales tax.

Sell ETI and ETI Special Publications
ETI is available for resale by component stores. We
can offer a good discount when the minimum order
of 15 copies is placed. Readers having trouble in ob-
taining the magazine could ask their local elec-
tronics store to stock the magazine.

Component Notation and Units
We normally specify components using an interna-
tional standard. Many readers will be unfamiliar
with this but it's simple, less likely to lead to error
and will be widely used everywhere sooner or later.
ETI has opted for sooner!
Firstly decimal points are dropped and substituted
with the multiplier: thus 4.7uF is written 4u7.
Capacitors also use the multiplier nano (one
nanofarad is 1000pF). Thus 0.1uF is 100nF, 5600pF
is 5n6. Other examples are 5.6pF = 5p6 and 0.5pF
= Op5.
Resistors are treated similarly: 1.8Mohms is 1M8,
56kohms is the same, 4.7kohms is 4k7, 100ohms is
100R and 5.60hms is 5R6.

PCB Suppliers
ETI magazine does NOT supply PCBs or kits but we
do issue manufacturing permits for companies to
manufacture boards and kits to our designs, Con-
tact the following companies when ordering boards.

Please note we do not keep track of what is
available from who so please don't contact us for in-
formation on PCBs and kits. Similarly do not ask
PCB suppliers for help with projects.

K.S.K. Associates, P.O. Box 54, Morriston, Ont. NOB
2C0.
B&R Electronics, P.O. Box 6326F, Hamilton, Ont.,
L9C 6L9.
Wentworth Electronics, R.R.No.1, Waterdown,Ont.,
LOR 2H0.
Danocinths Inc., P.O. Box 261, Westland MI 48185,
USA.
Arkon Electronics Ltd., 409 Queen Street W., Toron-
to, Ont., M5V 2A5.
A-1 Electronics, 5062 Dundas Street W., Islington,
Ont., M9A 1B9.
Beyer & Martin Electronic Ltd., 2 Jodi Ave., Unit C,
Downsview, Ontario M3N 1H1.
Spectrum Electronics, Box 4166, Stn 'O', Hamilton,
Ontario L8V 4L5.



535 Yonge Street,
Toronto, Ont. M4Y 1Y5
Phone (416) 922-1818
No collect calls please

POTENTIOMETERS
A huge selection available.
Slider controls from 99c to
$2.95; Single pots 49c (with
switch 59c) Dual pots 69c
(with switch 79c). See our
catalogue for full range and
other types.

ETCHANT
16 oz
32 oz
140 oz

$ 2.25
$ 4.25
$14.95

00F 10
0012
0015
0018
0022
0068
0082
010

CAPACITORS
NISSEI POLYESTER FILM

Price
20
20
20
20
20
2C
20
2r'

F Price F

012 20 0027
015 20 0033
047 30 0039
056 30 0047
068 30 0056
082 30 018
10 30 022

Price
20
20
20
20
20
25
25

uF
027
033
039
12

15
18
22

Pr

2`
25
25
35
40
4t

50

CAPACITORS
AXIAL LEAD TANTALUMS

DIPPED SOLID TANTALUM
CAPACITANCE TOLERANCE ..

WV16 WV25 W050 WV16 WV25 WV35
uF SV20 5V32 0063 uF SV20 SV32 5V46

1 25 0 22
22 15 033
33 25 047 .3'.
47 25 068

10 25 25 30 10 3=
22 30 30 35 15
33 30 35 35 2 2 35
47 35 35 35 3 3 35
100 35 40 50 4 7 35 35
220 35 40 55 6 8 35 35
330 40 50 65 10 45 50 55
470 45 55 75 15 50 55 8'
1000 60 70 100 22 55 65 1 3`
2200 75 105 33 65 120 22`.
3300 I 05 1 35 47 1 95 2 75
4700 1 65 1 95 68 2 75

100 350

49"' ZENERS
TYPE #
BZX61-C75
1N4623
IN751A
IN4733A
IN4734
14-515-04

114574
IN753A

IN754A
IN752A
17-515-35
HZ7B

IN755A

IN74738A

IN757A
IN4739A

BZX61-C9V1
IN757A

TTL
7400 ... ,45 7423 ... .55 7472 ... .55 74123 ...1.10
7401 ....45 7425... .65 7473... .70 74125... .98
7402 45 7426... .65 7474... .70 74141 ...1.15
7403 40 7427... .55 7475... .98 74150 ...2.50
7405 75 7430... .45 7476... .70 74151 ... .98
7406 85 7440... .45 7485 ...1.40 74154 ...2.50
7407 95 7441 ...1.35 7486 ...1.50 74160 ...1.75
7408....75 7442 ...1.35 7490 ...1.15 74164 ...1.25
7409 45 7446 ...1.45 7491 ...1.15 74177 ...1.45
7410....39 7447 ...1.65 7492... .85 74190...1.65
7411 ... .55 7448 ...1.75 7493... .85 74191 ...1.60
7412....55 7454... .65 74121... .65 74192 ...1.55
7413....85 7460... .40 74122... .90 74193 ...2.95
7420 ... .45

4000 SERIES
4000... .50 4015... 1.50 4026...2.35 4044... 1.05
4001 ... .45 4016... .50 4027... .85 4045... 1.78
4002... .45 4017...1.50 4028...1.50 4047...1.09
4006...1.25 4018... .75 4029...1.25 4049... .45
4007... .20 4019...1.65 4030... .40 4050...1.50
4008...1.15 4020...1.25 4033...1.95 4069... 45
4010... .75 4021 ...1.95 4040...1.29 4510... 1.95
4011 ... .65 4024...1.25 4041 ...2.05 4511 ... 1.95
4013... .65 4025... .40 4043...1.30 4516... 1.35
4014 ... .90

MICROPROCESSOR

74LS00... .85 74LS32... .80 74LS109... .80 8080 ...8.95
74LS04... .60 74LS33... .60 74LS125...1.00 8212 ...3.00
74LS08... .65 74LS38... .80 74LS132...1.40 8216...3.50
74LS10...1.50 74LS74... .70 74LS151...1.60 8224 ...8.95
74LS11... .75 74LS75...1.10 74LS155...1.10 8228...6.25
74LS20... .70 74LS86... .70 74LS247...1.18 8255 ...8.95
74LS30... .65 74LS90... .95 Z80 ..14.95 4116 ...7.95

1400
1600
2200
2500
1000
Can

4700
Elec

4700
Corn
6800
RPE

PC BOARD SPECIALS
Epoxy Base PC
6" x 61/2" 25¢ ea.
13" x 4" 350 ea.
13" x 6" 50o ea.

VOLTAGE WATTAGE
3.3V 1W IN758A 10 1W
4.3 1W IN759A 12V 1W
5.1 1W IN964B 13 .5
5.1 1W 3E216D5 14 1W
5.6 1W IN966 16 1W
6.2 1W BZX61-

C18 18 1W
6.2 .5 HZ20C 20 1W
6.2 1W BZX61-

C20 20 1 W

6.8 1W GE5028 20 .1W
5.6 1W 14.515-31 22 .5
6.8 1W IN4751A 30 1W
7 1W BZX61-

C30 30 1W
7.5 1W BZX 79-

C36 36 %a w

7.5 1W BZX6I-
C56 56 1W

9.1 'hW IN5045 56 5W
9.1 .5 BZX61-

C68 68 1W
9.1 1W 1N4764A 100 1W
9.1 1W IN55938 183 1W

POWER SUPPLY
16
16
16
10

16

40

100

25

RADIAL LEAD
65 6800 Com 25 6 v' UF

WV16
SV20

WV25
SV32

WV50
SV63

.65 15000 RPE10 4 71 .25

.75 12000 Com 40 69` .25
65 14000 Corn 40 7 s. 33 25

1 7 .25 25
1.50 15000 RPE 10 4 5: 10 .25 .25 25

15000 Can 16 490 22 25 .25 -25
33 .25 25 .30

1.75 15000 Can 25 5 50 .17 25 30 35
15000 Corn 50 1195 100 30 .30 .35

720 .30 35 45
8.95 44000 Com 35 149'r 130 35 .40 60

470 40 .50 85
6.95 80000 Corn 20 1495 1000 .60 .75

2200 1 00

LOGIC TRAINER .. $74.95
MODEL DLT01
A new development package for a
BASIC DIGITAL LOGIC COURSE.
Four gates and a counter Circuit is
Included along with an in-depth
manual. Protoboard included.

STEREO PHONO
PREAMP KIT $11.25
MODEL EK8OSP001
Anyone with a ceramic input receiver
can enjoy the quality of a magnetic
cartridge with this simple but very ef-
fective Stereo Phono Preamp.
Specification: Standard RIAA. Fre-
quency Response: 20Hz to 2KHz
1548. Input Sensitivity: 5mv input
for 500mv output. Maximum Output.
70omv rms. Input Overload: 100mv
rms. SIN Ratio: Greater than 6048.

16 CHANNEL MULTI -MODE LED
CHASER KIT $32.95
MODEL EK8OLCM16
We're proud to add this to our line.
It's similar to our 15 channel LED
chaser but with many extra features.
There are over 60 selectable modes.
A few. Up. Down. Skip. Pulse. Scram-
ble. Single Pulse. Multi Pulse and
many more. An optional 120 vac
board is available. (Extra)

STROBE LITE KIT $21 95
MODEL EKBOSLOO1
Fantastic for special effects.
Variable speed Xenon flash gives you
a "STILL MOTION" effect. A real
attention getter.

CRYSTAL RADIO KIT ... .....$8.95
MODEL EK8OCR001
A self powered radio which uses a
resonant circuit and detector for AM
radio reception. An ideal protect for
the beginners.

1.5 to 24v POWER
SUPPLY KIT $24.95
MODEL EK8OPS024
A variable Power Supply syllable for
many digital and linear applications.
Delivers an output current of 100ma.
from 1.5v to 15v and 500ma. from 16v
to 24v.

0.28 VOLT POWER
SUPPLY KIT $39.95
MODEL EK8OPS028
A true 0 to 28 volts capable of deliver-
ing 1 amp continuous. Full wave rec-
tification, filtering and capacitance
multiplication provides a clean do
source for sensitive audio and digital
work. An ideal supply for the ex-
perimenter.

TRANSISTORS
PART No.
2N2906 -
BF -245-
2N3391 -
BF -199 -
TIS92-
BD136 -

BD135 -

2SC1505-
2SC1520-
2SC1507-
2SC1446-
M J E2370-

AD161 -

2SC1025-
2SC1304-
2SC1104-
2SD24Y -
AD162 -

AD139 -

2SC1160-
2N3614 -
2SC1106-
BD182 -

BU205 -

BU108 -

2SC940 -
2SC939 -
BF245A -
2SC945-
2SC1685 -
2SC454 -
2SC839 -
2N6558 -
2SC458 -
2SB77

-

AC -187 -

REPLACE
ECG -159
ECG -133
ECG -199
ECG -161
ECG -128
ECG -185
ECG -184
ECG -198
ECG -198
ECG -198
ECG -198
ECG -242

ECG -155
ECG -175
ECG -124
ECG -124
ECG -124
ECG -131
ECG -104
ECG -175
ECG -121
ECG -162
ECG -130
ECG -165
ECG -165

ECG -283
ECG -163A
ECG -133
ECG -199
ECG -199
ECG -289
ECG -123A
ECG -191
ECG -289
ECG -102A
ECG -128
ECG -103A

1.79
1.99
1.15
1.59
2.40
2.99
2.79
2.95
3.00
2.95
2.95
3.59

4.95
2.95
2.59
2.59
2.59
3.99
1.89
3.50
3.95
9.95
4.79
9.95
9.95

11.95
12.95
2.25
.89
.89

1.59
1.59
4.25
1.49
1.99
1.99
2.30

STEREO AUDIO
MIXER KIT $49.95
MODEL EK80AM001
Inputs 2 phono. 1 aux. Master con.
Crol Expandable. Frequency
response 20Hz-20kHz: 5v output.
0.01% distortion.

16 CHANNEL LED
CHASER KIT .. .... $22.95
MODEL EK8OLC016
A very familiar sight seen al discos,
department stores, and on neon
signs. 16 LED's flash in sequence up -
down or alternate. Adaptable to 120
vac. (Extra)

POWER SUPPORT 120 $2495
MODEL EK8OPLC120
A 120 volt power board which allows
you to connect regular lamps to our
LED Chaser Kits. 8 channels are sup-
plied per board with 150 watts per
channel- They can be easily inter-
faced for 16 channels.

5 WATT IC AUDIO
AMPLIFIER KIT $19.95
MODEL EK80AOOS
A general purpose 5 watt amplifier
with Thermal Overload and Short Cir-
cuit Protection.

DOMINION RADIO: The Home of Radio and Electronics Supply
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5 l EPDXY G10 GLASS BOARDS I
Double Sided
COPPER CLAD $4.95 5Ib

U1473

* 1/16" Thickness
* Size: 3Y2'X 7" approx.
 GREEN in COLOUR

HOBBY MOTOR

3-9 V
1"1 Li.

25c
10 For
$2.00

Switches

E

NORM ON/ OFF MICRO SW.

1

HOBBY MOTOR

b 12 V
, 1'. Deep

25c

10 For
$2.00

8 GANG PUSH SW

3.P.D.T. MOMENTARY

V1007

MOMENTARY PUSH

3.P.D.T.

SW.

35c

RESISTORS
Values from 1 ohm to 10 meg. V. or
V, watt. Still Only 31/20 each.

MINIMUM ORDER
$10.00. All merchan-
dise subject to prior
sale. Prices subject to
change without
notice.

SHIPPING.
Add S% extra to cover
shipping, excess re-
funded. Orders over
$75 shipped pre -paid.
Ontario residents add
7% P.S.T.

535 Yonge St., Toronto, Ont. M4Y 1Y5

NEWS
Computer Synth
Syntauri Corporation an-
nounces that a demonstration
record featuring the alphaSyn-
taurilm all -digital synthesizer is
now available. Using Syntauri's
new operating system,
alphaPlustm, the record
demonstrates the sonic ver-
satility of this professional
keyboard instrument with
selections ranging from the
sonorous tones of a pipe organ
playing bach to contemporary
improvisational jazz to the
animated sounds of a tropical
rain forest.

Based on the popular Ap-
ple 11 microcomputer, the
alphaSyntauri synthesizer is a
modular instrument system
which uses "soft -wired"
technologies (computer pro-
grams) rather than hard -wired
components to create and con-
trol sound. This technology
gives musicians the power of
an all -digital, accurate instru-
ment that won't become ob-
solete with advances in music
and electronics technologies.
Yet, musicians do not need any
computer or programming ex-
perience to fully use the
alphaSyntauri features.

Syntauri provides the
operating system software, in-
strument definitions, sofware
utilities, 61 -note keyboard,
footpedals, and computer in-
terface. Mountain Computer's
MusicSystem synthesizers (16
digital oscillators) give the in-
strument 8 -voice stereo
polyphony. The entire in-
strumental system, including
the Apple II computer (48k with
one disk drive, language card
and monitor) sells for under
$5000. For those who already
have an Apple II, the complete
instrument is available for
under $2100.

Instruments for the
demonstration record were
created by many alphaSyntauri
users, including New York
composer Laurie Spiegel, Los
Angeles synthesist Bill
Boydstun, and Steve Leonard
of the Cretones. Sound effects
tracks were created and ar-
ranged by Robin J. Jigour and
Ilana Wiedhopf of Syntauri.

The alphaSyntauri
demonstration record is
available from Syntauri Cor-
poration for $2.00 postpaid.
The systhesizer system is
available worldwide from
selected Apple computer and
music retailers.

Syntauri Corporation may
be reached at 3506 Waverley
Street, Palo Alto, CA 94306,
telephone (415) 494-1017.

New Multiplexed LCD
Drivers
Motorola announces its new
MC145000 (Master) LCD Driver
and the MC145001 (Slave) LCD
Driver. These CMOS devices are
designed to drive liquid crystal
displays in a multiplexed -by -four
configuration. The Master unit
generates both frontplane and
backplane waveforms, and is
capable of independent opera-
tion. The Slave unit generates on-
ly frontplane waveforms, and is
synchronized with the backplanes
from the Master unit.

The 24 -pin DIP Configuration
MC145000 (Master) drives 48 LCD
segments and the 18 -pin DIP Con-
figuration MC145001 (Slave) pro-
vides frontplane drives for 44 LCD
segments. Several Slave units may
be cascaded from the Master unit
to increase the number of LCD
segments driven in the system.
The devices use data from a
microprocessor or other serial
data and clock source to drive an
LCD segment per bit.

For further information, con-
tact your Motorola sales office or
local Motorola distributor.

Writing for Magazines
We're always prepared to con-
sider editorial contributions
from readers of ETI: we normal-
ly pay for anything we use.

We have prepared a series
of notes on writing, not just for
ETI, but magazines in general.
Copies of these are available
on request. Please write to
H.W. Moorshead, Editor ETI
Magazine at our Toronto ad-
dress.
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OSCILLOSCOPES!
The Best Buys Available

CIjaiVARIABLE, i
Model 65310

m I Dual Trace Portable

MODE

Mni

ea11 VOLTS

'4~

VOLTS/01V

-

1 te-.

POWEP 'l

Metermaster tHAH<EX

V7SA IR.H. NICHOLS

i

' WWURie_

snuurf

 15MHz (-3dB) Bandwidth

 X5 Sweep Magnifier

Battery, 12VDC & AC Operation

 2mV Vertical Sensitivity

 Trace Rotator

 Price $775.00 taxes not included

Model 65610
Dual Trace Bench
 15MHz (-3dB) Bandwidth

5" CRT Display

 120VAC & 12VDC Operation

Fully Automatic Triggering

Trace Rotator

 5mV Vertical Sensitivity

 HF Rejection

 Price $795.00 taxes not included

Model 65625
Dual Trace Bench
 45MHz (-3dB) Bandwidth

 Delayed Sweep (selectable)

 Single Sweep (selectable)

 Extremely Bright 5" CRT

 Illumuninated Internal Graticule

 Optimal Sensitivity of lmV

 X -Y or X -Y -Z Operation

 120VAC Line Operation

 Price $1630.00 taxes not included

All prices F.O.B.
Downsview, Ontario
subject to change with-

out notice. P.S.T. extra
where applicable.

Head Office: 214 Dolomite Drive, Downsview, Ontario M3J 2P8
TORONTO (416)661-3190  MONTREAL (514)337-0425  EDMONTON (403)432-7746  OTTAWA (613)238.7007
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NEWS

.16.,

VCR Head Cleaning Kit
Now owners of home video
machines can perform regular
head cleaning maintenance
themselves, at a considerable sav-
ings over service shop fees. The
VCR Head Cleaning Kit is a pro-
duct designed by Chenitronics
Inc., which allows the do-it-
yourselfer to obtain professional
results. It contains a 1 oz. bottle
of Video Renu head cleaning fluid
and 10 video sticks; urethane
foam swabs specially constructed
for safe non -residual cleaning of
delicate video heads, as recom-
mened by manufacturers.

Video Renu is formulated to
completely dissolve the damag-
ing, abrasive deposits which build
up on VCR heads, causing snowy
pictures, distortion, and ultimate-
ly necessitating costly head
replacement.

The VCR Head Cleaning Kit
will be available through video
recorder and video tape outlets.
Anyone having difficulty contac-
ting a dealer stocking the kit may
contact us directly at: Paco Elec-
tronics Ltd. 20 Steelcase Rd. W,
Unit 10, Markham, Ontario, L3R
182, Telephone (416) 495-0740.

Unlimited Digital Voice
The VoiceWareTM Development
System provides digital speech
capabilities for almost any com-
puter system. Developed by Cen-
tigram Corporation, the Voice -
Ware System allows users to pro-
gram digitized voice vocabularies
in real time, with storage on disk.
The system is easier to use than a
word processor, and operators
need have no technical or pro-
gramming knowledge. The
resulting speech quality has the
tone, cadence, and emphasis of
natural voice.

The VoiceWare System
enables users to custom -design
Voice applications. For example,
the system can be used to support
applications such as Touch Tone

data entry and retrieval, elec-
tronic mail, and computer -aided
instruction. Because the system
generates speech in real time, it is
ideal for development of interac-
tive dialog and applications
where the speech data changes
frequently.

The basic VoiceWare System
includes: an intelligent CRT ter-
minal incorporating a CPU with
64k bytes RAM; four RS -232-C
serial interface ports with local
and self -test; dual 500k byte 5.25
inch floppy disks for voice data
storage; a voice digitizer with
microphone input; and a LisaTM
voice synthesizer with a speaker
output. The Lisa voice synthesizer
is supplied in a Multibus format
and is housed within the
VoiceWare System. Options in-
clude: the MikeTM voice recogni-
tion system; the Mike application
development support software
package; a 5 Mbyte winchester
disk, Touch Tone inquiry Lisa
unit, and custom hardware inter-
faces.

For more information, con-
tact Len Magmusun at Centigram
Corp, 155 Moffett Park Drive,
Sunnyvale, California, 94086,
telephone (408) 734-3222.

r

Recorder
and

Playback

Audio -+r
In

The user -definable characters can
also be used to construct line and
bar charts. The display measures
13 -inches diagonally, and has a
screen format of 80 columns by
24 rows. A 5 x 9 -dot character
matrix is used in a 7 x 10 -dot cell.

For international use, seven
alphanumeric character sets
reside inside the terminal. The
keyboard is configured in the
language ordered by the user; the
other six alphabets can also be us-
ed under the host computer's con-
trol. By means of a shift
mechanism, users can easily
select the desired alphanumeric
character set or user -definable
character set. The alphabets and
their respective keyboards, are
American, British,
Danish/Norwegian, French, Ger-
man, Spanish, and Swedish/Fin-
nish.

Support for the D280C ter-
minal is provided by Data
General EclipseR, NovaR and
microNovaR computers using
standard software. The terminal is
fully compatible with the Dasher
D100 and D200 displays in single
colour mode. Industry -
compatible interfaces provide for
asynchronous communications

VoiceWare Develomentlystem

range (-40°C to 85°C) operaton
make them suited for use in
battery operated remote data
acquisition systems and harsh
industrial control en-
vironments.

These newest additions to
the Microboard line include
both unipolar and bipolar ver-
sions of a combination board
containing board containing
an A/D converter with 16 single -
ended or 8 differential input
and two D/A converters, and
A/D converter board, and a

dual -channel D/A converter

w :riti iri.
^e.lr`W a1

yy

w,.lr=h11 teiaA.
,.

... .. .

r

or- -Fri -1"i r. 1

Smart
CRT

RS C.

ey boad

1
K7 CPU

MULTIBUS or UNIBUS

Voice

Digitizer

Audio Out

MIKE .Y

Quad
RS. 232

Ports

J

1
Power Only

LISA
Mulnbu

TOUCHPAC

Dual 500K
Floppy or

5MB
Hard Disk

l,
RS '32

Printer

J

H

O
S

T

Low-cost colour
Alphanumeric Display
A low-cost, eight -colour
alphanumeric display terminal for
interactive applications was in-
troduced by Data General
(Canada) Inc. The new DasherR
D280C colour terminal is design-
ed for engineering, scientific,
business and industrial uses where
colour is important in information
discrimination and dramatic
highlighting of text is required.

For its low list price of $5,070
($4,730 for the video display, and
$340 for the keyboard), the D280C
terminal packs in a number of im-
portant features. Two sets of user -
definable characters provide 128
symbols in addition to the ter-
minal's 128 upper and lower case
ASCII characters. The host com-
puter controlling the D280C ter-
minal can define the shape of the
characters in a variety of patterns.

and colour video output. With a
20mA current loop, the colour ter-
minal can be connected to a host
computer up to 1500 feet away. In
addition, the standard EIA RS-
232 -C interface can be used for
remote applications via modems.
Users can also select seven
transmit and receive speed up to
9600 bps.

For more information con-
tact Sam Donkoh at Data General
(Canada) Inc., 2155 Leanne Blvd.,
Mississauga, Ontario L5K 2K8,
telephone (416) 823-7830.

Low Cost Analog 110

Microboards
Six new low cost CMOS 8 -bit
analog I/O microboards, as low
as $99.00 in 100 -unit quantity,
have been introduced by RCA.
The exceptionally low power
consumption (as low as 9 mA
at 5V) and wide temperature

board, all available in both
unipolar (0 to 2.5V) or bipolar
(± 2.5V) versions. All operate
from a single + 5 volt supply
and require no external
reference voltages, simplifying
system configuration while
reducing system cost.

All six new CMOS analog
I/O microboards are available
for immediate delivery and are
priced in 100 -unit quantities as
follows:

CDPI8S644 A/D-D/A
(bipolar)

CDPI8S647 D/A (bipolar)
CDP18S648 A/D (bipolar)
CDP18S654 A/D-D/A

(unipolar)
CDPI8S657 D/A (unipolar)
CDP18S658 A/D (unipolar)

$199

$129

$129

$159
$99
$99

Further information may
be obtained by writing to RCA
Solid State Division, Box 3200,
Somerville, NJ 08876.
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DIGITAL DESIGN
HANDBOOK
The arrival of increasingly complex digital
chips brings sophisticated designs within the
scope of the hobbyist. It also makes the

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS has become
enormously sophisticated over the
last decade. Just over 10 years ago I
made a rhythm generator using
discrete components, which oc-
cupied over one square foot of board.
Within a few years digital ICs became
available which reduced the size of
the device by about a factor of 10. A
few years later an LSI device became
available that did it all in one chip.
The same is true of a digital clock
built in that same period. The device
had a 100kHz crystal oscillator, which
was divided down by 100,000 to
generate seconds, divided and decod-
ed to display the seconds, and again
for the minutes, hours and AM/PM.
This used between 30 and 40 ICs and
required considerable power. Now
you can purchase a wide range of
sophisticated clock and watch chips
that can tell the time (even some that
speak the time), handle several time
zones, wake you up with a melody of
your choice and can run for years on
a single hearing aid battery, etc, etc.

This does not mean that digital
design is now redundant. It just
means that a lot of the hard work can
now be done by VLSI chips, sup-
ported by a bit of conventional digital
hardware. It also means that the pro-
blems you will be solving are con-
siderably more complex than those of
a decade ago. An important develop-
ment is the introduction of the
microprocessor. This device can be
thought of as a programmable logic
unit capable of simulating vast digital
circuits, which can be relatively easi-
ly modified by altering the software,
but which is only capable of medium
to slow speed operation. If the digital
circuit that you are designing is likely
to contain about 40 ICs then perhaps
a microprocessor design would be a
better solution.

Basic Principles
One of the most common series of
logic devices is the TTL series. These

designer's job more difficult. Tim Orr lays
down the ground rules for digital designers.

devices run on a standard + 5 V
power supply. They consume rather a
lot of current and so a complemen-
tary range known as LSTTL has been
produced (Low -power Schottky TTL).
The LS range is generally slower than
the TTL devices and now a new faster
range called ALS (Advanced Low -
power Schottky) is becoming
available. There are other types of
TTL including Schottky, High speed,
Low power, etc, but these are general-
ly only used in professional equip-
ment.

The input to a TTL device is a
single or multiple emitter. For the
7410, all the inputs must be high
before the output will go low. The
maximum current needed to pull an
input low is 1.6 mA, but the high input
current is 0.04 mA. If a TTL input is
left open circuit, it will automatically
float high, although for proper opera-
tion all unused gates must be tied
high and not allowed to float. The out-
put of a TTL device is capable of sink-
ing more current than sourcing it. For
the 7410 it is a maximum of 16 mA
(low) and 0.4 mA (high). This Implies
that the 7410 is capable of driving 10
input loads (fan -out of 10). The
typical high output voltage is + 3V5
and the low is + OV2.

When testing TTL it is important
that 'sanitary' logic levels are observ-
ed. The signals should always be
above + 3V and below + OV5. Signals
between these may well produce un-
predictable results. Short glitches
can also generate problems. One
source of glitches is a power supply
with too high an impedance. As a TTL
gate switches, it generates a short
current surge on the supply rail which
can produce large voltage spikes.
This problem can be overcome by us-
ing thick ground and Vcc tracks and
by regularly decoupling the power
supply. Use a 10 to 100nF fast
ceramic or 470nF tantalum capacitor
for decoupling on every four or five
packs.

CMOS
TTL can operate at frequencies as
high as 50 MHz, but for higher fre-
quencies ECL (Emitter Coupled
Logic) devices should be used. These
extend the range to as much as 1
GHz. For lower speed applications
CMOS devices can be used. Max-
imum operating speeds of 5 MHz can
be obtained. One tremendous advan-
tage of using CMOS is that it con-
sumes only micro -power. For exam-
ple, the maximum quiescent current
for the 4049 device 20 uA. Also, the
output voltage swing goes within 10
mV of either supply rail (no load). The
inputs are very high impedance, hav-
ing typical input currents of a mere
10pA. The output stages can usually
deliver currents of 0.5mA, giving
CMOS an enormous fan -out capabili-
ty, limited by speed rather than DC
drive.

+5V

LOGIC 1

+3V5

+1V5

LOGIC 0

oV

Fig. 1 CMOS operation on a 5V rail.

The B series of CMOS can run on
supply rails between 3 and 18 V, mak-
ing them ideal for battery operation
where dropping supply voltage and
low current outputs make TTL
designs impossible. The CMOS
transfer function shows a wide
spread from device to device, which
results in an indeterminate region of
operation of about 60% of the supply
voltage. As the input impedance is so
high, the input terminals can often
act as sample and hold devices. If
you bias one to + 3V, say, and then

10
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(a)

(c)

5V

140

TTL GATE OR
CMOS (FOR CMOS THE

10k `al' 140 RESISTOR CAN GO
TO 100k

(b)

(d)

NO WILL
NOT PULL DOWN Fig. 2 CMOS/TTL interfacing.

let it float, it may well remain charged
at this voltage. Unlike TTL, unused in-
puts can float anywhere. Some may
well float into a region where both
output FETs are partly on, thus
presenting a load of a few kilohms
across the supply ra'Is, destroying
the low power condition. Unused in-
puts should be tied high or low,
depending on the desired circuit
operation. The CMOS range of
devices is different in pinout and part
number to TTL devices. However,
there does exist a CMOS copy of TTL
known as the 74CXX series. Decoupl-
ing should be used for CMOS
designs, but it is less of a problem
than for TTL.

CMOS/TTL Interfacing
Interfacing to either TTL or CMOS can
cause problems. To operate TTL a
simple pull down transistor (Fig 2a)
will suffice. When TTL is driving
CMOS it is necessary to put the TTL
output high, because the usual + 3V5
high signal is just on the intermediate
region of operation for the CMOS
device (Fig. 2b). CMCS cannot pull

3908

h 741502

NEXT STATE

S R ON
IL 0 o 1

1 1 o

Fig. 4a SR flip-flop using NOR gates.

TTL

2k7

PULL UP
RESISTOR

CMOS I

4049B

40508 (NON
INVERTING)

TO LOCAL +5V

(a)

PROBE

1/6 741SO4

TO LOCAL OV

Vdd

(b) TO LOCAL
+Vdd

1/6 4050

PROBE

TO LOCAL OV

CMOS

TTL

+5V

CMOS TO TTL

L

SIMPLE LOGIC
PROBE (TTL)

SIMPLE LOGIC PROBE (CMOS)

Fig. 3 Three simple logic probes.

IS 74LS00

470R

.6V

V.

OV

NEXT STATE

S R O O

1J- 1 1 0

1 V 0 1

USING AN SR
FLIP FLOP FOR
SWITCH DEBOUNCING

Fig. 4b SR flip-flop using NAND gates.

down TTL. The typical 1.6 mA pull
down is well beyond the output drive
capabilities of most CMOS outputs
(Fig 2c). The 4049 and the 4050 are
buffer/converters, which can drive up
to two TTL loads each. When
powered from +5V they can even ac-
cept CMOS levels up to + 18V (Fig.
2d). In doing so they are converting
high level CMOS signals to low level
TTL drives. Another CMOS converter
is the 4041.

Logic Probes
If you don't have an oscilloscope then
a simple logic probe can be a useful
tool for debugging digital circuits. A

Va REXT/CEXT CEXT

Al

CLR B1 B2 A2 GND

.Va

FALLING EDGE / CLOCK DETECTOR PROBE

INPUJ

Ó OUTPUT

MONOSTABLE
PERIOD
(LED ON)

simple probe is shown in Fig. 3a. If
all six of the inverters are wired up,
then the probe can diagnose the logic
state of six signals simultaneously,
making it very useful for examining
data blocks. A logic 1 is represented
by the LED being on. Probe B detects
the presence of a clock signal. On the
falling edge the monostable is fired
and the LED turns on. Note that to
drive LEDs directly from TTL a pull
down circuit must be used. Probe C
is for CMOS circuits. Note that the 3
mA drive from the 4050 is not suffi-
cient to light the LED.

A set -reset flip-flop can be im-
plemented using NAND or NOR
gates. This device can be used to de -
bounce switch actions or as a single
bit memory. Note that positive -going
pulses are needed for the NOR ver-
sion and negative -going pulses for
the NAND version.

Va
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DIGITAL DESIGN HANDBOOK

Switch Debouncing
Contact bounce from a mechanical
switch can cause problems in digital
circuits. It can be seen as a multiple
entry. By filtering the signal and then
Schmitting it the bounce can be
reduced to a single transition. Note
that the TTL device needs a low value
resistor to ensure that the logic low is
reached.

-5V
1,6741406 17413 OR ..74132

390R-"-
/477

+Vdd

V

+

Tau
iDmS TIME CONSTANT T FL

SWITCH
BOUNCE -11-

VHU
VHL

FILTERED
CR INPUT

SCHMITT
OUTPUT

SWITCH DEBOUNCING

'.4093 0R 1,6 40106

100k

7On

Fig. 5 Switch debouncing.

 / cnnoS

TOn TBOn
5 6 9

16 Key Encoder Chip
The 74C922 generates a four bit out-
put code representing the last key
pressed. The keyboard can be scann-
ed by an external clock or by its own
internal oscillator. All the switches
are internally debounced by the IC.
The output can drive low power TTL.
The device can be used to encode a
Hex keyboard or any other switch
matrix. For 20 note operation the
MM74C923 can be used.

Edge Delay
This circuit is sometimes used to
generate a short delay to help prevent
a race condition between two signals.
A Schmitt trigger gives sharp output
waveform. If an ordinary gate is used
then the output will have a slower fall-
ing edge.

Often a digital signal is very thin
(50-100 nS), difficult to see on an
oscilloscope and impossible on a
logic probe. The monostable action
of the pulse stretcher enables the
pulse to become visible.

D -Type Flip -Flop
The 4013 is a CMOS dual type flip-
flop. Data present at the D input is
transferred to the Q output on the
positive transition of the clock. The
clock waveform should have a rise
time of greater than 5 uS. By pro-
gramming the Set and Reset pins the
outputs may be preset to any state.
The device may be used as a single
bit memory, or by connecting the D in-

*5V

16

4

) C
Y4

Y3

Y2

Y1

K4

DEBOUNCE OV Vet

DATA 12
AVAILABLE

OUTPUT 13147
ENABLE

O

MM74C922 <NAT SEMI)
HD374C922 !HARRIS/

X3 X2 X1

4

L-
O MOB

o

16

a

15

10

\\.

6\

14 ?

11

\\.

DATA

O LS3

OUT

3300

u

Ve EDGE

V_ EDGE

Fig. 7 TTL gates can be used to detect
positive and negative edges by using sim-
ple CR input networks.

put to the O output a divide by two
counter may be built.

The two halves of a 4013 are us-
ed as a two stage binary counter with
complementary outputs. The four
signals '0', '1', '2' and '3' are known as
decoded outputs. These are obtained
with two input AND gates. Let's see
how decoded output '2' is obtained.
Looking at the timing diagram, '2' oc-
curs when Q2 is high and Q1 is low.
We can, therefore, generate the
waveform by AN Ding together 02 and
the inverse of Q1, that is Q1. The tim-
ing diagram is the most important
tool for designing logic systems. Just
by drawing out the timing that you
need, it becomes very easy to both
understant and implement the
system. There is no need to even con-
sider using Karnaugh maps or logic
equations.

Fig. 6 16 note keyboard for music synthesiser.

O

16 KEY KEYBOARD

O

TO ADSR (GATE)

240k

 60k MADE FROM 30k + 306

16 KEY ENCODER CHIP

PITCH VOLTAGE
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PART OF AN OPEN
COLLECTOR DEVICE
SUCH AS 7401

7403
7405

Fig. 8 Pulse stretching.

j111( D R S 0 Uf 0 0 0 0 1

S 1 0 0 1 0

Z x 00 CIO
X X 1 0 0 1

X X 0 1 1 0

X X 1 1 1 1

CMOS 4013

V

X = DON'T CARE STATE

Fig. 9 D -type flip-flop.

1/6 74LS14

o

INPUT

-V/ VHU

RC
JUNCTION

OUTPUT

SET

RESET
CLOCK

DATA

The last part of the circuit is the
multiplexer. This is a digitally
selected, analogue single pole four
way switch, implemented with the
4016 analogue transmission gate. A
logic 1 at the switch control pin turns
the switch on, a logic 0 turns it off. Of
course, there is a better way of im-
plementing this design. The 4052 is a
differential four channel MUX with its
own decoding. Thus, :he 4081 and
the 4016 are replaced with a single
4052. Other multiplexers include the
4051 (eight way MUX) and 4053 (triple
two way MUX).

This device is a decade counter
with 10 decoded outputs. A high on
the reset line clears the counter back
to zero. The decoded output is high,
all the other outputs are low. The
simple transistor circuit enables the
counter to drive LEDs.

Counting And Decoding
Another counter/decoder circuit is
shown, but this time it uses TTL. The
74LS93 is a four stage binary counter.
The four outputs are shown on the
timing diagram and three decoded
outputs '0', '1', and '11' are shown
below them. To obtain these, all four
outputs must be decoded. For exam-
ple, to decode '11' we need to look at
the timing diagram. outputs A,B,D
are high and C is low. Therefore, a
four input AND gate must be driven
with A,B,D and C. This could also be
determined by studying the truth
table. The decoded outputs will pro-
bably contain what are known as glit-
ches. These are very thin (100 nS)

vdd n n
GND

LJ I

CK

01

TIMING DIAGRAM

02 I I L
.4081

Z2 d L

02 11)-- 2_
O7

02 L
Fig. 10 Divider/decoder/multiplexer.

pulses, which can cause problems in
some designs. The outputs of the
counter do not all change state at ex-
actly the same time. The outputs fur-
ther down are later in changing due to
the time delays in the system. This
counter is known as a ripple counter.
When the counter is clocked, the first
stage changes state, which, after a
short delay, sends a clock pulse to
the second stage, which, after
another short delay, sends a clock
pulse to the next stage, etc. So, the
information ripples down the counter
causing a skew in the total output. If
the outputs is then decoded, it is
possible to get a momentary illegal
states caused by the time delays.
These effects have been overcome in
synchronous counters, which use
synchronous clocking of all their
storage elements. In these devices
the skew time is very short.

TRUTH TABLE

COUNT DCB A

o o 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 1

2 0 0 1 0

3 0 0 1 1

4 0 1 0 0

5 0 1 0 1

6 0 1 1 0

7 0 1 1 1

8 1 0 0 0

9 1 0 0 1

10 1 0 1 0

11 1 0 1 1

12 1 1 0 0

13 1 1 0 1

14 1 1 1 0

15 1 1 1 1

n .Ved

CO Vdd
1

CE 2

ENABLE 3

RESET
5

4017 6

7

CARRY 6
OUT

GND

DECODED
OUTPUTS

47

.Vdd

6800

COMMON BUS
FOR LEDS

LED

XIS

-J

Fig. 11 CMOS counter/decoder. LED DRIVER

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1213 14 15 0

COUNT

A

D

º.n

'11' n

Fig. 12 Counting and decoding.

+5V

15 I,.

L

R

2 3

CK

+N./cc GND R01 R02

AIN 741593 DOUT

AOUT BIN BOUT COUT

A1 B19 CO8

D
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Schmitt Trigger Oscillator
Using a simple RC timing circuit, a
Schmitt trigger can be made to
oscillate. The capacitor is exponen-
tially charged and discharged bet-
ween the hysteresis levels of the
Schmitt trigger. If a TTL device is us-
ed, then the squarewave output will
be asymmetric, mainly due to the
relatively large input current of the
TTL gate. A simple resistor/diode net-
work will restore the symmetry. The
resistor value must be kept low,
otherwise the circuit will not be able
to pull the input sufficiently low and
will not then oscillate. Using a 7413
the maximum frequency obtainable
was 50 MHz, which used the stray
capacitance of the package as the
timing capacitor, C. The same circuit
will oscillate using CMOS Schmitts
(4903 or 40106). The waveform will be
inherently more symmetrical and, of
course, the device has a very high in-
put impedance. This will enable the
use of timing resistors of up to 10 to
100 M.

555 Oscillator
The 555 chip can be used as an
oscillator in digital circuits. The
bipolar version of the device can drive
several TTL loads, but care should be
taken with this device. During the
output transition there is a large sup-
ply current surge (as much as 350 mA)
which can cause problems, such as
false triggering. However, if the
CMOS is used the current surge is
very much smaller and yet the device
can still drive TTL loads.

Ring Oscillator
By connecting an odd number of in-
verting gates in a loop, an oscillator
is produced. The oscillation period is
the sum of the delay times through all
the gates. If outputs are taken from
each gate in turn, then phased
waveforms are available.

CMOS Oscillator
This two gate oscillator Fig. 16 is a
very common device in logic design.
It uses simple AC positive feedback
with an RC timing network. It defies
all attempts to set up a precise for-
mula defining its oscillation frequen-
cy. A close equation is Fosc = 1/2 CR.
It should be used where the oscilla-
tion frequency is unimportant.

Crystal Oscillator
To obtain a stable and precise fre-
quency reference, a crystal oscillator

3900

7/

Fig. 13a Schmitt trigger oscillator.

- =3V

OUTPUT

OUTPUT .OV1

3

OUTPUT
VOLTAGE 2 -

o
0V 018

INPUT VOLTAGE

7413 TRANSFER FUNCTION

Fig. 13b Modifying the feedback network
to give a 1 to 1 output

Fig. 14 555 oscillator.

Fig. 15 Ring oscillator

1V6

.Vcc
1+5V FOR TTL)

2

OUTPUT

RA

RB

= 1
IR A.ORBIC

LM555 OR NE555 FOR DRIVING TTL
ICM75551PA FOR CMOS

100

10

5/8 741004

CIuF10.1

0.01

0 001
01

L
RISE ANO FALL TIMES
APROX IMATELY 15nS

C OSCILLATION
FREQUENCY

Op 50 MHz

1000p 2.2MHz

10n 250kHz

100n 25kHz1200 1N4148
1.T 2.5kHz

AOu 250Hz

IRA+2RBI RESISTOR
COMBINATION

10 100 1k0 10k 100k FOSC IHzI

>->-->->
JUL

20 MHz

4049 OR ANY OTHER CMOS
INVERTING GATES

is usually used. The impedance of
the crystal changes rapidly at its
resonant frequency and so, by using
it in the feedback loop of an amplifier,
it is possible to stimulate oscillation
at the frequency. The trimmer
capacitor is used for fine tuning.
Crystal oscillators are notorious for
not oscillating. The classic CMOS
oscillator always includes the
resistor R (usually 22k). When I bread-
boarded it, there was no oscillation
unless R was a short circuit! The cir-
cuit then oscillated with a wide range
of standard TV and computer

20kHz

FOSO MIGHT EOUAL hut

Fig. 16 CMOS oscillator.

'.4001

Fig. 17 Crystal oscillator.
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crystals, which included 1.8432, 3.56,
4.0 and 4.125 MHz. One:of life's little
mysteries!

Bit Rate Generator
When computer terminals and data
terminals 'talk' to each Dther, they do
so at standard bit rates. The
MC14411 is a bit rate generator IC
that produces 14 standard frequen-
cies, with the option cf times 8, 16
and 64 rates. If your ccmputer has a
serial interface, then it is likely that it
has a bit rate generator controlling
the data rate.

Voltage Controlled Oscillator
A simple VCO can be constructed us-
ing a CMOS Schmitt triuger and a few
other parts. The timing capacitor (C)
is discharged by current from the cur-
rent mirror Q1,2. A ramp waveform
oscillating between the hysteresis
levels of the Schmitt is produced. The
oscillator generates a series of short
positive -going pulses.

INPUTS

o i
1k0

MC144411

GND F

F2

F3

Vcc F4

FS

F6

RESET F7

F8

F9

F10

F 1 1

F12
RSB F13
F16 F15 F14

RSA

0

0

1

RSB

0

0

RATE

X1

X8

X16

X64

Fig. 18 Bit rate
generator.

.5V

13oR

OUTPUT

7410 3 INPUT NAND GATE

4. TTL TRANSFER FUNCTION

3
VOUT

2 INPUT

1 L-_ 1y
0

1 2 3 4 VIN

Fig. 19a Going back to basic principles.

OUTPUT 7 / V

P
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N
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/7777

OUTPUTS

Fl - 9600Hz
F2 - 7200Hz
F3 - 4800Hz
F4 - 3600Hz
F5 - 2400Hz
F6 - 1800Hz
F7 - 1200Hz
F8 - 600Hz

F9 - 300Hz

F10- 200Hz

F11 - 15011z

F12 - 134.5Hz

F13 - 109.9Hz

F14 - 75Hz

F15 - 921.6kHz NOT CHANGED
F16 - 1.834MHz BY RATE CODE

1SV

1

OUTPUT

CMOS
4049 INVERTER

18

4
STAGE STAGE

4 4 1 4

STAGE - STAGE -b.-. STAGE OHO S1 AGE ^-
9 S 10 4 12 1 13

17OCK
3 306Hz

SHIFT REGISTER 4006 1111/ a
EXOR 4030 OR 4070 IN /// USING EXOR AS

ANINVEWEEP

Fig. 20a Pseudo -random noise generator using CMOS.

INPUT
10

Pseudo -Random Generator
It is possible to generate noise
digitally. A random binary sequence
has most of the characteristics of a
noise source. This random sequence
may be produced by taking exclusive
OR feedback from selected points in
a shift register. the sequence that is
produced does, in fact, regularly
repeat itself, but the repetition rate is
relatively slow. The longer the shift
register length, the longer the repeat
time. Also, by choosing the best
feedback points, the sequence length
will be maximally long. The chart
shows the best feedback points for a
selection of shift register lengths.
Note that incredibly long sequences
may be generated very easily.

A pseudo -random noise
generator can be made from two
CMOS chips. The output may be
filtered to give any desired spectrum.
There are also two noise generator
chip available, the MM5837 and the
S2688. The uses of pseudo -random
generators include constant noise
spectrums for audio testing, noise
sources for music synthesisers and
random number generators for lottery
nuts!

NOTE THE DEVICE TC

TYPICAL CMOS TRANSFER
FUNCTION

15V

RAMP RATE = 1

CURRENT
MIRROR

Fig. 19b Constructing a VCO.

17 STAGE SR

CLOCK

INTERNAL
OSCILLATOR

V44

4

.Vdd

1/6 40106
OR

4093

Vss

Vdd

Fig. 2Ob Using a special function chip.

03

.5V

467

8 PIN DIP
MM5837 NATIONAL
S2688 AMI

OUTPUT

Vss . OV
Vdd - -14V
V99 --27V

PIN NUMBER
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6 STAGE SHIFT
RESISTOR

2 3 4

Q 
Fig. 20c Pseudo -random noise generator.

Memories
Memory circuits are becoming
cheaper. Static RAMs (Random Ac-
cess Memories) are the easiest
memories to design into systems.
Dynamic RAMs are, in fact, less ex-
pensive and more dense than static
ones but they need extra support cir-
cuitry. The information they contain
is very volatile and every piece of the
memory must be refreshed every few
milliseconds. A static RAM has no
need to refresh its memory.

Memory is organised into `handy'
sizes. The 2101 has four data inputs
and four outputs plus an eight bit ad-
dress input. The 2102 has only one
data input and one data output, but it
has a 10 bit address input. The 2114
has four data terminals and a 10 bit
address input. Note that the data ter-
minals for the 2114 act as both inputs
and outputs. The write cycle for the
2114 is as follows. Set up the
memory address and take WE low.
Set up the data and take CS low. The
RAM has now been written into. Take
CS and WE high. The RAM is now in
its read mode (that is, it is outputing
data) but it is disabled. To read data,

(a)

INPUT
BYTE

MSS

r

LSO

 y,.

200k

100k

1006

100k

100k

100k

1004

100k

2004

6

(n) 12"-11

SHIFT REGISTER LENGTH SEOUENCE LENGTH FEEDBACK POINT

2 3 1,2

3 7 2,3

4 15 3,4

5 31 3,5

6 63 5,6

7 127 6,7

9 512 5,9

10 1 023 7,10

15 32,767 14,15

17 131,071 14,17

18 262,143 11.18

31 2,147,483,647 28,31

33 8,589,934,591 20,33

set up the address, leave WE high and
take CS low. The relevant data will
pear at the data I/O pins. The 2114 is a
a convenient size for microprocessor
memories. By using two of them,
eight bit words can be stored. When
the power is removed from a RAM all
the information stored is lost. Some
systems employ low power CMOS
RAMs with a back-up battery. When
the power is removed the battery
keeps the RAMs powered up. CMOS
RAMs are at present very much more
expensive than the common 1K and
4K devices

ROM (Read Only Memory) can be
used to store data so that it is non-
volatile. The data is preprogrammed
into the device and can only
thereafter be read. It is not possible
to subsequently write into a ROM.
Many ROMs are externally program-
mable but by far the most popular is
the EPROM (Erasable Programmable
Read Only Memory). This device
stores its information in small charge
wells. It is electrically programmable
and, if the contents should need to be

DAC OUTPUT

RESISTOR 1OLERENCE 0.5'+
8 BIT CMOS DAC

.13V
REFERENCE

r--
LSB

DATA INPUT

Fig. 20d Feedback points for various shift
register lengths.

,"...,"í; n éi AA éi ñ

107

A A A Q A Q A

v v v v v
A A A A

L v v v v v v v v v v w
itC3111[11t .1111 WO 111.1 tlt

v

rme (wont

nnAAñeiiiéiürié+

V V Y v V V UV V H v

Fig. 21 Typical memory configurations.

altered, it is possible to erase the
device by exposing it to hard
ultraviolent radiation. It can then be
reprogrammed. The 2716 is at pre-
sent an industry standard, being 2K
long and eight bits wide. Micropro-
cessor software is often stored in
2716 arrays.

Fig. 22 Digital to analogue converters: (a)
eight bit CMOS DAC (b) DAC 0800 (c) eight
bit companding DAC (d) ZN426 DAC (eight
bit) (e) eight bit DAC + latch (Ferranti).

-15V

MSS

DAC0800

OUTPUT
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DACs
Once it is possible to interface
analogue signals with digital hard-
ware, a wide range of interesting pro-
ducts can be made. To input
analogue information into a digital
system an analogue -to -digital con-
verter (ADC) is needed. A digital -to -
analogue converter (DAC) is used to
convert digital signals back into
analogue.

(d)

INPUT
DATA

5B-

14 111428 DAC (88111

.5V

REFERENCE
.10V

DAC OUTPUT

181,94

DIGITAL INPUT
SB+

DIGITAL INPUT

15V -15V

MOB BIT 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

LOB 8

(c)

OUTPUT 5V

(e)

8 BIT DAC * LATCH (FERRANTII

DESIGNER CIRCUITS
The cheapest way of building up a stock
of transistors is to purchase "bargin
bags" from component stores. The main
drawback is that you have no idea what
characteristics the devices will have, if
indeed they have any characteristics at
all! Usually between 10% and 30% of
the devices will be useless, the re-

mainder will be out of tolerance and not
suitable for commercial use - but
perfect for use by the experimenter.

With the aid of this transistor tester
you will be able to sort transistors for
gain and leakage characteristics, these
being the most important for the majori-
ty of applications.

Transistor leakage is the current
passing between the collector and emit-
ter when no base bias is applied. Gain of
a transistor is the ratio of base current to
collector current. To avoid complex swit-
ching only one socket is used for the
testing of devices - NPN and PNP types
are inserted in opposite ways to test
them. By comparing the meter deflec-
tons caused by good quality transistors
and surplus types, an evaluation of the
characteristics of any particular device
can be made - high gain, low gain, high
leakage, low leakage, etc. Germanium
transistors (such as 2SBxx') will register

TRANSISTOR TESTER

PNP
GAIN

LEAKAGE o

NPN
GAIN

much higher leakage than more modern
silicon types (2N3904 etc.). If no reading
is given for either gain or leakage the
transistor is open circuit internally and
useless. R2 and RV1 are included to pro-
tect the meter movement if the device
under test is short circuited internally -
again a useless device.

As well as acting as a transistor
tester, the unit can be used to check
diodes and measure resistance. Diodes
inserted between the collector and emit-
ter points will register little or no current
one way round, the other way round they
should cause high current to be
registered. To measure resistance, con-
nect the emitter and collector sockets
together and adjust RV1 to give full
scale deflection on the meter. Then the
meter scale can be marked to coincide

R1
390k

with the readings from a selection of
known resistor values, connected across
the emitter and collector terminals.

Another use for the circuit is for
checking 9V batteries: short the emitter
to collector -terminal and plug battery in
to replace the normal one: No deflection
or not full scale deflection, means that
the battery is on its last legs. Electrolytic
capacitors, when connected across the
emitter and collector terminals (making
sure positive is to the PNP emitter
socket) will produce a 'kick' of the
pointer - falling as the capacitor
charges up. With practice, an estimate of
actual capacitance can be made - no
'kick' means the component is open -
circuit, no fall back means the compo-
nent is short circuited.
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ram-BABANI BOOKS
SPECIALLY IMPORTED FROM ENGLAND

BP35: HANDBOOK OF IC AUDIO PREAMPLIFIER AND
POWER AMPLIFIER CONSTRUCTION 55.50
F.G.RAYER. T.Eng.(CEII.Assoc.IERE
This book is divided into three parts Part I. uoderstan.
ding audio IC's. Part II, Preamplifiers. Mixers and Tone
Controls, Part III Power Amphliers and Supplies. In.
dudes practical constructional details of pure IC and
Hybrid IC and Transistor designs from about 250mW to
100W output.

B P37: 50 PROJECTS USING RELAYS. SCR's S TRIACS
55.50

F.G.RAYER, T.Eng.(CEI).Assoc.IERE
Relays, silicon controlled rectifiers (SCR sl and bn
directional triodes (TRIACsI have a wide range of ap.
plicalron in electronics today This book gives tried and
practical working Circuits which should present the
minimum of dilficulty for the enthusiast lo construct. In
most of the circuits there is a wide latitude in compo.
nenl values and types. allowing easy moddreal ion of cu
curls or ready adantallon of them to individual needs.

BP39: SO IFET) FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR
PROJECTS 55.50
F.G. BAYER, T.Eng.(CEI),Assoc.IERE
Field effect transistors IFETsI. hod application in a wide
variety of circuits. The protects described here include
radio frequency amplifiers and converters, test equip
ment and receiver aids. tuners receivers, mixers and
tone controls. as well as various miscellaneous devices
which are useful in the home

This book contains something of particular interest
for every class of enthusiast - short wave listener.

radio amateur experimenter or audio devotee

BP42: 50 SIMPLE L.E.D. CIRCUITS 53.55
R.N. SOAR
The author of this book. Mr R Soar. has compiled 50
interesting and useful circuits and applications. cover -

mg many different branches of electronics. using one of
the most inexpensive and freely available components
- the Light Emitting Diode IL. E.D I. A useful book for
the library of both beginner and more advanced en
thusiast alike.

15P44: IC 555 PROJECTS 57.55
E.A. PARR, S.Sc.,C.Eng., M.I.E.E.
Every so often a device appears that is so useful that
one wonders how life went on before without it The 555
timer is such a device Included in this book are Basic
and General Circuits, Motor Car and Model Railway Cir
cults. Alarme and Noise Makers as well as a section on
the 558. 558 and 559 timers.

S F44: RADIO CIRCUITS USING IC's 55.90
J.B. DANCE, M.Sc.
This book describes integrated circuits and how they
Can be employed in receivers for the reception of either
amplitude or frequency modulated signals. The chapter
on amplitude modulated (a.m.) receivers will be of most
Interest to those who wish to receive distant stations at
only moderate audit) quality, While the chapter on Ire.
guency modulation II.m.) receivers will appeal to those
who desire high fidelity reception.

BP47: MOBILE DISCOTHEQUE HANDBOOK 55.90
COLIN CARSON
The vast majority of people who start up "Mobile
Discos" know very little about their equipment or even
whet to buy. Many people have wasted a "small
I ortuni" on poor, unnecessary or badly matched ap
partite*.

The aim of this book is to give you enough Informa-
tion to enable you to have a better understanding of
many aspects of "disco" gear.

S F46'. ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR BEGINNERS $5.90
F.O. RATER. T.Eng.ICEU, Aseoc.IERE
Another book written by the very experienced author -
Mr. F.G. Royer - and In It the newcomer to electronics.
will Ilnd a wide range of easily made projects. Also.
there are a considerable number Of actual component
and wiring layouts, to aid the beginner.

Fúrthermore, a number of projects have been an
ranged so that they can be constructed without any
need for soldering and, thus, avoid the need for a solder.
log Iron.

Also, many of the later projects can be built along
the lines as those in the 'No Soldering' Section so this
may considerably Increase the scope 01 projects which
the newcomer can build and use.

BP65: SINGLE IC PROJECTS 56.55
R.A.PENFOLD
There is now a vast range of ICs available to the amateur
market. the majority of which are not necessarily
designed for use in a single application and can otter
unlimited possibilities. All the projects contained in this
book are simple to construct and are based on a single
IC. A few projects employ one or two transistors in addi
lion loan IC but in most cases the IC es the only active
device used

BP66: BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MICROPROCESSORS
AND COMPUTING 57.55
EF. SCOTT. M.Sc.. CEng.
As indicated by the title. this book is intender, as an in
troductiOn to the basic theory and concepts of binary
arithmetic. microprocessor Operation and machine
language programming.

There are occasions in the text where some
background information might be helpful and a
Glossary is included al the end of the hook

5P67: COUNTER DRIVER AND NUMERAL DISPLAY
PROJECTS 57.55
F.G. RAVER, T.Eng.(CEI), Assoc. IERE
Numeral indicating devices have come very much 10 the
forefront in recent years and will. undoubtedly. find in.
creasing applications on all sorts of equipment. With
present day integrated circuits. it is easy to count.
divide and display numerically the electrical pulses ob-
tained from a great range of drover circuits.

In this book many applications and projects using
various types of numeral displays. popular counter and
driver IC's etc are considered.

8P68: CHOOSING AND USING YOUR HI.FI 57.25
MAURICE L. JAY
The main aim of this book is to provide the reader with
the fundamental information necessary to enable him to
make a satisfactory choice from the extensive range of
hili equipment now on the market.

Help is given to the reader in understanding the
equipment he is interested in buying and the author also
gives his own opinion of the minimum standards and
specifications one should look for. The book also offers
helpful advice on how to use your m-11 properly so as to
realise its potential. A Glossary of terms is also includ.
ed.

BP69: ELECTRONIC GAMES 57.55
AUTHOR: R.A. PENFOLD
In this book Mr. R. A. Penfold has designed and
developed a number of interesting electronic game pro-
jects using modern integrated circuits. The text is druid.
ed into two sections, the first dealing with simple games
and the latter dealing with more complex circuits.

BP70: TRANSISTOR RADIO FAULTFINDING
CHART 12.40
AUTHOR: CHAS. E. MILLER
Across the top of the chart will be lopnd lour rectangles
containing brief descriptions or these laulls vis
sound weak but undistorted set dead sound low o
distorted and background noises One then selects the
most appropriate Of these and following the arrows. car
ties out the suggested checks in sequence until the
fault is cleared.

BP71: ELECTRONIC HOUSEHOLD PROJECTS 57.70
AUTHOR: R. A. PENFOLD
Some of the most useful and popular electronic con.
9tructron projects are those that can be used in or
around the home The circuits range from such things
as '2 Tone Door Buzzer'. Intercom. through Smoke or
Gas Detectors to Baby and Freezer Alarms.

BP72: A MICROPROCESSOR PRIMER 57.70
AUTHOR: E.A. PARR. B.Sc.. C.Eng., M.I.E.E.
A newcomer to electronics tends to be Overwhelmed
when last confronted with articles or books on
microprocessors In an attempt to give a painless ap
proach to computing, this small book will start by
designing a simple computer and because of it simplici
ty and logical structure. the language is hopefully easy
to learn and understand. In this way. such ideas as
Relative Addressing. Index Registers etc will be
developed and it is hoped that these will be seen as
logical progressions rather than arbitrary things to be
accepted but not understood.

213: ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS FOR MODEL
RAILWAYS 54.50
M.H. BABANI, B.SO.IEng.l
The reader is given constructional details of how to
build a simple model train Controller, contiuller with
simulated inertia and a high power controller A signal
system and lighting for model trains is discussed as is
the suppression of RF interference I rom model ranways
The construction of an electronic steam whistle and a
model Tram chufler is also covered

221: 28 TESTED TRANSISTOR PROJECTS 55.50
R.TORRENS
Mr Richard Torrens is a well experienced electronics
development engineer and has designed. developed
built and tested the many useiul and interesting cnou,ls
included in this book The projects themselves Can be
split down into simpler budding blocks. which aie
shown separated by boxes in the circuits Icy ease
descripliOn. and also to enable any reader who wis ne,,,
to combine boxes ire, diuerent tir,.leris iii rr nl
ideas of his own

223: 50 PROJECTS USING IC CA3130 55.50
AUTHOR: R.A.PENFOLD
In this book the author has designed and developed a

tuber al interesting and useiul projects which are
divided into live general rateouries I - And. Pruieris
II - R F Projects III - Test Equipment IV House
hold Projects V - Miscellane,ws Projects

221: 50 CMOS IC PROJECTS 54.25
R.A. PENFOLD
CMOS IC t. a e probably the most versatile rang,.'
digital devices for use by the amateur enthusiast Tue.,
die suitable for an eIrdnril,nary wide range or awn,, a
lions and air also sonic of the most n, .pe,isive end
e isily avariahie types of IC

Mr R A Penlold has designed and developed a
niber ,ol interesting and useiul prnieCtS which are

divided into lour general categories
I - Multivibratsirs

II Arntilrhors and Oscillators Ill - Trigger Devices IV
Seer tai Devices

BPt. FIRST BOOK OF TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENTS
AND SUBSTITUTES 52.80
B.B. BABANI
This dude rovers many thousands of transistors show
,rig possible alternatives and equivalents Covers Iran
.store made inn Great Britain USA. Japan Germany
Fiance Europe Hong Kong and includes lypes prod,
ed by more than 120 dithered manufacturers

BP14: SECOND BOOK OF TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENTS
AND SUBSTITUTES 54.80
B.B. BABANI
The First Book of Transistor Equivalents has had to
be reprinted 15 limes The Second Book produced
the same style as the list book in no way duplicates
any of the data presented in it The Second Book con
rains only additional material and the Iwo books coin
element each other and make available some al the
most complete and extensive intorrnation Ti this held
The interchangeability data covers semiconductors
rnanulaclured in Great Britain USA Germany France
Poland. riaiy. East Germany Belgium AusVa
Netherlands and many other countries

BP24: 50 PROJECTS USING IC74t $4.25
RUDI 6 UWE REOMER
This book originally published in Germany ny TOPP has
achieved phenomenal sales on the Continent and
Baban, decided. in view of the fact That the integrated
Circuit used in this book is inexpensive to buy. to make
this unique book available lo the English speaking
reader Translated Iron" the original German with
copious notes data and circuitry oust for everyone
whatever their interest in electronics.

BP33: ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR USERS
HANDBOOK 84.25
M.M. BABANI, B.Sc.(Eng.)
An invaluable book for all calculator users whatever
their age or occupation or whether they have the
simplest or most sophisticated of calculators Presents
formulae. data. methods of calculation. conversion lac,
tors. etc. with the calculator user especially in Hind.
of ten illustrated with srmle examples includes the way
to calculate using only a simple lux function calculator
Trigonometric Functions (Sin. Cos. Tani' Hyperbolic
Functions (Sink. Cosh. Tent') Logarithms. Square Roots
and Powers

CATCH

GOOD
BOOK
FROM
E.T.I.



BP81: ELECTRONIC SYNTHESISER PROJECTS 57.30
M.K. BERRY
One of the most fascinating and rewarding applications
of electronics is in electronic music and there is hardly a
group today without some sort of synthesiser or effects
generator.

Although an electronic synthesiser is guile a coin.
pier piece of electronic equipment it can be broken
down into much simpler units which may he built in
dividually and these can then be used or assembled
together to make a complete instrument.

BP83: VMOS PROJECTS 58.20
R.A. PENFOLD
Although modern bipolar power transistor give excellent
resells in a wide range of applications they are not
without their drawbacks or limitations This book will
primarily be concerned with VMOS power FETs
although power MOSFETs will be dealt with in the
chapter on audio circuits. A number of varied and in-
leresting projects are covered under the main heading
of. Audio Circuits. Sound Generator Circuits. DC Con-
trol Circuits and Signal Control Circuits

BP84: DIGITAL IC PROJECTS 58.10
F.G. RAPER. T.Eng.ICEO,Assoc.IERE
This book contains both simple and more advanced pro.
lects and it is hoped that these will be found Of help to
the reader developing a knowledge of the workings of
digital circuits.

To help the newcomer to the hobby the author has
included a number of board layouts and wiring
diagrams. Also the more ambitious projects can be built
and tested section by section and this should help avoid
or correct faults that could otherwise be troublesome.

An ideal book for both beginner and more advanced
enthusiast alike.

BP85: INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR
EQUIVALENTS GUIDE $12.25
AUTHOR: ADRIAN MICHAELS
This book will help .the reader to find possible
substitutes for a popular user -orientated selection of
modern transistors. Also shown are the material type.
polarity, manufacturer selection of modern transistors.
Also shown are the material type. polarity. manufacturer
and use. The Equivalent are sub -divided into European.
American and Japanese. The products of over 100
manufacturers are included.

An essential addition to the library of all those in.
retested in electronics. be they technicians. designers.
engineers or hobbyists.

Fantastic value for the amount of information it

contains.

BP88: AN INTRODUCTION TO BASIC
PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES $8.25
AUTHOR: S. DALY
This took is based on the authors own experience in
learning BASIC and in helping others, mostly beginners.
lo program and understand the language.

Also included are a program library containing
various programs. that the author has actually written
and run, these are for biorhythms. plotting a graph of Y
against X. standard deviation, regression, generating a
musical note sequence and a card game.

The book is complemented by a number of appeo
dices which include test questions and answers on each
chapter and a glossary.

SW: SIMPLE L.E.D. CIRCUITS $5.90
AUTHOR: R.N. SOAR
Since it first appeared in 1977. Mr. R.N. Soar's book has
Preyed very popular. The author has developed a luriber
range of circuits and these are included in Book 2 Pro
feels include a Transistor Tester. Various Voltage
Regulators. Testers and so on

205: FIRST BOOK OF Hl -Fl LOUDSPEAKER
ENCLOSURES 53.55
B.B. BABANI
This book gives data for building most types of
loudspeaker enclosure. Includes corner reflex. bass
reflex, exponential horn, folded horn, tuned port,
klipschorn labyrinth, tuned column, loaded port and
multi speaker panoramic. Many clear diagrams for
every construction showing the dimensions necessary

BP80: POPULAR ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS -
BOOK 1 98.25
R.A. PENFOLD
Another book by the very popular author. Mr. R.A. Pen.
l old, who has designed and developed a large number of
various circuits. These are grouped under the following
general headings; Audio Circuits, Radio Circuits, Test
Gear Circuits, Music Project Circuits. Household Protect
Circa:ts and Miscellaneous Circuits.

e

131,49: POPULAR ELECTRONIC PROJECTS $8.25
- R.A. PENFOLD

Includes a collection of the most popular types of tin
culls and projects which, we feel sure, will provide a
number of designs to interest most electronics con-
structors. The projects selected cover a very wide range
and are divided into four basic types: Radio Projects.
Audio Projects. Household Projects and Test Equip
ment.

BP 50: IC LM3900 PROJECTS $5.90
H.KYBETT.B.Sc.. C.Eng.
The purpose of this book is to introduce the LM3900 to
the Technician, Experimenter and the Hobbyist. It pro
vides the groundwork for both simple and more adoanc
ed uses. and is more than lust a collection of simple cir.
cults or protects.

Simple basic working circuits are used to introduce
this IC The LM3900 can do much more than is shown
here. Ihis is just an introduction. Imagination is the only
limitation with this useful and versatile device But first
the reader must know the basics and that is what this
book is all about.

BP51: ELECTRONIC MUSIC AND CREATIVE TAPE
RECORDING 55.50
M.K. BERRY
Electronic music is the new music of the Twentieth Ces
fury II plays a large part in "pop' and 'rock - music
and. in fact. there is scarcely a group without Some sort
of synthesiser or other effects generator

This book sets out to show how electronic music
can be made al home with the simplest and most Ines.
pensive of equipment. 11 then describes how the sounds
are generated and how these may be recorded to build
up the final composition.

No. 215: Shortwave Circuits: Gear For Experimenters E
Radio Hams $3.70
Covers constructional details of a number of projects for the
shortwave enthusiast and radio "Ham". Included are: an add.
in crystal filter, adding an "S" meter in your receiver; crystal
locked H.F. Receiver; AM tuner using phase locked loop;
converter for 2MHz, 40 to 800 MHz RF amplifier. Aerials for
the 52, 144MHz bands, Solid Slate Crystal Frequency
Calibrator, etc.

BP90: AUDIO PROJECTS $8.10
AUTHOR: F.G. RAVER
Covers in detail the Construction of a wide range of audio
projects. The text has been divided into preamplifiers and
mixers, power amplifiers, tone controls and matching and
miscellaneous projects.

Babani Books are now available from
Arkon, CESCO, Dominion Radio and
General Electronics.

ELEMENTS OF ELECTRONICS - An ongoing series
AUTHOR: F.A. WILSON. C.G.I.A.. C.Eng..
BP62: BOOK 1. The Simple Electronic Circuit and

Components $8.95
BP63: BOOK 2. Alternating Current Theory $8.95
8P64: BOOK 3. Semiconductor Technology 895
BP77: BOOK 4. Microprocessing Systems And

Circuits 512.30
8P89: BOOK S. Communication - $12.30

The aim of this series of books can be slated quite situp
ly - it is to provide an inexpensive inlroductive lu
modern electronics SO that the reader will start un Ise
right road by thoroughly understanding the fundamental
principles involved.

Although written especially for readers with u

more than ordinary arithmetical skills the use u1
mathematics is not avoided. and all the mathematics re
quired is taught as the reader progresses

Each book is a complete treatise of a parli:ular
branch of the sublecl and therefore. can be used on its
Own with one proviso. that the later books du not
duplicate material from Then predecessors thus a work-
ing knowledge of the subjects covered by the earlier
books is assumed

BOOK 1 This book contains an the tundamentat
theory necessary to lead to a lull understanding of the
simple electronic circuit and its main components

BOOK 2' This book continues with alternating cur-
rent theory without which there can be no compreheo
siOn of speech. music. radio. television or even the eiec
trimly mains.

BOOK 3 Follows on semiconductor technology.
leading up to transistors and integrated Circuits

BOOK 4'. A complete description of the internal
workings of microprocessor.

BOOK 5: A book covering the whole communicatic
scene.

BP73: REMOTE CONTROL PROJECTS
OWEN BISHOP
This book is aimed primarily al the electronics en.
thusiast who wishes to experiment with remote control.
Full explanations have been given so that the reader can
fully understand how the circuits work and can more
easily see how to modify them for other purposes.
depending on personal requirements. NCI only are
Radio control systems considered buy also Inhered.
visible light and Ultrasonic systems as are the use of
Logo, ICs and Pulse position modulation etc.

BP74: ELECTRONIC MUSIC PROJECTS 57.70
R.A. PENFOLD
Although ' ii" of the more recent branches of amateur
elec homes electronic music has now become extreme
ly popular and there are many protects which fall Into
this category.

The purpose of this book is to provide the construe
for with a number of practical circuits for Me less coin.
pies items of electronic music equipment. including
such things as Fuzz Box. Waa.Waa Pedal. Sustain Unit.
Reverberation and Phaser-Units. Tremelo Generator etc.

BP75: ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT
CONSTRUCTION 57.30
F.G. RATER, T.Eng. (CEO. Assoc. IERE
This book covers in detail the construction of a wide
ranee of lest equipment for -both the Electronics Hob.
byists and Radio Amateur. Included are projects rang-
ing from an FET Amplified Voltmeter and Resistance
Bridge :o a Field Strength Indicator and Heterodyne Fre.
quency Meier. Not only can the home constructor enjoy
building the equipment but the finished projects can
also be usefully utilised in the furtherance of his hobby

BP76: POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS $7.30
R.A, PENFOLD
Line power supplies are an essential part of many elec-
IrOnics projects The purpose of this book is 10 give a
number of power supply designs. including simple
unsiabilised types. fixed voltage regulated types and
variable voltage stabilised designs. the latter being
primarily intended for use as bench supplies for the
electronics workshop The designs provided are all low
voltage types for semiconductor circuits.

There are other types of power supply and a number
of these are dealt with in the final chapter. including a
cassette power supply. NI -Cad battery charger. voltage
step up circuit and a simple inverter

BP78: PRACTICAL COMPUTER EXPERIMENTS $7.30
E.A. PARR. B.Sc.. C.Eng.. M.I.E.E.
Curiously most published material on the

coprOcesSor lends to be of two sorts the firsr treats
the microprocessor as a black box and deals at length
with programming and using the beast The second
type of book deals with the social impact. None of these
books deal vein the background to the chip, and this is a
shame as the basic ideas are both interesting and sew
ple

This book aims to fill in the background to the
microprocessor by constructing typical cOmpuler Cir-
cuits in discrete logic and it is hoped that this will form a
useful introduction to devices such as adders,
memories etc as well as a general source book of logic
c ir culls

BP79: RADIO CONTROL FOR BEGINNERS $7.30
F.G RAPER. T.Eng.(CEII.Assoc.IERE.
The aim of this book is to act as an introduction to Radio
Control for beginners to the hobby The book will corn.
mecca by dealing with the conditions that are allowable
for such Things as Irequency and pbwer of transmission.
This is followed by a "block' explanation of how
COntrvi'device and Iransmuler Operate and receiver and
aclealorisi produce motion in a model.

Details are then given of actual solid stale transmit -
ling equipment which the reader can build Plain and
Ipaded aerials are then discussed and so is the held
strength meter to help with proper setting up

The radio receiving equipment is Then dealt with
which includes a simple receiver and also a crystal coo'
holed superhet. The book ends With the electro.
mechanical means of obtaining movement of the core
Irols 01 the mode:

These books are specially imported from England by us.
All prices include handling and postage. To order, use
the order form in this publication or write to:

Ct O Si11C.i..i

dayINTERNAER)NA1.

Unit 6
25 Overlea Blvd.,
Toronto, Ontario
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Computer Technician's Handbook
TAB No.554 817.45
Whether you're looking for a career, or you are a service
technician, computer repair is an opportunity you should be
looking at. The author covers all aspects of digital and com-
puter electronics as well as the mathematical and logical
concepts involved.

Beginner's Guide To Computer Programming
TAB No.574 816.45
Computer programming is an increasingly attractive field to
the individual, however many people still overlook it as a
career. The material in this book has been developed in a
logical sequence, from the basic steps to machine language.

Microprocessor/Microprogramming Handbook
TAB No.785 $14.45
A comprehensive guide to microprocessor hardware and pro-
gramming. Techniques discussed include subroutines, handl-
ing interrupts and program loops

Master Handbook Of 1001 Practical Circuits
TAB No.800 $20.45
Master Handbook Of 1001 More Practical Circuits
TAB No.804 519.45
Here are transistor and IC circuits for just about any applica-
tion you might have. An ideal source book for the engineer,
technician or hobbyist. Circuits are classified according to
function, and all sections appear in alphabetical order.

99 Test Equipment Projects You Can Build
TAB No.805 $14.45
An excellent source book for the hobbyist who wants to build
up his work bench inexpensively. There are circuits to
measure just about any electrical quantity. The variety is
endless and includes just about anything you could wish for!

The Power Supply Handbook
TAB No.806 816.45
A complete one stop reference for hobbyists and engineers.
Contains high and low voltage power supplies of every con-
ceivable type as well mobile and portable units.

Build Your Own Working Robot
TAB No.841 $11.45
Contains complete plans - mechanical, schematics, logic
diagrams and wiring diagrams - for building Buster. There
are two phases involved: first Buster is leash led, dependent
on his creator for guidance; the second phase makes Buster
more independent and able to get out of tough situations.

CMOS Databook
TAB No.984 814.45
There are several books around with this title, but most are
just collections of manufacturers' data sheets. This one, by
Bill Hunter, explains all the intricacies of this useful family of
logic devices ... the missing link in getting your own designs
working properly. Highly recommended to anyone working

digital circuits.

Beginners Guide To Microprocessors
TAB No.995 810.45
If you aren't sure exactly what a microprocessor is, then this
is the book for you. The book takes the beginner from the
basic theories and history of these essential devices, right up
to some real world hardware applications

A Beginner's Guide to Computers and Microprocessors -
With Projects.
TAB No.1015 513.45
Here's a plain English introduction to the world of .rocom-
puters - it's capabilities, parts and functions ... and how
you can, use one. Numerous projects demonstrate operating
principles and lead to the construction of an actual working
computer capable of performing many useful functions.
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The BASIC Cookbook.
TAB No.1055 59.45
BASIC is a surprisingly powerful language .. if you unders-
tand it completely. This book picks up whete most manufac-
turers' documentation gives up. With it, arty computer owner
can develop programs to make the most out of his or her
machine.

How To Design, Build, and Test Complete Speaker Systems.
TAB No.1064 813.45
By far the greatest savings in assembling an audio system can
be realized from the construction of speakers. This book con-
tains information to build a variety of speakers as well as in-
structions on how to design your own.

Digital Interfacing With an Analog World
TAB No.1070 $14.45
You've bought a computer, but now you can't make it do
anything useful. This book will tell you how to convert real
world quantities such as temperature, pressure, force and so
on into binary representation.

The Complete Handbook Of Robotics
TAB No.1071 813.45
All the information you need to build a walking, talking
mechanical friend appears in this book. Your robot can take
many forms and various options - light, sound, and proximi-
ty sensors - are covered in depth.

The Active Filter Handbook
TAB No.1133 $11.45
Whatever your field - computing, communications, audio,
electronic music or whatever - you will find this book the
ideal reference for active filter design. The book introduces
filters and their uses also presents many practical circuits in-
cluding a graphic equalizer, computer tape interface and
more.

How To Build A Small Budget Recording Studio From
Scratch. .

TAB No.1166 516.45
The author, F. Alton Everest, has gotten studios together
several times, and presents twelve complete, tested designs
for a wide variety of applications. If all you own is a mono
cassette recorder, you don't need this book. If you don't want
your new four track to wind up sounding like one, though,
you shouldn't be without it.

Electronic Music Synthesizers
TAB No.1167 510.45
If you're fascinated by the potential of electronics in the
field of music, then this is the book for you. Included is data
on synthesizers in general as well as particular models. There
is also a chapter on the various accessories that are
available.

Troubleshooting Microprocessors and Digital logic
TAB No.1183 $13.45
The influence of digital techniques on commercial and home
equipment is enormous and increasing yearly. This book
discusses digital theory and looks at how to service Video
Cassette Recorders, microprocessors and more.

The Master IC Cookbook
TAB No.1199 516.45
If you've ever tried to find specs for a so called 'standard'
chip, then you'll apppreciate this book. C.L. Hallmark has
compiled specs and pinouts for most types of ICs that you'd
ever want to use.

How To Build Your Own Working Microcomputer
TAB No.1200 516.45
An excellent reference or how-to manual on building your
own microcomputer. All aspects of hardware and software
are developed as well as many practical circuits.

Handbook Of Microprocessor Applications
TAB No.1203 514.45
Highly recommended reading for those who are interested in
microprocessors as a means of accomplishing a specific task.
The author discusses two individual microprocessors, the
1802 and the 6800, and how they can be put to use in real
world applications.

PASCAL
TAB No.1205 $16.45
Aimed specifically at TRS-80 users, this book discusses how
to load, use and write PASCAL programs. Graphic techniques
are discussed and numerous programs are presented

Tower's International Op -Amp Linear IC Selector
TAB No.1216 513.45
This book contains a wealth of useful data on over 5 000 Op -
amps and linear ICs - both pinouts and essential
characteristics. A comprehensive series of appendices con-
tain information on specs, manufacturers. case outlines and
so on.

How To Build Your Own Sell Programming Robot
TAB No.1241 $13.45
A practical guide on how to build a robot capable of learning
how to adapt to a changing enviroment. The creature
developed in the book, Rodney, is fully self programming,
can develop theories to deal with situations and apply those
theories in future circumstances

Microprocessor Interfacing Handbook: AID & DIA
TAB No.1271 514.45
A useful handbook for computerists interested in using their
machines in linear applications. Topics discussed include
voltage references, op -amps for data conversion, analogue
switching and multiplexing and more.

The GIANT Handbook of Electronic Circuits
TAB No.1300 - 824.45
About as twice as thick as the Webster's dictionary, and hav-
ing many more circuit diagrams, this book is ideal for any ex-
perimenter who wants to keep amused for several centuries.
If there isn't a circuit for it in here, you should have no dif-
ficulty convincing yourself you don't really want to build it.
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Hand-held games are becoming just as
popular as the arcade versions (we can play
in the comfort of our own office!) so we just
had to publish our own version.

ONCE UPON A TIME you could only
blast the hordes of little green aliens
by taking a trip to your nearest pub or
amusement arcade. But it wasn't long
before you could indulge your violent
tendencies in the privacy of your own
home with TV gamine versions.
Nowadays it's poss.ble to avoid
withdrawal symptoms wherever you
may be by purchasing a hand-held
version - the invader:, are even turn-
ing up in calculatcrs. Now ETI
presents a simple -to -build hand-held
game that, while lacking the
refinements of comme-cial machines
(such as custom -designed little
'alien' LEDs), is still a, lot of fun to
play with and offers a full range of
sound effects.

The 'field of battle and the score
display both take the form of a line of
LEDs. When the game is switched on,
'aliens' begin to drop towards you,
their passage being shown by the
LEDs in the display lighting one after
another. When the tenth and final
LED is lit, you have to fire your laser
at the alien by pushinc the 'fire' but-
ton. If you're success'ul, the score
display is increased by one and
another alien launches his attack. For
simplicity and low cost, a simple
binary counter is used ±o register the
score.

The catch is that as you destroy
the aliens, the speed at which they
fall increases quite rapidly. The game
has a built-in time limit of about 25-30
s, and the object is to achieve the
highest score before the game ends.
Your reactions have to be pretty ac-
curate because firing the laser when
the ninth LED is lit will zero your
score.

Four voltage -controlled
oscillators are provided, giving the
familiar tromp -tromp -tromp, laser
fire, falling bomb and explosion
noises. An on -off switc-1 is provided
for the sound so that battery life may

be extended, if desired. The unit con-
sumes approximately 15 mA with
sound or 5 mA without.

Construction
The circuit is built on a single PCB
but for reasons of space this is fairly
cramped and several components are
mounted vertically. Tantalum
capacitors are also used instead of
ordinary electrolytics because of
their small size. Solder all the com-
ponents in place as shown on the
overlay, using a soldering iron with a
fine bit and lots of 'due care and at-
tention'; the PCB tracks are very fine.
Take the usual precautions when
handling the CMOS ICs.

Note that R29 and C13 are not
located on the PCB but are soldered
onto the loudspeaker lead - the
photographs should make this clear.

A T-shaped hole is cut in the top
of the case to reveal the LEDs and a
piece of red plastic can be stuck over

Sound

ET!

ALIEN ATTACK

the aperture to improve he viewing
contrast. Of course, you'll have to cut
holes in it above the green LEDs or
they'll disappear! The three switches
are also mounted on the top of the
case: the loudspeaker is fixed to the
bottcm after drilling a few holes to let
the sound out. Thin plastic strips are
glued to the sides of the case to sup-
port the PCB the correct distance
from the cutout. Now the interwiring
can be completed and the case
screwed together.

This completes the construction
of the project; now you can be the en-
vy of your fellow commuters and an-
noy total strangers in your efforts to
beat your last score.

The completed board, wired up to lower half of the case. The
remaining wires go the switches on the front panel.

ETI - NOVEMBER 1981
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Fig. 2 Component overlay.

HOW IT WORKS
Here you can see R29 and C13 soldered to the loudspeaker.

The circuit falls into four basic sec-
tions - the decade counter ICI, which
lights LEDs 1 to 10 in turn; the binary
counter IC5, which provides the scor-
ing for the game; four voltage -
controlled oscillators (VCOs) which
provide the sound effects; and the
mixer -amplifier, which drives a small
loudspeaker.

The VCOs use the common CMOS
oscillator circuit, but with a difference.
Instead of using a fixed resistor with a
capacitor to determine the frequency,
a transistor replaces the resistor and
functions as a variable resistor.

Taking the VCO formed by IC4a
and IC4b as an example, it can be seen
that with no connection to the base of
Q2, the collector -em tter resistance
will be very high, presenting C6 from
charging and thus disabling the
oscillator. However, if a voltage is ap-
plied to Q2's base the collector -emitter
resistance will fall in proportion to the
applied voltage. Thus the time taken
for C6 to charge will be proportional to
this voltage, and so will the frequency
of operation of the oscillator.

If a capacitor and resistor are con-
nected from the base of the transistor
to ground, then fully charging the
capacitor will give the highest
oscillator frequency. As the capacitor
discharges via the resistor, the fre-
quency will fall until the circuit again
stops oscillating.

In the case of the IC3a-IC3b VCO,
the lowest frequency is determined by
R15.

When the circuit is switched on,
C5 provides a power -on reset pulse to
IC5, thus extinguishing LEDs 11 to 15.
Cl will also start to charge via R1 and
when the voltage on Cl eventually
reaches the threshold of gate IC2a
counter ICI will be held reset, thus en-
ding the game. With the values shown,
this should take approximately 25 s.

The IC3a-IC3b VCO will clock ICI,
lighting LEDs 1 to 10 in turn. When
LED8 lights a pulse will be fed to the
VCO formed by IC4a and IC4b, giving a
falling frequency.

If the 'fire' button (PBI) is pressed,
then the IC3c-IC3d VCO will be enabl-
ed. Pressing PSI when LEDIO is lit will
result in IC2c enabling the VCO formed

by IC4c and 1C4d, and also charging C3
by an amount determined by R14. Thus
the VCO driving ICI will increase in fre-
quency. IC5 will also be clocked, ad-
ding one to the score. C4 debounces
the clock input.

If PB1 is pressed when LED9 is lit,
a reset pulse is sent to ICI by 1C2b,
thus preventing cheating.

The four oscillator outputs are
mixed by R24-27 and C12. Q5 and Q6
act as an amplifier, driving an 8R
speaker, through the filter formed by
R29 and C13. This filter prevents ex-
cessive DC from reaching the speaker,
as would happen if one of the VCO out-
puts stayed high.

Because IC2a has no hysteresis
applied to the input, as the voltage on
Cl reaches the gate's threshold the
output will oscillate, which results in
the aliens making several abortive at-
tacks. Dl and D5 ensure that
capacitors CI and C3 are discharged
at the end of each game when the cir-
cuit is switched off. This ensures that
the game length and starting speed of
the aliens are the same for each game.

=A
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HEADLI
DELAY F:.c: ;1`

Use your car headlights to give post -parking
illumination with this simple unit.

THIS SIMPLE LITTLE UNIT lets you use
your car head lights to illuminate your
pathway for a pre-set period of about 50
seconds after you have parked the vehi-
cle. At the end of this period the unit
turns the lights off automatically.

The unit thus enables you to avoid
walking into trash cans or tripping over
junk that may be obstructing your
private driveway, and helps you avoid
stepping into various nasties that may be
laying on the public sidewalk. The unit is
easy to install in the vehicle.

HEADLIGHT

Construction and Use
Construction of the unit should present
no problems at all. The relay can be any
12V type with a coil resistance of 120
ohms or greater, and with two or more
sets of N.O. contacts that are rated at 3
amps or greater.

When it comes to installing the unit,
note that two methods of correction to
the vehicle are possible. On some
vehicles the headlight switch is con-
nected directly to the battery so that the
headlights operate even when the igni-
tion is turned off (see Fig. 2a). In this case
take connection 4 of the 5 way terminal
block directly to the live side of
headlamp switch SW1, and connection 5
to the headlamp side of SW1.

VEHICLE
BATTERY
12V

PB1
()START

D1 T

f

R4A

HEADLAMP
SWITCH

/ SEE TEXT.c o-
SW1

RLAI

R1
22k

RLA1
12V
120R

D2

Cl
loon

2

8 J
7 11

3 6

4 ICI

R2
470k

LP1
HEADLAMP

R3 NOTE: C2
1k ClI IS NE555 100u

D1,2 ARE 1N4001

The alternative connection is shown
in Fig 2b. Here, the headlight switch is
wired in series with the vehicle's ignition
switch, so that the headlights only
operate when the ignition is turned on. If
your vehicle uses this type of connec-
tion, take connection 4 of the 5 way ter-
minal block to the live side of the igni-
tion switch, and take connection 5 to the
headlamp side of SW1.

Fig. 2a (Left): Connection of the delay
unit to a car system where the
headlights are independent of the ig-
nition switch.
Fig. 2b (Right): Connection to all other
systems!

SWITCH

T

r-c---1>oSTART

Fig. 1 Circuit diagram
of the unit.

HEADLIGHT
IGNITION oOFF SWITCH

ON v O

DELAY 3UNIT

SW1

HEADLIGHT

-°P131°.-1

HOW IT WORKS
The unit is designed around a type -555
timer i.e., with a relay output. The relay
has two sets of normally -open contacts.
Normally, START switch PBI and the relay
contacts are open. so zero power is fed to
the timer circuit and (assuming that
HEADLIGHT switch SW1 is open) the
headlights are off. Circuit action is in-
itiated by briefly closing push-button
switch PBI.

When PB1 is momentarily closed
power is fed directly to the relay coil,
and the relay turns on. As the relay
turns on contacts RLA/2 close and app-
ly power to the headlights and con-
tacts RLA/1 close and apply power to
the timer circuit, but pin 2 of the IC is
briefly tied to ground via Cl and R3 at
this moment, so a negative trigger

pulse is immediately fed to pin 2 of the
IC and a timing cycle is initiated. Con-
sequently, pin 3 of the IC switches high
at the moment that the relay contacts
close, and thus locks the relay on ir-
respective of the subsequent state of
switch PB1.

The 555 is wired as a one-shot timer or
monostable with a timing period of about
50 seconds (determined by R2 and C2).
Thus, the relay and headlights are held on
for the duration of this 50 second timing
period. At the end of the timing period pin
3 of the IC switches to the low state, so the
relay turns off and contacts RLA/1 and
RLA/2 open, removing power from the tim-
ing circuit and the headlights. The
operating sequence is then complete.
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Fig. 3 Component overlay for the
delay unit.

RLA

NORMALLY
OPEN

RLA COIL
&D7 a

RLA COIL
& DI k

PB1

CONNECTIONS

2 3 4 5
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PB1
OV

CHASSIS
PB1

Fig. 5 Full size
foil pattern of
the headlight
delay PCB.

5 WAY
TERMINAL
BLOCK

:SW 1

HEADLAMP
SIDE

SW1 Fig. 4 (Left): Wiring of the delay unit to a 5
+12V terminal connection block.

RELAY CONNECTIONS
2 POLE C/0 3A RATED

Fig. 6
The relay and 01 wiring_

TO CONNECTION 5

FROM PCB D'Ia t -Q

PARTS LIST
RESISTORS
R1 22k
R2 470k
R3 1k

WIRE LINK

COIL

CAPACITORS
Cl 100n polyester
C2 100u elect.

SEMICONDUCTORS
101 NE555
D1.2 1N4001

MISCELLANEOUS
Relay rated at 3A 2 pole n/o Coil 7120
SPST push button 5 way terminal block
rated at 5A case.

D1

TO
CONNECTION 4

FROM PCB RLA

FROM PCB D1k
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YOUR
DOLLAR ISN'T

WORTH AS MUCH
As it once was

You may have noticed some definite trends in
our society, especially in terms of money. The
old guy who sells papers on the corner doesn't
get upset if you ask him to change a hundred.
The meat section of your supermarket has a

sign that reads 'If you have to ask you can't af-
ford it'. Recently the gas pumps began being

recalibrated in increments of ten dollars.
However, through all this heavy inflationary

nastiness, ETI has still remained a good value
for your ever shrinking buck. Since our inception

four years ago the average issue has actually
gotten thicker, with more and better projects

and features. Compare this to the price of a box
of eggs, and realize a copy of ETI will probably
last longer, and doesn't leave you with a pile of

messy shells. Yes, if this country was put
together as well as ETI . . . well, think how

easy it would be to find parts.

If you're starting to feel the pinch, you might
want to consider subscribing to Electronics To-
day. $16.95 will get you a whole year's worth of

informative news, stimulating features,
fascinating projects and political commentary
advertisements. It would cost you $23.40 ($6.45
more) if you bought it on the stands: a pretty
meaningful difference, even if you do have a

hundred dollar bill you want changed. Or go for
two years, at $29.95, and save $16.85. That's

quite a bit; you could buy a transistor.

ETI Subscriptions
25 Overlea Boulevard, Unit 6

Toronto, Ontario
M4H 1 B1
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JAMES CLARK

MAXWELL'"
James Clark Maxwell was an academic of great brilliance who,
in one single act of genius, directed the efforts of engineers to
a complete new world -- the world of radio waves.

MAXWELL WAS BORN in 1831, and had a brilliant school
career, followed by an equally brilliant university course at
Edinburgh. By the age of 19 he had already had two papers
published by the Royal Society, which led him directly to
Cambridge, first to Peterhouse and then to Trinity. He
graduated in mathematics in 1854, and achieved such
distinction in theoretical physics that he was appointed Pro-
fessor of Physics at Marishal College, Aberdeen, in 1856,
aged 25.

His main interest at 1:hat time was the kinetic theory of
gases: the idea that gases consist of molecules which are
continually in motion, and which are, on average, large
distances apart compared with their own diameters.
Nowadays, anyone who does routine physics at school
learns simple kinetic theory, but the theory which Maxwell
produced was as far beyond simple kinetic theory as a home
computer is beyond a one -transistor amplifier.

All very academic, you might say, and nothing to do with
electronics? Well, as it happens, the way that molecules in a
gas behave is often very similar to the behaviour electrons
inside a conductor, so that the mathematical methods which
Maxwell devised have been very useful to later researchers.
They did Maxwell's career quite a lot of good too. In 1860 he
was appointed as Professor of Physics at Kings College, Lon-
don, where he remained until late in his life, when he became
the first Cavendish Professor of Physics at Cambridge.

What was the work which justified these plum academic
appointments? Most of them would take too long to explain,
but one is of such outstanding importance that we have to
take a stab at it, even at the risk of missing out bits in order to
simplify what it's all about. That one was the theory of elec-
tromagnetic radiation, Maxwell's masterpiece.

In the 1860s, electrical theory was doing quite nicely,
thank you. Ohm and Kirchoff had established the laws which
are as familiar today as 1:hey were then and which are the
fundamentals of electrical circuit theory. Thanks to the prac-
tical work of Faraday and the theory of Biot and Savart, elec-
tricity and magnetism were recognised as being two aspects
of the same thing. For some time also, electrostatics had also
been recognised as being part of electricity, but the place of
electrostatics in relation to electricity (that is, electrical cur-
rent flow) was not sufficiently recognised. It's easy for us
now to see that electro statics is the study of electrons at
rest, and current electricity is the study of moving electrons.
It wasn't quite so easy in the 1860s because the electron
hadn't been discovered: it was only dimly suspected.

Maxwell was not impressed by this apparent progress,
because he sensed something missing. Even now, over a
hundred years later, it's rot easy to describe what was miss-
ing without using the natural language of physics, which is
mathematics. The mathematics that's needed is a bit above
our standard, though, and we'll have to make do with se-
cond best - a bit like describing music with colours.

18314879
Another Kind Of Current

Maxwell, so like Faraday before him, was fascinated with
'lines of force'. Let's refresh our memories on this topic.
Take a bar magnet, place a sheet of glass over it, and sprinkle
iron filings on top. Now tap the plate, and the filings take up
the pattern which we call the lines of force. These lines are
just a contour map of the strength and direction of the
magnetic field around the magnet - or are they? Maxwell,
like many theoretical physicists before him, saw these lines
as being something much more significant -a visible indica-
tion of invisible strains in the material around the magnet.
Each line of force around a magnet is just one kind of line of
force. An electrostatically charged object can also reveal
lines of force - electrostatic 'lines' - which behave quite
differently from the magnetic ones.

In the midst of all the work which was going on with
regard to electric current in conductors, Maxwell took quite a
different view. To him, a conductor was simply where an
electrostatic line of force ended or started, and around which
a magnetic line of force was coiled. Maxwell's interest was
drawn to the space around the conductor, the space which
supported these invisible lines of force. By one deduction, he
predicted an effect which was not confirmed for twenty
years but which has totally altered the world. That deduction
was displacement current.

Distinguishing Lines Of Force

In the 1860s three effects were well known. One was that
an electric field in a conductor (produced by a voltage applied
between the ends of the conductor) caused a current.

That little lot was the work of Georg Simeon Ohm. They
knew also that a current flowing through a conductor caus-
ed a magnetic field: this had been the work of Oersted. Final-
ly, as a result of Faraday's painstaking work, they knew that
a changing magnetic field would create a voltage. All these
three effects can be described in equations, which Maxwell
wrote down and studied, as many must have done before.
Maxwell saw something missing, a fourth equation which
was needed to complete the set. His genius was not only to
see that something was missing but also to predict what it
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MAXWELL

must be. His deduction was that a changing electrostatic field
should behave like a current, but a current which should be
able to exist in space without conductors. Maxwell called
this a 'displacement' current, and he saw this as a normal
part of any alternating current circuit which included
capacitors.

Maxwell laid his displacement current equation alongside
the others, and saw a familiar pattern. Merged together,
these four separate equations formed a single equation, an
equation well known to physicists as that of a wave. What it
boiled down to was that changing electrostatic and
magnetic fields could cause a wave motion. More
remarkably, the equations enabled the speed of this
theoretical wave to be calculated, and the calculated value
was identical to the measured speed of light.

Maxwell published the details of his remarkable theory at
once. His conclusions were completely revolutionary. Light,
he maintained, was an electromagnetic wave, and not a
completely separate effect. More important, there must be a
complete family of such electromagnetic waves, all capable
of travelling through empty space at the same speed of three
hundred million metres per second, all capable of carrying
energy from one place to another through empty space.
These waves, he predicted, would differ only in having dif-
ferent frequencies and wavelengths.

Maxwell's work was politely ignored. It was regarded as
an interesting piece of academic research, but without prac-
tical applications. Don't feel too superior, because the same
is said about nearly every great scientific discovery - as
much now as it ever was. Remember that light seemed unaf-
fected by electric or magnetic fields - though Faraday had
shown that the plane of polarisation of light could be rotated
by the effect of a magnetic field on a crystal. Remember also
that there was no evidence for any of these other elec-

tromagnetic waves at the time. The evidence was to come
later when Heinrich Hertz discovered radio waves,
measured their speed, and showed that these were indeed
the waves which Maxwell had predicted. By that time
though, Maxwell's career had come to an end with his death
in 1879.

One little side -line is worth noting, and it also illustrates a
very practical side to Maxwell. In the middle of his work on
electromagnetic waves, Maxwell produced the first colour
photograph. He had seen that a colour photograph could be
produced by projecting three images, one in each primary
colour, so that they superimposed. This was in 1864, and it
was some ninety years before family photograph albums
were being decorated with colour photographs as a matter
of routine. With that, and the prediction of radio waves, how
much more ahead of his time could he be?

"Can't you see anything else in the
future besides electronics?"

LOW -POWER FLASHING LIGHT
Most integrated circuits, in fact most
electronic circuits, are designed to
operate with power supplies in the range
4V5 to 40V. It is quite rare to find
battery -operated equipment fitted with
indicator lamps, due to the unaccep-
table current drain. Even light emitting
diodes (LEDs), which use up very little
current (usually 10 to 20mA), are not us-
ed all that often. At very low voltages
(below 2V) an LED will not even il-

luminate!
National Semiconductor have pro-

duced an integrated circuit to be used
specifically for flashing an LED, even
operating at voltages as low as 1V1, with
an average current consumption orders
of magnitude below that of an LED on its
own.

The circuit achieves it's very low
current consumption in two ways. Firstly
the LED is only illuminated 1 % of the
time, and only transistor Q4 is turned on
for the rest of the time drawing a current
of only 50uA while on. The 300u
capacitor determines the flash rate by
charging up via the two 400R resistors
and the 3k0 resistor. Q1 and Q2 are turn-
ed off until the voltage at the positive

end of Cl reaches about 1VO. The exact
voltage is determined by the junction
voltage drop of Q1 and Q4 plus the
voltage divider across Q4's base and
emitter.

When the voltage at pin 1 is WO
more negative than the positive supply
(pin 5), Q1 starts to turn on. This in turn
switches on Q2 and Q3. The circuit then
supplies a high current pulse to the LED.
Q3 is a medium -power transistor that

DESIGNER CIRCUITS

can handle 100mA of current, and rapid-
ly brings pin 2 to a voltage close to zero
volts. As the capacitor has a charge it
makes terminal 1 (the negative end of
the capacitor) go below supply zero. At
this point in the cycle the cathode of the
LED is at a higher potential than supply
positive, and the current that flows
through the LED is limited by the 12R
resistor between pins 5 and 6. The cycle
then repeats itself.
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New from NRI! 25"color TV That
tunes by computer,programs an
entire evening's entertainment.

Just part of NRI's
training in servicing TV,

stereo systems, video tape
and disc players, car
and portable radios.

Only NRI home training prepares you

so thoroughly for the next great leap forward

in TV and audio...digital systems. Already,

top -of -the -line TV's feature digital tuning,

computer programming is appearing, and new

digital audio recording equipment is about to
go on the market.

NRI is the only home study school to

give you the actual "hands-on" training you
need to handle servicing problems on tomor-
row's electronic equipment. Because only NRI

includes this designed -for -learning, 25"

diagonal color TV with electronic tuning,
built-in digital clock, and computer pro-

grammer as part of your training. With this

advanced feature, you can pre-program an

entire evening's entertainment...even key lock
it in to control children's viewing.

Exclusive
Designed -for -learning Concept

The color TV you build as part of NRI's

Master Course looks, operates, and performs

like the very finest commercial sets. But behind

that pretty picture is a unique designed -for -

learning chassis. As you assemble it, you per-

form meaningful experiments. You even intro-

duce defects, troubleshoot and correct them as
you would in actual practice. And you end up

with a magnificent, big -picture TV with ad-
vanced features.

Also Build Stereo,
Test Instruments

That's just a start. You demonstrate

basic principles on the unique NRI Discovery

Lab® then apply them as you assemble a fine
AM/FM stereo, complete with speakers. You

also learn as you build your own test instru-
ments, including a 5" triggered sweep oscillo-

scope, CMOS digital frequency counter, color

bar generator, and transistorized volt -ohm me-

ter. Use them for learning, use them for earn-
ing as a full- or part-time TV, audio, andvideo

systems technician.

Complete, Effective Training
Includes Video Systems

You need no previous experience of any

kind. Starting with the basics, exclusive "bite -

size" lessons cover subjects thoroughly, clearly,

and concisely. "Hands-on" experiments rein-
force theory for better comprehension and

retention. And your personal NRI instructor is

always available for advice and help. You'll be

prepared to work with stereo systems, car

radios, record and tape players, transistor

radios, short-wave receivers, PA systems, musi-

cal instrument amplifiers, electronic TV
games, even video tape recorders and tape or
disc video playbacks.

Send for Free Detailed Catalog
Mail the postage -paid card today for our

free 100 -page catalog with color photos of all

kits and equipment, complete lesson plans,
convenient time payment plans, and informa-
tion on other electronics courses. You'll also

find out about NRI's new Computer lbchnol-

ogy Course that includes your personal mi-

crocomputer. Or Complete Communications

with 2 -meter transceiver. If card has been
removed, write to:

ti 330 Progress Avenue

'^ Scarborough, Ontario M1P 2Z5
II or telephone 416-293-1911

KAI SchoolsR McGraw-Hill Continuing
Education Center



H A!

Think you've finally succeeded
in trapping those tottering

stacks of ETI, don't you? You're
doomed the first time you want

to find something in one. Oh
yes, I can see it now; 'Odd look-
ing fellow buried in paper land-
slide. Film at eleven.' You may
go down in history as the first
guy ever to die of a pulp and

paper overdose. What you want
are a few ETI Magazine binders.
At $6.75 each, post paid (plus

PST for Ontario residents),
they're a fine bit cheaper than

having to pay two lads with
scissors to come dig you out.

ETI Binders
25 Overlea Blvd, Unit 6

Toronto, Ontario
M4H 1B1
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ETI Binders keep your issues in perfect shape. $6.75 inc
postage (Ontario residents add 7% PST). Send to:
ETI Binders, Unit 6, 25 Overlea Blvd, Toronto, Ont. M4H 1 B1
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While we may not have a shuttle with a maple leaf on its tail,
Roger Allen observes that Canada has done a lot to further the
exploration of space.
IT IS A reality of the Canadian ex-
perience, though regretably little
noted by the popularizers of our
history, that Canada has always been
at the forefront in pushing back
natural frontiers - whether the
grossly physical as in our westward
colonization, the depths of the sea as
in the work of Dr. Tuzo Wilson and
plate tectonics, the depths of the
mind by Dr. Wilder Penfield, the
microscopic world by the electron
microscope developed at the Univer-
sity of Toronto, and in space.

No doubt our relatively spartan
population has precluded our attain-
ing any continual Niagara of exploits
in any given field, but none the less
Canada has always played a
creditable role in extending the fron-
tiers of knowledge and ability, a role
which belies Canada's customary
self denigaration.

Canada's first efforts in studying
space began during WW I with the
study of near space, particularly the
ionosphere and its effect on radio
wave reflection by signals generated
at ground based stations. A product
of this research ultimately led to it
becoming technologically feasible to
construct the Canadian Broadcasting
System (CBC), and hence in later
decades via the CBC an extension
and generation of Canadian culture
and political unity.

Eyeing the Ionosphere
Starting in the late 1920's, long term
broad based studies of the aurora
borealis and other auroral at-
mospheric radiative processes were
undertaken by the University of

Saskatchewan in Saskatoon, later in-
cluding work by the Canadian At-
mospheric Environment Service
(AES), the University of Calgary and
the Canadian Armament and
Research and Development
Establishment (CARDE). Initially in-
volving isonosondes to probe the up-
per atmosphere, this system of
ground based stations was expanded
and updated during WW II by the
Defense Research Telecommunica-
tions Establishment (DRTE), and
while the investigative process has
been largely assumed by the research
instruments of balloon and rocket
probes, modern isonosondes are still
operating at three Canadian loca-
tions.

Balloons carrying instrument
packages to study the weather were
first used by the Meteorological Ser -

Fig. 1. TELESAT-A prior to launch.
(Photo courtesy NASA)

vice after WW I, and more recently
high altitude balloons launched by
the Defense Research Board (DRB)
and the Universities of Saskatchewan
and Montreal have been used on a
regular basis to study X- and cosmic
rays. With the gradual decline in
CARDE, balloon flown instrument
package based research was assum-
ed by the National Research Council
(NRC) and AES resulting in 1976 with
the development and deployment of a
self contained mobile balloon laun-
ching facility, currently based in
Gimli, Manitoba and used to fly both
Canadian and US payloads.

Canada first became involved in
the development of rockets in the ear-
ly 1950's. Funded by CARDE this
development was based on the work
of the German war scientists and in-
itially limited its studies to suppor-
ting military missile programs. Within
a couple of years CARDE became in-
terested in developing a rocket
capable of sounding the upper at-
mosphere. To fulfill this specifica-
tion, CARDE developed the Black
Brant rocket - CARDE being respon-
sible for the the propellant and filling
while Bristol Aerospace of Winnipeg
produced the casing.

The Black Brant soon showed
itself to be a widely useable work-
horse for atmospheric and near
space studies. Utilizing a solid pro-
pellant it comes in three sizes - 5,
10, and 17 feet. The 5' model is used
for flying small meteorological instru-
ment packages to 80 km heights,
while the 10 and 17 foot models can
push packages up to 250-300 km. by
joining the two rocket motors forming
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a two stage rocket, payloads of up to
100 lbs can be flown to heights
reaching 900 km. Widely used by
Canadian researchers, the Black
Brant has been sold around the world
for scientific purposes.

To utilize the Black Brant to its
fullest, in 1954 the Canadian Army
constructed a rocket firing facility at
Fort Churchill, Manitoba. extensively
used during International
Geophysical Year (1957-58) when over
200 rockets were fired. The Churchill
base was used by both Canadian and
US scientists on a fairly regular basis
until 1961 when the facility was clos-
ed due to fire damage. It was reopen-
ed in 1962 in a rebuilt and expanded
state. In 1965 the NRC and NASA
agreed to share the cost of the facili-
ty, but in 1966 responsibility was sole-
ly invested in the NRC due to the
preponderance of Canadian firings.
Surprisingly, range maintenance and
general operation management re-
mained in the hands of a public con-
tractor, Pan American Airways, a
situation which continued until 1978
when it was decided to close Fort
Churchill on a year round basis and
restrict its use to an expeditionary
basis. This was due to a decline in the
number of rocket launches due to im-
proved and cheaper
tained from international research
satellites. Other temporary rocket
launch sites were built at East Quod-
dy, NS and Eskimo Point on the
western shore of Hudson's Bay for
the 1971 and 1972 solar eclipses, and
at Red Lake, Ontario for the 1979
eclipse.

Instrument payloads for these
flights were primarily the respon-
sibility of the Space Research
Facilities branch of the NRC, while
those components unique to the ex-
periment remained in the hands of
the individual research groups, which
today primarily means university
science departments.

The moderately high cost of fir-
ing rocket borne instrument
packages combined with the far
cheaper but less accurate trajec-
tories obtained by balloon borne in-
strumentation left a gap in those
Canadian experiments requiring
repeated probes along the same tra-
jectory. This gap was filled in 1961 by
the construction of a 16' gun, later ex-
tend in length to 119' by attaching
two US naval gun barrels, making it
the largest gun in the world.

Located on the island of Bar-
badoes, and code named MARTLET,
the gun is capable of firing an instru-
ment package weighing 200 lbs to a

height of 150 km. Its advantage over
rocket or balloon borne instrument
packages is that it can be fired at
hourly intervals, each firing following
the same trajectory, and doesn't cost
very much. Its major disadvantage is
due to the force of acceleration -
necessitating instrument packages

Fig. 2. Alouette, an ionispheric sounding
satellite.
(Photo courtesy NASA)

capable of withstanding forces of
25,000 gravities. The facility has not
been used for some years, but in its
heyday MARTLET produced
voluminous data dealing with at-
mospheric spectroscopy and high
altitude wind movements.

Satellite Successes
With the launching of Sputnik in 1957
the true advent of near space utiliza-
tion for peaceful and military defen-
sive purposes began. Despite the
possibility, proven on paper but never
demonstrated in practise, of using
clusters of Black Brants to launch
satellites, Canada has remained

dependent on the US and USSR to
provide launch capabilities for Cana-
dian space hardware. Needless to
say, military, political and economic
considerations have precluded, at
least to date, the Canadian utilization
of Soviet rockets which in turn has
meant that Canadian space programs
have become totally intertwined with
US launch capabilities and schedul-
ing. While possibly appearing to be
somewhat of an affront to Canadian
pride to be dependent on foreign
launch capabilities and scheduling it
has in fact been beneficial to Cana-
dian space endeavours for it passed
the enormous costs of launch
systems R and D, such as the Space
Transportation System (Shuttle),
directly onto the shoulders of the
American tax payer. This in turn has
permitted the Canadian space com-
munity of engineers, scientists, sup-
port staff, administrators and tax-
payers to concentrate on those areas
of space utilization which are most
pertinent and useful to Canada: the
explication of Canada's preeminent
characteristic - its geography.

Canada's first direct involvement
in space satellites began in 1959 with
the agreement between NASA and
the DRB for a topside -sounder
system to investigate the ionosphere.
The program was particularly impor-
tant for the future use of satellites for
the ionosphere with its charged ions
is the major natural stumbling block
in radio and microwave communica-
tion from ground to ground stations

Fig. 3. A satellite downlink in Northern
Canada.
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and for surface to satellite comunica-
tion of virtually all types. While a
great deal had been learned by the
use of isonosondes, exploration of
the ionosphere from the top down re-
mained largely unknown but was vital
if any large scale civilian satellite
communication system was to be
constructed.

Called ALOUETTE I and launch-
ed without cost to Canada by NASA
in 1962, the satellite proved beyond
doubt Canadian ab lities in space
technology. In addition to the
ionosphere radar experiment,
ALOUETTE I carried three other ex-
periments to study very low frequen-
cy radio waves, cosmic noise and
energetic particles, all areas that had
to be explored before communication
satellites would be designed to
operate effectively. Designed to
operate for two years, it lasted ten,
setting a number of 'records' in the
process: longest lived satellite to
date, satellite that produced the
largest number of scientific papers,
and so on.

Compounding and expanding
the data received by Canada's first
satellite came ALOUETTE II launched
in 1965. With considerably more out-
put than its predecessor sister,
ALOUETTE II continued the four ex-
periments of ALOUETTE I with a fifth
called a Langmuir probe which
studied electron densities and their
temperatures. Designed to last two
years, ALOUETTE II continued to
broadcast for only four months less
than the decade of transmission
achieved by its sister.

One of the more notable
technological achievements of
ALOUETTE II was its attitude sensing
ability. In all previous satellites laun-
ched by any nation, the ability of the
satellite to broadcast to a ground
based station was dependent on a
correct trajectory determined by the
navigational ability of the launch
vehicle with some help from onboard
sensors. The onboard sensors con-
sisted of a single axis magnetometer
and thermistors. ALOUETTE II ad-
vanced the art of satellite positioning
by using a three -axis magnetometer
and a solar aspect sensor as well as
thermistors. This permitted vastly im-
proved positioning of the satellite
and has been widely copied by many
nations. A second then unique
technical ability of ALOUETTE II was
its use of Canadiar designed nickel -
cadmium batteries to power the
satellite during those periods its
solar cells were in darkness. These

batteries have proven themselves to
be arguably superior to any other bat-
tery used by any nation's satellites to
date.

With the success of ALOUETTE
I, Canada, the US and the United
Kingdom agreed to develop a long
term research project to continue stu-
dying the ionosphere. Named the In-
ternational Satellites for Ionospheric
Studies (ISIS), the program employed
the launching of two satellites in 1969
and 1971 whose onboard experimen-
tation eventually included devices
provided by seven countries other
than the three original signatory na-
tions, with all participating nations
having access to all data generated
by the satellite. As well as several ex-
perimental devices, Canada design-
ed, developed and largely con-
structed the satellites.

By the late 1960's, the Canadian
government recognized that the ma-
jor reality in Canadian space utiliza-
tion was government involvement and
funding, a reality that precluded in-
dustrial development free of ex -

Fig. 4. ISIS I, launched in 1969.
(Photo courtesy DOC)

Fig. 5. ANIK-A, our first communications
satellite.
(Photo courtest DOC)

Fig. 6. HERMES, launched in 1976.
(Photo courtesy DOC)

Fig. 7. ISIS -A prior to launch.
(Photo courtesy NASA)

cessive civil service red tape. The
government recognized that Cana-
dian industry, such as Spar
Aerospace in Toronto, had reached
an internal technological and
managerial capability whereby they
could stand on their own and com-
pete in the international marketplace
without constantly deferring to
government approval. Henceforth,
Canadian industry played a larger
role in determining the structure and
capability of Canadian satellites, pro-
viding a solid foundation for a viable
and increasingly intensive space in-
dustry by the early 1980's. This did
not mean that Canadian governmen-
tal support of the industry was remov-
ed or phased out, but rather that
whenever there was a choice between
constructing a satellite under govern-
ment auspices or by private industry
that private industry was to be given
the work. If the choice was between
private industry in Canada and
private industry in the US, the dif-
ference being higher Canadian costs,
then the government would subsidize
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the difference providing work for
Canadian industry. The only
drawback created by this policy, ac-
cording to industry sources, is that
the launching of several satellites
has been somewhat delayed past
their scheduled dates due to in-
dustrial construction delays.

The Communications Connection
The next major development in Cana-
dian space technology marked the
beginning of what will no doubt prove
to be the longest continuing
technological development in
Canada's history. For long after
roads have disappeared as a means
of communication, communication
satellites will remain.

Canadian involvement in com-
munication satellites indirectly
began in 1964 when Canada joined
ten other nations in creating an inter-
national communications system
employing satellite technology, nam-
ed INTELSAT. Utilizing American
built satellites stationed over the In-
dian, Pacific and Atlantic oceans, IN-
TELSAT now involves 101 member na-
tions utilizing 163 ground stations in
88 countries. Canada's three ground
stations: at Lake Cowichan on Van-
couver Island to handle trans -Pacific
communications; Mill Village, NS for
trans -Atlantic hookups and one in the
Laurentians north on Montreal are
managed by Teleglobe Canada, a
Crown corporation. The dramatic use
of the INTELSAT system was shown
during the 1976 Olympic Games when
Teleglobe provided two television
channels to transmit 800 hours of
simultaneous programming from
Montreal to Africa, Asia, Europe and
both the Americas. This made the
Montreal Olympics the most widely
viewed event in history, and did much
to enhance Canada's international
prestige.

According to the weather satellite this
rain will last another two days.

34

Continuing its policy of exten-
ding Canadian involvement in space
while fostering Canadian non -
government involvement, Parliament
in 1969 created an organization
known as Telesat. A successful
hybrid commercial venture legally ly-
ing between being a Crown corpora-
tion and a government agency,
Telesat's ownership is shared by the
Federal government and Canadian
communications carriers. This was a
means by which industry could
become more directly involved in
satellite communications, but still
permit the government to require
Telesat to construct a satellite grid
which would cover all of Canada, in-
cluding the sparsely populated and
therefore commercially non-
profitable northern regions.

Of the nine Telesat satellites
(NASA coded A to H) scheduled to be
launched between the commence-
ment of the program and 1985, four
are in operation have been launched
in 1972, 1973, 1975 and 1978. Named
ANIK after the Inuit word 'brother',
the ANIK satellites I, II and Ill (known
as the A series) provide twelve high
capacity microwave channels
operating on the 6/4 Gigahertz (GHz)
frequency, each channel capable of
relaying one colour television pro-
gram or 960 multiplexed voice
signals. While ANIK IV (B series) pro-
vides 18 channels, 6 on the 14/12 GHz
band and 12 on the 6/4 GHz band. The
6/4 GHz represents that the uplink is
on 6 GHz while the downlink is on the
4 GHz band. The advantage of the
14/12 GHz band is that the links are
not susceptible to radio interference
from ground based broadcasting sta-
tions. Four more ANIK satellites (C
series) are scheduled to be launched
between 1982 and 1984, and are
similar in construction to ANIK IV.

Down To Earth Links
One of the great difficulties in using
satellites for civilian communication
is the necessity of using expensive
tracking ground stations to follow the
orbiting satellites. The cost for a non -
tracking dish is considerably less,
but requires a geostationary satellite,
a considerable technical difficulty
when Telesat was created.

Using Canadian developed
technology, specifically compressed
hydrazine gas, and the positional
ability learned from the ALOUETTE
and ISIS program, the ANIK satellites
are geostationary and therefore per-
mit the ground stations to consist of
relatively cheap non -tracking
microwave dishes. In fact, of the 100
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prime ground stations owned by or
leased from Telesat, only three are
trackable - two at Allan Park north
of Toronto and one at Lake
Cowichan. This is not only because
these stations are used as command
transmission stations during laun-
ches and general housekeeping
manouvers (along with a US station
on the island of Guam) but because
they provide the end points for the
high density Vancouver/Toronto high
quality telephone, television and
radio links.

While the ANIK series provide
commercial communication, ANIK B
is something of a hybrid satellite pro-
viding both commercial communica-
tion services as well as acting as a
science platform. Of the 17 ex-
periments being performed by ANIK B
possibly the most important and far
ranging involves direct broadcast to
homes and small communities using
100 small microwave dishes provided
by the Federal government. So suc-
cessful has this system been that it
has provoked legal (unlicensed
ground stations), legislative (who
owns signals from space), artistic
(copyright) and cultural (Eskimos wat-
ching 'Mork and Mindy') difficulties
- for Canada appears to have been
caught flat-footed in its inability to
deal with this first step toward home
to home direct satellite communica-
tion. Yet so successful has the
Telesat system been that both its
satellite and ground technology has
been copied by the US Western Union
WESTAR, the Indonesian PALAPA
and the Brazilian domestic satellite
communication systems.

The ninth and by far the most
powerful of Canada's satellites was
launched in 1976 and operated until
1979. Originally called the Com-
munication Technology Satellite, it
was renamed HERMES after the
Greek messenger god shortly after it
was launched. It was a joint effort
with a difference, for it was virtually a
solely Canadian effort with NASA on-
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ZX81 kit, you may return it with a cheque for $25.00, and
it will be completed and returned to you.
If you own a ZX80 ...
The new 8K BASIC ROM as used in the ZX81 is available
as a drop -in replacement chip. (Complete with new
keyboard template and operating manual). With the ex-
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group magazine!
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ly providing a very high powered (200
watt) transmitting tube and the
launch vehicle. Some minor onboard
components were provided by the
European Space Agency. The pur-
pose of the satellite was to test the
then new 14/12 GHz frequency bands
(later used on the ANIK B) and to
develop advanced component and
subsystems capacity in Canadian in-
dustry, both for home use and for ex-
port.

Using the satellite on alternate
days, Canada and the US commenc-
ed their experiments two months
after launch. In Canada, 30 organiza-
tions conducted 15 technical and 22
social experiments. The technical ex-
periments consisted primarily of
direct broadcasts to small receivers
in individual homes and schools,
while the social experiments primari-
ly dealt with non -customary satellite
usage. For instance in the realm of
tele -medicine, two way voice and
visual contact was used by a

neurosurgeon in London, Ontario to
diagnose a patient in Moose Factory,
1,124 km away as not having a

suspected brain turner; while patients
in a St. John's, Nfld, hospital were
able to visit home' to remote set-
tlements in Labrador thereby helping
to alleviate the emotional familial
aspect of hospital incarceration. In
the realm of tel-education, Carleton
University in Ottawa and Stanford
University in California shared
graduate level engineering classes
on a daily basis over a period of six
months, providing academic credits
to students at both ends of the link.

While the major single elements
in Canadian space ventures have
generally also been the 'glamour' pro-
jects - Canadian space involvement
has included large scale though less
colourful programs. It was the first
country to receive pictures from the
US LANDSAT satellite (much to the
chagrin of the Americans). LANDSAT
is a surveillance satellite which pro-
vides photographic data useful in
monitoring agricultural, forest and
resource industries. Many of its com-
ponents and ground base technology
were developed in Canada. Canada is
fully involved in the next generation
satellite LANDSAT D, expected to be
launched in 1983. A companion
development, SEASAT, provides im-
ages of the earth under conditions of
cloud, fog and darkness and is to be
included in Canada's SURSAT
(Surveillance Satellite) which will be
used to monitor ice coverage and
drift, and for detecting and pin-
pointing (by monitoring bow -wave

configurations) human activity in
coastal and ocean areas. Spar In-
dustries of Toronto have developed
and built the Remote Manipulator
System (RMS), better known as the
space arm. Attached to the US Shut-
tle, it will be able to pick up and
deploy satellites and equipment
while in orbit. The first of four such
arms was paid for by the Canadian
government, the next three are to be
bought by NASA. The Federal Govern-
ment funds the David Florida
Laboratory, a spacecraft test and in-
tegration facility. Built in 1972 to
meet the needs of the HERMES pro-
gram, it was expanded in 1981 and is
expected to be able to handle virtual-
ly all forseeable Canadian satellite re-
quirements into the 1980's.

By 1981, therefore, Canada had
developed the world's second largest
domestic space industry, employing
some 2500 people in high technology
jobs. 1979 sales totalled $140 million
of which 43% was for the export
market. For purposes of comparison,
1975 sales totaled $11 million of
which 11% was in exports (1961-1979
grand total: $650 million). This does
not include the government/private
sector element of Telesat, which in
1980 generated sales of $58 million.

Onwards and Upwards
It is these figures that the greatest
truism of space utilization is to be
found - for these figures would be
zero if the Canadian government had
not invested some $600 million bet-
ween 1961-1979. It is this reality - no
government interest = no space pro-
gram - that has been both the boon
and bane of Canada's space effort.
For within the Federal government
there are three major and several
minor departments involved in the
space program - the Department of
Communication involved in basic
research, communications and in-
dustrial development; the National
Research Board involved in scientific
rocket and balloon experiments, the
RMS and the co-operative space pro-
gram with NASA; and the Canada
Centre for Remote Sensing involved
in LANDSAT, SEASAT and SURSAT. It
was this confusion of responsibilities
and funding sources which prompted
industry to lobby the government to
create a single unitary authority,
modelled on NASA. While the govern-
ment has been unprepared to go that
far, in July of 1980 it assigned the
Ministry of State for Science and
Technology the responsibility of the
leadership role with respect to space
policy and development. With this

'sort of' amalgamation of government
responsibilities came the possibility
of overcoming the second major in-
dustrial difficulty - the hit or miss
government funding programs. What
industry felt was necessary involved
an extended program of funding over
several years. This was met in 1980 by
the government announcing a four
year $195 million research, develop-
ment and procurement program ex-
tending to 1984. In 1981 a further $65
million was allocated as an addition
for the last three years of the plan.
The plan basically involves extension
of remote sensing capabilities
(LAN DSAT D, SEASAT, SURSAT), con-
tinued application testing of current
technology, development of a search
and rescue satellite with other na-
tions, environmental pollutant
monitoring and the development of
advanced solid-state devices such as
the Gallium Arsenide Field Effect
Transistor. It is with upfront support
such as this, combined with the con-
tinued communications satellites
owned by Telesat, that will permit the
Canadian space industry to generate
some $280 million in annual sales
with about 66% for export by 1985,
and hence maintain Canada's
forefront position in the exploration
and utilization of space - the final
frontier.
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Cxceltronix Components & Computing Inc.

RCA COSMAC Series
1802 13.99 8 -bit CPC
1824 4.55 32 -by -8 Stall.: RAM
1852 2.65 8-btt I/O Port
1853 1.85 n -bit 1 -of -8 Decoder

1856 2.55 4-btl Memory Bus Buffer/Separator
1857 1.',5 4 -bit I/O Bus Buffer/Separator
1858 2.55 4 -bit Address Latch plan 1-01-4 Decoder
1859 1.65 4 -bit Address Latch plus 1 -of -4 Decoder

MOSTEK 6500 Series
6502 8.95 8 -bit CPU with on -chip Clock
6504 9.90 8 -bit CPU (28 pins, addresses 46)
6505 9.90 8-61t CPL (28 pins. addresses 4K)
6820 7.25 Peripheral Interlace Adapter (PIA)
6522 9.95 Versatile Interface Adapter (VIA)
6532 13,95 128-91-8 RAM plus Interval Timer and

16 I/O Channels
6551 13.98 Asynchronous Ciemluncations Interlace

Adapter (ÁC1Á)

Motorola 6800/68000 Series
6800
6801
6802
680502
680502
680562
6809
6809E
6810
6820
6828
6840
6843
6844
6845
8846
6847
6850
6852
6854
6860
6862
68000
68120
68122
68230
68341
68450
68451
68701
6870503

5.00
56.55
8.95

25.05
30.55
3.39
3.39

20.70
6.85

29.20
29.20
19.7
46.90
13.55
3.39
3.39
9.75
12.22
16.89

153.40

s -11i tll
Single -chip Microcomputer
8 -bit CPU with Clock and RAM
Single -chip Microcomputer
Single -chip Microcomputer
Single -chip Microcomputer
8 -bit CPU with Clock
8 -bit CPU
128 -by -8 Static RAM
Peripheral Interface Adapter
Priority interrupt Controller
Programmable Timer Module
Floppy Disk Controller
DMA Controller
CRT Controller
ROM I/O Timer
Colour Video Display Contr,::cr
Asynchronous Communications Interfu,,
Synchronous Serial Data Adapter
Advanced Data Link Controller
O to 600 bps Digital Modem
2400 bps Modulator
16 -bit CPU
Intelligent Peripheral Controller
Cluster Terminal Controller
Parallel Interface/Timer
Float log -Point ROM
D MA Controller
Memory Management Unit
Single -chip Microcomputer with LPROM
Single -chip Microcomputer with EPROM

INTEL 8080 Series
8080A 5.1 8 -bit CPU

8085 7.25
8212 2.49
8214 4.40
8216 2.49
8224 3.73

8226 2.55
8228 4.95
8238 6.39
8251 5.70
8253 8.59
8255 5.6'

8257 10.25
8259 9.25
8279 9.25
8748 45.95

8 -bit CPU single -supply, on -chip Clock
8 -bit I/O Port
Priority Interrupt Controller
Bidirectional Bus Driver
2 MHz Clock/Sewer for 80808
Inverting Bidirectional Bus Driver
System Controller and Bus Driver
System Controller and Bus Driver
Programmable Communications Interface
Programmable Interval Timer/Counter
Programmable Peripheral Interface
4 -channel Programmable DMA Controller
Programmable Interrupt Controller
Programmable keyboard/Display. Interface
8 -bit CPC with 1K -by -8 EPROM, 61 -by -B
RAM, Clock, Timing and Parallel 1/0

8755 40.98 2K -by -8 EPROM plus 2 1/0 Ports

ZILOG Z80 Series
280 -CPU 8.99 2.5 880 8 -bit CPC
2800 -CPU 11.29 4 MHz 8 -bit CPC
280-P10 6.99 parallel I/O Controller
280A -P10 9.89 Parallel I/O Controller
Z80-CTC 6.99
Z80A-CT(' 9.89
280 -DMA 19.95
2140A -DMA 27.95
280-8I0(0 28.95
Z800-SI0/0 35.95
280-S10,1 28.95
2800-S10/I 35.95
280-510/2 28.95
Z800-510/2 35.95
280-510/9 21.50
280A-610/9 27.00
280 -DART 15.49
28011 -DART 18.95

Counter/Timer C(rcult
Coupler/Timer Circuit
Direct Memory lie su Controller
Direct Memory Access Controller
Serial 1(0 Controller
Serial I/O Controller
Serial 1/0 Controller
Sertal I/O Controller
Serial I/0 Controller
Serial I/O Controller
Serial I/O Controller
Serial I/O Controller
Dual Asynchronous Recviver/Transmltter
Dual Asynchronous Ne,eive r/Transml ttcr

Miscellaneous LSI
uPD765C 57.28 Single/Double Density Floppy Disk

Controller
AY -3-1015 5.95 (181602) 0 to 40 Kilobaud UART

(single 05V supply)
AY -5-1013 5.10 0 to 40 Kilobaud UART (+5V, -12V)
1851771 22.00 Single Density Floppy Controller
1851791 87.95 Double Density Floppy Controller
8112376 -ST 10.50 Keyboard Encoder ROM
COM2601 18.85 Universal Synchronous/Asynchronous

Receiver/Tranemitter (USART)
KR3600-5T 12.50 Keyboard Encoder RON
C0115016 11.75 Dual Baud Rate Generator/Divider
CRT5027 a CRT Controller

 Price unavailable or subject to fluctuation
at press time. Call us for latest info.

Light Emitting Diodes
LED175R
LED175C
LED175Y
LED10OR
LED1000
LED100y

6 for $1
5 for 31
5 for 31
12( each
15) each
151 each

Tl'size (jumbo) red LED
Tli size (Jumbo) green LED
Tla size (Jumbo) yellow LED
71 size (mint) red LED
71 size (mint) green LED
Ti size (mini) yellow LED

Mote, This ordering system as for "generic. LEDs. Please

contact rxceltronaa for price and availability Of speci(iC

Leo types.

4164-150nS
4116-150 Ceramic
4116-200nS
4116-300nS
2117 -Single Supply64Kx
2114L-200nS

MEMORIES
$14.95 2102LFPC $ 1.57*
$ 3.95 5101 CMOS $ 3.79*
$ 2.85* 2708 EPROM $ 3,95**
$ 1.95* 2716 EPROM $ 6.45**

1 $ 4.75 2732 EPROM $14,95**
$ 3.39*

Linear Circuits
Pert pees dsscriptlon

1.8301A .55

1.8308 .98
1113098 2.00
19310 2.75
483119 .65
111317T 2.50

193188 1.45
19319 3.10
193236 5.99
L11324 .75
183371 3.25

111339 .95
193489 1.3C
19349 1.95
LF356 2.95
10357 2.95
1.113588 .65
19377 3.71
111378 3.50
1.01379

19380 1.89
19381 1.95
19382 1.80
18388
1.11387 1.25
LM393 .75
NE555 .33
NE556 .G5

NE565 1.69
NE567 .95
uA709 .69
uA711 .75

11172311 - .60
111725 1.30
uÁ739 2.20
uÁ741 .35
uA747 .63
trA748 .55
uÁ749 1.95
uÁ802 3.00
901372 3.95
MC1405
MC14081.8 3.90
MC1436 5.60
MC1458 .49
MC1468 3.20

General Purpose Op Amp
Preclnlan Op Amp
SV 1.50 Voltage Reg. TO -3
Voltage Follower
Voltage Comparator
Adjustable Positive Voltage
Regulator 1.5A 3 -term. 1.2 Lo 37V
Precision Hlgh Speed Op Amp
Nigh Speed Dual Comparator
050 3* Voltage Reg. T(1-3
Quad Single -supply Op Amp
Adjustable Negative Voltage
Reg. 1.5A -1.2 to -:17V
Quad Single -supply Comparator
Lem -Power Quad 741 type Op Amp
Low -Power Quad 741 type Op Amp
General Purpose JFET-Input Op Amp
20 MHz JFET-input Op Amp
Dual Version of 19324 Quad
Dual 2 -Watt Audio Power Amp
Dual 4 -Watt Audio Power Amp
Dual 6 -Watt Audio Power Amp
2 -Watt Audio Power Amp
Low -noise Dual Preamp
Low -noise Dual Preamp o Reslaturs
Low -Voltage Audio Power Amp
Low-nolae Dual Preamp
Dual Version of 19339 Quad
Timer
Dual Timer
Phase -Locked Loop
Tone Decoder Phase -Locked loop
General Purpose Op Amp
Dual Channel Differential Comparator
with Strobes
Adjustable Regulator 2 to 37V
Instrumentation Op Amp
Stereo Preamp
Frequency Compensated Op Amp
Dual 741
High Performance Op Amp
Dual Audio Preamp
8 -bit Multiplying D -to -A Converter
Colour Video Modulator
A -to -D _onverter Subsystem
8 -bit Multiplying D -to -A Converter
High Voltage Op Amp
Dual 741
Dual _151 Tracking Regulator

11C1488
MC1489
BC1495
MC1496
LM1812
LM1830
191889
1112206

XR2211
X62240
1.92917
CA3046
CA3054
CA3083
CA3084
CA3086
CA3130
CA3140
193301
LM3900
193905
193909
LM39L1
l93914
183915
RC4136

.79

.79
2.25
1.75

2.75

3.75
3.45
1.87
2.50
1.75
1.50
1.49
1.45
.99

1.75
.90

1.50
.65

1.65
1.50
1.95
4.95
4.95
1.14

RC4195N8 1.95
194250 2.25
LM4558 .65
RC4739 1.95
xR8038 4.98
ULN2003 1.05
11,064 2.50
71071 .70
71072 1.20
11,074 2.35
71075 2.75
71081 .60
71084 2.00
SN76477 2.45

Quad R5-232 Line Driver
Quad RS -232 Line Receiver
Four -Quadrant Multiplier
Modulator/Demodulator
Ultrasonic Receiver
Fluid Level Detector
Video Modulator
Function Generator
FSK Demodulator/Tone Decoder
Programmable Timer/Counter
Frequency to Voltage Converter
Transistor Array (3 NPN o Diff Amp)
Dual Differential Amp Array
NPN Transistor Array
POP Transistor Array
NPN Transistor Array
COS/MOS Op Amp
MOSFET-input/Bipolar Output Op Amp
Quad Single -supply Op Amp
Quad General Purpose Op Amp
Precision Timer
LED Flasher
Temperature Controller
Linear Dot/Bar Display Driver
Logarithmic Dot/Bar Display Driver
Quad 741 Op Amp
1-15V Dual Tracking Regulator
Programmable Op Amp
Dual High Slew Rate Op Amp
Dual Low -noise Preamp
Sine/Square/Triangle Generator
7 -Segment Darlington Array,
Quad BIFET Op Amp Low Power
Low -noise BIFET Op Amp
Dual Low -noise BIFET Op Amp
Quad low -noise BIFET Op Amp
Quad Low -noise BIFET Op Amp
JFet-input Op Amp

Quad J for Op Amp
Sound Generator

If you don't see the linear IC you need, please call
us at (4l61 921-5195. even if ºe don't stock the
device you need, our staff can usually rºcoemerd e
goad source.

Fixed Voltage Regulators
How to order Voltage Regulators:

Part Number =7151, XWWW

IExample: 79110ÚC

-10 Volts, SOD mi,
TO -220 Case

8 for a Posltive Regulator
9 /or a Negative Regulator

L for 100 milliamps
M for 500 milllamps
nonexistent for 1 Amp
N for 5 Amps*
P for 10 Amps

5 and 12 Volt types only

XX 05 for 6 Volts
06 for 6 Volts
82 for 6.2 Volts
08 for 8 Volts
85 for 8.5 Volts
10 for 10 Volts
12 for 12 Volts
15 for 15 Volts
18 for 18 Volts
24 for 24 Volts

780XX

PRICES (partial)

78LxaAWC series 65C each
79Lx5A9C series 99C each
78MxxtC series 31.19 each
79Mxx0C series 11.69 each
78xxUC series $1.39 each
79x0UC series 11.89 each
789xxKC series 17.95 each

Please phone or write for price
inforsation on other regulators

wow  AHC for TO -5 case
(L and 11 versions)

 AMC for TO -92 case
(L version)

 DC for TO -220 case
(11 and 1 Amp versions)

o KC for TO -3 case
(1 amp, H, and P versions)

Adjustable Voltage Regulators
78MG1J1C 1.65 500 mA, 05 to +30 Volts, 4 -lead TO -220 Case
7980110 1.90 500 mA, -30 to -2.2 Volta, 4 -lead TO -220 Cate
78GU1C 1.75 I Amp, 05 to +30 Volts, 4 -lead TO -220 Case
790010 2.00 1 Amp, -30 to -2.2 Volts, 4 -lead TO -220 Case
78GEV 2.65 1 Amp, +5 to +30 Volts, 4- lead TO -3 Case
79GKC 3.10 1 Amp, -30 to -2.2 Volts, 4 -lead TO -3 Case
78MGKC 6.00 5 Amp, 05 to +24 Volts, 4 -lead TO -3 Cace
7911GKC 12.00 5 Amp, -24 to -2.2 Volts, 4 -lead TO -3 Case

Other Voltage Raguiatera are listed in nuaerical order under linear Section.

79100
Tesa PeeePm5.m(el

SOLDERTAIL
SOCKETS

IC a pin
BURNDY & CAMBION
TI SOLDERTAIL

AVAILABLE at 2¢ a pin

WIRE WRAP
TI SOCKETS
8PIN $ .40

14 PIN .61
16 PIN .68
18 PIN .70
20 PIN .99
22 PIN 1.05
24 PIN 1.07
28 PIN 1.20
40 PIN 1.85

2 Send for our separate package of information on kits.



YOU CAN'T BEAT THE BEST!

TTL Digital Logic
Suffix 74nnn 74LSnnn 74Snnn Device

(nnn) price price price Description

00 .29 .22 .46
01 .29 .22 n.a
02 .29 .27 .47

03 .29 .29 .49
04 .29 .27 .70
05 .30 .29 .62
06 .47 n.a n.a
07 .46 n.a n.a
08 .30 .22 .61

09 .30 .30 .27
10 .30 .25 .62
11 n.a .30 .62
12 .49 .30 n.a
13 .50 .32 n.a
14 .54 .50 n.a
15 n.a n.a .62
16 .46 n.a n.a
17 .46 n.a n.a
20 .38 .23 .61

21 n.a .23 n.a
22 .48 n.a n.a
23 .47 n.a n.a

25 .41 n.a n.a
26 .55 .50 n.a
27 .42 .37 n.a
28 .54 r..a n.a
S0 .29 .23 .47

32 .49 .29 .82
33 .50 n.a n.a
37 .45 .35 1.17
38 .47 .35 1.17
39 n.a n.a n.a
40 .29 n.a .50

42 .57 .56 n.a
43 n.a n.a n.a
44 n.a n.a n.a
45 1.08 n.a r.a
46 1.08 n.a r.a
47 .85 .88 r.a
48 n.a 1.20 r.a

49 n.a n.a r,.a

50 .28 n.a n.a

51 .37 .27 .46
53 .37 n.a n.a

54 .37 .27 n.a
55 n.a .30 n.a
60 n.a n.a n.a

70 n.a n.a n.a
72 .45 n.a n.a
73 .46 .42 n.a
74 .46 .40 .73
75 .50 .45 i.a
76 .49 .47 n.a
77 n.a n.a n.a
78 n.a .37 n.a
80 n.a n.a n.a
81 n.a n.a n.a
82 n.a n.a n.a
83 .61 .89 n.a
84 1.75 n.a n.a
85 .85 1.05 2.59
86 .50 .49 .95

89 n.a n.a n.a
90 .41 .49 n.a
91 .54 1.10 n.a
92 .47 .59 n.a
93 .48 .59 n.a
94 .87 n.a n.a
95 .70 .59 n.a
96 .76 .74 n.a
97 2.40 n.a n.a

100 1.75 n.a n.a
104 .82 n.a n.a
105 n.a n.a n.a
107 .55 .45 n.a
109 .55 .47 n.a

110 .58 n.a n.a

111 .74 n.a n.a

112 n.a .47 .93

113 n.a n.a n.a
114 n.a n.a 1.67

116 1.55 n.a n.a
120 1.60 n.a n.a
121 .60 n.a n.a
122 .67 .60 n.a

121 .47 .75 n.a

Quad 2 -input NAND
Quad 2 -input NAND (oc)
Quad 2 -input NOR
Quad 2 -input NAND (oc)
Hex Inverter
Hex Inverter (oc)
Hex Inverter/Buffer (oc,hv)
Hex Buffer (oc,hv)
Quad 2 -input AND
Quad 2 -input AND (oc)
Triple 3 -input NAND
Triple 3 -input AND
Triple 3 -input NAND (oc)
Dual 4 -input NAND (st)
Hex Inverter (st)
Triple 3 -input AND (oc)
Hex Inverter/Buffer (oc,hv)
Hex Buffer (oc,hv)
Dual 4 -input NAND
Dual 4 -input AND
Dual 4 -input NAND (oc)
Expandable Dual 4 -input NOR
with strobe
Dual 4 -input NOR with strobe
Quad 2 -input NAND Buffer (hvi
Triple 3 -input NOR
Quad 2 -input NOR Buffer
8 -input NAND
Quad 2 -input OR
Quad 2 -input NOR Buffer (0c)
Quad 2 -input NAND Buffer
Quad 2 -input NAND Buffer (oc)
Quad 2 -input NAND Buffer (oc,hv)
Dual 4 -input NAND Buffer
BCD -to -Decimal Decoder
Excess -3 -to -Decimal Decoder
Gray -to -Decimal Decoder
BCD -to -Decimal Decoder (oc)
BCD -to -7 segment Decoder (oc,hv)
BCDrto-7 segment Decoder (oc)
BCD -to -7 segment Decoder
BCD -to -7 segment Decoder (oc)
Expandable Dual 2 -wide, 2 -input
AND -OR -Invert gate
Dual 2 -wide, 2 -input AND -OR -Inver:
Expandable 4 -wide, 2 -input
AND -OR -Invert gate
4 -wide, 2 -input AND -OR -Invert
2 -wide, 4 -input AND -OR -Invert
Dual 4 -input Expander
JK positive ET F/F
JK Master -Slave F/F
Dual JK Master -Slave F/F
Dual type D positive ET F/F
4 -bit bistable latch
Dual JK Master -Slave F/F
Quad D -type Latch
Dual JK F/F with Preset
Gated Full Adder
16 -bit RAM
2 -bit Full Adder
4 -bit Binary Full Adder
16 -bit RAM with Input Gating
4 -bit Magnitude Comparator
Quad 2 -input XOR
64 -bit RAM
BCD Decade Counter
8 -bit Shift Register
Divide -by -12 Counter
Divide -by -16 Counter
4 -bit Shift Register
4 -bit Left/Right Shift Reg.
5 -bit Shift Register
Synchronous Modulo -64
Bit Rate Multiplier
Du:.l 4 -bit Latch
Gated JK Master -Slave F/F
Gated JK Master -Slave F/F
Dual JK F/F with Clear
Dual JR positive ET F/F
with Preset and Clear
JK Master -Slave F/F with
Data Lockout
Dual JK Master -Slave F/F
with Data Lockout
Dual JK Negative ET F/F
with Preset and Clear
Dual JK ET F/F with Preset
Dual Negative ET F/F with
Preset, Common Clear 1, Clock
Dual 4 -bit Latch with Clear
Dual Pulse Synchronizer/Driver
Monostable Multivibrator
Retriggerable Monostable
Multivibrator with Clear
Dual Retriggerable Monostable
Multivibrator with Clear

Suffix 74nnn 74LSnnn 74Snnn
(nnn) price price price
124 n.a n.a 3.29
125 .61 .55 n.a
126 .61 .55 n.a
128 .90 n.a n.a
132 .58 .51 1.59
133 n.a 1.25 .64

134 n.a n.a .70
135 n.a n.a 1.68
13G .65 .55 n.a
138 li.a .73 1.24
139 n.a .61 1.24
140 n.a n.a .96

141 1.07 n.a n.a
:42 3.75 n.a n.c
143 4.45 n.a n.a

144 4.45 n.a n.a

145 .85 1.40 n.a

147 1.60 2.55 n.a

148 1.15 1.70 n.a

150 1.62 n.a n.a
151 .55 .54 1.29
152 n.a n.a n.a

153 .45 .45 1.24
154 1.65 2.25 n.a

155 .57 .85 n.a
156 n.a .93 n.a

157 .60 .60 1.23
158 n.a .60 1.23
159 1.97 n.a n.a
160 .60 .90 n.a

161 .80 .75 3.70

162 .80 .93 4.79

163 .82 .74 4.59

164 .82 .74 n.a

165 .82 1.05 n.a

166 .85 1.99 n.a
167 n.a n.a n.a

168 n.a n.a 5.75
169 n.a n.a 5.80

170 2.50 1.99 n.a
172 6.40 n.a n.a
173 1.00 .75 n.a
174 .75 .50 1.25
175 .75 .50 1.25
176 .97 n.a n.a
177 n.a n.a n.a
178 1.40 n.a n.a
179 1.40 n.a n.a
180 .93 n.a n.a
181 n.a 2.55 5.15
182 .60 n.a 2.20
183 n.a n.a n.a
184 3.00 n.a n.a
185 3.00 n.a n.a
186 n.a n.a n.a
188 n.a n.a 3.24
189 n.a 5.75 5.81
190 .85 .94 n.a

191 .85 .92 n.a

192 .82 .82 n.a

193 .82 .82 2.18
194 .60 n.a 2.18
195 .99 1.13 n.a

196 .92 1.13 n.a
197 1.80 n.a n.a
198 1.79 n.a n.a
199 n.a n.a 7.60

201 n.a n.a n.a
207 n.a n.a n.a
208 n.a n.a n.a
214 n.a n.a n.a
215 .88 1.15 n.a
221 n.a n.a 6.49
225 n.a n.a 2.55
226 n.a 1.10 3.82
240 n.a 1.10 3.82
242 n.a 1.10 n.a
243 n.a 1.10 n.a
244 n.a 1.10 3.82
245 n.a 2.10 n.a
246 1.75 n.a n.a

247 1.61 .99 o.a
248 n.a 1.40 n.a

249 n.a 1.25 n.a
251 .99 .70 1.54

253 n.a .70 2.55
257 n.a .72 1.40

Device
Description
Dual Voltage -Controlled Osc.
Quad 3-S Buffer
Quad 3-S Buffer
50 -Ohm Line Driver
Quad 2 -input NASD (st)
13 -input NAND
12 -input NAND (3-S)
Quad XOR/XNOR
Quad 2 -input XOR
3 -to -8 Line Decoder
Dual 2 -to -4 Line Decoder
Dual 4 -input NAND with 50 Ohm
Line Driver Output
BCD -to -Decimal Decoder (Nixie)
Decade Counter/Ircoder (-ixie)
4 -bit Counter/Latch/7-segment
Decoder
4 -bit Counter/Latch/7-segment
Decoder
BCD -to -Decimal Decoder (on)
BCD Priority Encoder
Octal Priority Encoder
1 -of -16 Data Selector
1 -of -8 Data Selector '

1 -of -8 Data Selector
Dual 1 -of -4 Data Selector
4 -to -16 line Decoder
Dual 2 -to -4 line Decoder
Dual 2 -to -4 line Decoder (oc)
Quad 2 -input Multiplexer
Quad 2 -input Inverting Multiplexer
4 -to -16 line Decoder (oc)
Synchronous Presettable BCD
Counter, Synchronous Reset
Synchronous Presettable Binary
Counter, Synchronous Reset
Synchronous Presettable BCD
Counter, Asynchronous Reset
Synchronous Presettable Binary
Counter, Asynchronous Reset
Serial -in, Parallel -out Shift
Register
8 -bit Parallel -to -Serial
Converter
8 -bit Shift Register
Synchronous Decade Rate
Multiplier
Synchronous Up/Down BCD Counter
Synchronous Up/Down Binary
Counter
4 -by -4 Register File (oc)
16 -bit Multi -Port Reg. File (3-5)
4 -bit D -type Register (3-S)
Hex type D F/F
Quad type D F/F
Presettable Decade Counter
Presettable Binary Counter
4 -bit Shift Register
4 -bit Shift Register
4 -bit Parity Generator/Checker
4 -bit ALU
Lokahead Carry Generator
Dual High -Speed Adder
BCD -to -Binary Converter
Binary -to -BCD Converter
64 -by -8 PROM 50 n5 (ocl
32 -by -8 PROM (oc)
64 -bit RAM (3-S)
Up/Down Decade Counter
Up/Down Binary Counter
Up/Down Decade Counter
Up/Down Binary Counter
4 -bit Bidirectional Shift Reg.
Universal 4 -bit Shift Reg.
Presettable Decade Counter
Presettable Binary Counter
8 -bit Left/Right Shift Reg.
8 -bit Parallel I/O Shift Reg.
256 -by -1 RAM (3-S)
256 -by -4 RAM Common I/O (3-S)
256 -by -4 RAM Separate I/O (3-S)
1K -by -1 RAM (3-S)
1K -by -1 RAM Power -Down (3-S)
Dual Monostable Multivibrator
16 -by -5 Asynchronous FIFO
(8226) 4 -bit Bus Transceiver
Octal Inverting Bus/Line Driver
Quad Inverting Bus Transceiver
Quad True -Data Bus Transceiver
Octal Bus.Driver
Octal Bus Transceiver
BCD -to -7 segment Decoder (oc,hv)
BCD -to -7 segment Decoder (oc,hv)
BCD -to -7 segment Decoder
BCD -to -7 segment Decoder (oc)
1 -of -8 Data Selector with True
and Inverted Outputs (3-S)
Dual 1 -of -4 Dr.ta Selector (3-S)
Quad 1 -of -2 Data Selector (3-5)

abbreviations:' (oc)-open-collector; (hv)whigh-voltage outputs; (st)Schmitt-trigger inputs; (3-S).tri-state outputs;
n.awdevice or price not available at time of publication: call for up-to-date information.

If you can find a better price anywhere in Canáda - TELL US! 3
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TTL Continued
Suffix 74nnn 74LSnnn 74Snnn
(nnn) pace price price

258
259
260
261
265
266
273
274
275
276
278
279
280
281
283
284

n.a
2.45
n.a
n.a
n.a
ri.a

2.50
n.a
n.a
1.25
2.99
.75

n.a
n.a
1.25
n.a

285 n.a

287
28E
289
290
293
295
298
299
301
314
315
322

n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
.90

n.a
1.05
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a

323 n.a

324
325
326
327
330
331
347
348
351
352

n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
2.85
n.a

.72 1.40
1.65 n.a
1.15 1.25
n.a n.a
n.a n.a
.45 n.a

1.20 n.a
n.a 20.59
5.14 20.59
n.a n.a
n.a n.a
.(i2 n.a

1.95 2.59
n.a n.a
.99 3.85

n.a n.a

n.a n.a

n.a n.a
n.a 3.25
n.a n.a
.94 n.a
.45 n.a

n.a n.a
1.15 n.a
3.25 7.59
n.a n.a
n.a n.a
n.a n.a
6.40 n.a

6.411 n.a

3.20 n.a
n.a n.a
n.a n.a
n.a n.a
n.a n.a
n.a n.a
n.a n.a
3.44 n.a
n.a n.a
1.75 n.a

abbreviations:

Device

Description

Quad 2 -input Multiplexer (3-S)
8 -bit Addressable Latch
Dual 5 -input NOR
2 -by -4 -bit Binary Multiplier
Quad Complimentary Output Element
Quad 2 -input X -NOR (oc)
Octal type D F/F with Clear
4 -by -4 Binary Multiplier (3-S)
7 -bit Slice Wallace Tree (3-S)
Quad J1( F/F
4 -bit Cascadable Priority Reg.
Quad Set/Reset Latch
9 -bit Parity Generator/Checker
4 -bit Parallel Binary Accumulator
4 -bit Binary Full Adder Fast Carry
4 -by -4 bit Parallel Binary
Multiplier
4 -by -4 bit Parallel Binary
Multiplier
256 -by -4 PROM (3-S)
32 -by -8 PROM (3-S)
16 -by -4 RAM 12 nS (oc)
BCD Decade COunter
Modulo -16 Binary Counter
4 -bit Left/Right Shift Reg. (3-5)
Quad 2 -Port Register
8 -bit Universal Shit/Storage Rev.
256 -bit RAM 13 nS (oc)
1K -by -1 RAM (oc)
1K -by -I RAM Power Down (oc)
8 -bit Universal Shift/Storage
Register
8 -bit Universal Shift/Storage
Register (3-S)
VCO with 2 -phase Outputs
VCO with 2 -phase Outputs
VCO with 2 -phase outputs
VCO with single-phase Output
12 -in, 6 -out, 50 -term FPLA
12 -in, 6 -out, 50 -term FPLA
BCD -to -7 segment Decoder (oc,hv)
Octal Priority Encoder (3-S)
Dual Data Selector (3-S)
Dual Inverting 4 -input Multiplexer

Suffix 74nnn 74LSnnn 74Snnn Device
Inns) price price price Description

n.a 2.1:, n.a

362 n.a 12.90 n.a
365 .73 .67 n.a
366 .85 .67 n.a
367 .75 .67 n.a
368 .75 .67 n.a
(73 n.a 1.60 3.85
174 n.a 1.60 3.85
375 n.a .82 n.a
176 n.a n.a n.a
377 n.a 1.60 n.a

:178 n.a 1.27 n.a

379 n.a 1.40 n.a

381 n.a n.a 7.72
385 n.a n.a n.a
386 n.a n.a n.a
387 n.a n:a n.a
390 1.25 1.25 n.a
393 1.65 1.25 n.a
395 n.a 1.54 n.a
396 n.a n.a n.a
398 n.a n.a n.a
:199 n.a n.a n.a

412 n.a n.a 3.85
124 n.a n.a n.a
428 n.a n.a n.a

445 n.a n.a n.a
417 n.a 1.12 n.a
47u n.a n.a n.a
171 n.a n.a 8.35
472 n.a n.a 12.50
173 n.a n.a n.a
474 n.a n.a 12.50
629 n.a n.a n.a

9000 Series

Dual Inverting 4 -input Multi-
plexer (3-S)
(TMS9904) 4 -Phase Clock Generator
Hex True Data Bus Driver
Hex Inverting Bus Driver
Hex True Data Bus Driver
Hex Inverting Bus Driver
Octal Transparent Latch (3-S)
Octal Type D F/F (3-5)
4 -bit Histable Latch
Quad JK F/F Common Clear and Clock
Octal Type D F/F Common Enable
and Clock
Hex type D F,F Common Enable and
Clock
Quad type D F/F Common Enable
and Clock
4 -bit ALU/Function Generator
4 -bit Adder/Subtracter
Quad 2 -input XOR
256 -by -4 PROM (oc)
Dual Decade Counter
Dual 4 -bit Binary Counter
4 -bit Cascadable Shift Reg. (3-S)
8 -bit Storage Register
Quad type D F/F with Latch
Quad 2 -input Multiplexer with
Storage
(8212) Multimode Buffered Latch
8080A Clock. Driver
(8228) System Controller and Bus
Driver for 8080A
BCD -to -7 segment Decoder (he)
BCD -to -7 segment Decoder (oc,hv)
256 -by -8 PROM (oc)
256 -by -8 PROM (3-S)
512 -by -8 PROM 55 nS i3 -S)
512 -by -8 PROM 55 nS (oc)
512 -by -8 PROM (3-S)
Supersedes 7415124

931.1 2.89 Hex Decoder/Driver Com. Cathode
9370 11.95 Hex Decoder/Driver Corn. Anode
9602 1.49 Dual Retriggerable Oneshot

(oc)=open-collector; (11v)=high-voltage outputs; (st)=Schmitt-trigger inputs; (3-S)=tri-state outputs;
n.a=device or price not available at time of publication: call for up-to-date information.

CMOS Digital Logic
part price description

1000 .40
4001 .36
4002 .36
4006 1.38
1007 .45

Dual 3 -input NOR plus Inverter
Quad 2 -input NOR
Dual 4 -input NOR
18 -stage Static Shift Register
Dual Complimentary pairs plus
Inverters

4008 1.27 4 -bit Full Adder
4009 .78 Ilex Inverting Buffer/Converter
4010 .83 Hex True Data Buffer/Converter
4011 .43 Quad 2 -input NAND
4012 .40 Dual 4 -input NAND
4013 .57 Dual type D LT F/F
4014 1.13 8 -bit Static Shift Register
4015 1.13 Dual 4 -bit Static Shift Reg.
4016 .70 Quad Bilateral Switch
4017 1.28 Decimal -decoded Decade Counter
4018 1.09 Presettable divide -by -n Counter
4019 1.18 Quad 1 -of -2 Data Selector
4020 1.42 14 -stage Ripple Counter
4021 1.21 8 -bit Static Shift Register
4022 1.41 Divide -by -8 Counter/Divider
4023 .38 Triple 3 -input NAND
4024 .98 7 -stage Binary Counter
4025 .38 Triple 3 -input NOR
4026 2.32 Decade Counter/Divider
4027 .71 Dual JK F/F
4028 1.18 BCD -to -Decimal Decoder
4029 1.27 Presettable Up/Down Binary/

Decade Counter
4030 .95 Quad XOR
4033 1.55 Decade Counter/Divider
4034 3.65 8 -bit Universal Bus Register
4035 1.88 4 -stage Parallel-in/Parallel-

out Shift Register
4040 1.40 12 -stage Binary Ripple Counter
1041 1.58 Quad True/Compliment Buffer
4042 1.13 Quad type D latch
4043 1.45 Quad NOR S'R Latch (3-S)
4044 1.25 Quad NAND S/R Latch (3-5)
4046 1.48 Phase -Locked Loop
4047 1.34 Monostable/Astable Multivibrate,
4049 .60 Hex Inverting Buffer/Converter
4050 .70 Hex True Data Buffer/Converter
4051 1.37 8 -channel Analog Mus/Donut
4052 1.39 Dual 4 -channel Analog Mux/Demur

 price unaeailabl.

part price description

1060 1.39 14 -stage Binary Counter/Oscillator
1053 1.83 Triple 2 -channel Analog Mux/Demux
1066 .96 Quad Bilateral Switch
1067 4.95 16 -channel Analog Mux/Demux
1068 .47 8 -input NAND
1069 .41 Hex Inverter
1070 .43 Quad 2 -input XOR
1071 .42 Quad 2 -input OR
4072 .35 Dual 4 -input OR
4073 .81 Triple 3 -input AND
1075 .43 Triple 3 -input OR
1076 1.33 4 -bit type D Register
4077 .63 Quad X -NOR
4078 .47 8 -input NOR
(081 .37 Quad 2 -input AND
4082 .34 Dual 4 -input AND
1085 .92 Dual 2 -wide 2 -input AND/OR/

Invert gate
4085 1.30 Expandable 4 -wide 2 -input

AND/OR/Invert
4093 .74 Quad 2 -input NAND (st)
4101 3.29 Quad Level Converter (3-S)
4502 2.00 Strobed.Hex Inverter/Buffer
4507 1.35 Quad XOR
4508 3.25 Dual 4 -bit Latch (3-S)
4510 1.32 BCD Up/Down Counter
4::11 1.37 BCD -to -7 segment Latch/Decoder
4512 1.34 8 -channel Data Selector (3-S)
4514 3.07 1 -of -16 Data Selector
4515 3.38 1 -of -16 Data Selector
4516 1.67 Binary Up/Down Counter
4518 1.69 Dual BCD Up Counter
4519 .84 Quad 1-01-2 Data Selector
4520 1.24 Dual Binary Up Counter
4522 1.57 BCD divide -by -n Counter
4526 1.80 4 -bit Binary Divide -by -n

Counter
1527 1.63 BCD Rate Multiplier
4528 1.45 Dual Retriggerable/Resettable

Monostable Multivibrator
4531 1.91 12 -bit Parity Generator/Checker
4532 1.80 8 -bit Priority Encoder
1539 1.32 Dual 4 -channel Mux
4543 2.06 BCD -to -7 segment Latch/Decoder/

Driver for LCD Displays
1553 3.91 3 -digit BCD Counter
4555 1.23 Dual 2 -to -4 line Decoder

part price

4556 1.01
4581 3.82
4582 1.43
4584 .85
4702 11.59
4703 15.10
4704
1705
4706
4707
1710 1.10
1720 10.55
4721
4723 2.35
1724 2.45
4725 5.85
4727 1.65
4731 15.85
40014 1.49
40020 .59

10074 .91
40076 .47
40085 2.40

40097 1.13

40098 1.13

40107
40151
40160

40161

40162

40163

40174
40175
40192

.39
1.39
1.59

2.21

1.59

1.59

1.48
1.46
2.25

40193 2.25

40194 1.75

40195 1.71

'.tuation at press time. Call for up -t:' -date info.

description

Dual 2 -to -4 line Decoder
4 -bit ALL
Lookahead Carry Generator
Hex Schmitt Trigger
Programmable Baud Rate Gen.
FIFO Buffer
Data Path Switch
Arithmetic Logic Register Sta._k
16 -by -4 Program -Stack
Data Access Register
Register -Oriented 10 -by -4 RAM (3-S)
256 -bit RAM (3-S)
256 -by -4 RAM
Dual 4 -bit Addressable Latch
8 -bit Addressable Latch
16 -by -4 RAM (3-S)
7 -Stage Counter
Quad 64 -bit Static Shift Reg.
(47C14) Hex Schmitt Trigger
(74020) Dual 4 -input NAND
(74C74) Dual type D F/F
(74C76) Dual JK F/F
(74085) 4 -bit Magnitude
Comparator
(74C97) Hex True Data
Buffer (3-S)
(74C98) Hex Inverting
Buffer (3-S)
(74('107) Dual JK F/F
(740151) 8 -bit Data Selector
(74C160) Asynchronous Decade
Resettable Counter
(74C161) Asynchronous Binary
Resettable Counter
(74C162) Synchronous Decade
Resettaule Counter
(74C1p3) Synchronous Binary
Resettable Counter
(74C174) Hex type D F/F
(740175) Quad type D F/F
(740192) Synchronous Up/Down
Decade Counter
(74C193) Synchronous Up/Down
4 -bit Binary Counter
(740194) 4 -bit Universal
left/Right Shift Reg.
(740195) 4 -bit Shift Reg.

4 We provide fast Mail-order Service.
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E xceltronix Component/ & Computing Inc.
Transistors Cont.
device price pol. mall BViceo lcmax ft or Pdiss hFF. case

MJE1093 3.65 PNP4 Si 80V 5A 70W 750 min. 90-05
1:JE1102 2.95 NPN4 Si 80V 5A 708 750 min. 90-05
MJE1103 2.95 NPN4 Si 80V 5A 70W 750 min. 90-05
MPF102 .50 N-JFet Si 25V 10mA n.a. y..= 75001.0 TO -92
MPF105 .50 N-JFet Si 25V 16mA n.a. y,.= 2000p04 TO -92
MPS5172 .17 NPN Si 25V 100mA 120MHz 500 max. TO -92
MPS6514 .30 NPN Si 25V 100mA 390MHz 300 maxy TO -92
MPS6515 .45 NPN Si 25V 100mA 390MHz 500 max. TO -92
MPS6516 .35 PNP Si 40V 100mA 270MHz 100 max. TO -92
MPS6519 .45 PNP Si 25V 100mA 420MHz 500 max. TO -92
MPSA05 .30 NPN Si 60V 500mA 10010Iz 50 min. TO -92
MPSA06 .21 NPN Si 60V SOOmA 100MHz 50 min. TO -92
MPSA09 .20 NPN Si 50V 50mA 80MHz 600 max. TO -92
MPSA13 .21 NPN4 Si 30V 500mA 125MHz 10000 min. TO -92
MPSA14 .26 NPN4 Si 30V 500mA 125MHz 20000 min. TO -92
MPSA18 .22 NPN Si 45V 200mA 100MHz 1500 max. TO -92
MPSA20 .25 NPN Si 40V 100mA 125MHz 400 typ. TO -92
MPSA42 .25 NPN Si 300V 5ÓOmA 50MHz 40 min. TO -92
MPSA43 .25 NPN Si 200V 500mA 50MHz 50 min. TO -92
MPSA55 .21 PNP Si 80V 500mA 100MHz 50 min. TO -92
MPSA56 .20 PNP Si 80V 500mA 100MHz 50 min. TO -92
MPSA65 .20 PNP4 Si 30V 300mA 175MHz 20000 min. TO -92
MPSA70 .17 PNP Si 40V 100mA 125MHz 400 typ. TO -92
MPSA92 .28 PNP Si 300V 500mA 50MHz 25 min. TO -92
MPSUO5 1.00 NPN Si 60V 2A 15011Hz 125 max. 152-02
MPSU06 1.25 NPN Si 80V 2A 150MHz 125 max. 152-02
MPSU10 1.50 NPN Si 300V 500mA 60MHz 25 min. 152-02
MPSU55 1.00 PNP Si 60V 2A 100MHz 160 typ. 152-02
MPSU56 1.25 PNP Si 80V 2A 10011Hz 160 typ. 152-02
MPSU60 1.50 PNP Si 300V 500mA 60MHz 25 min. 152-02
PN2222A .20 Electrically identical to 2N2222A TO -92
TIP29B .59 NPN Si 80V lA 30W 40 min. TO -220
TIP29C .61 NPN Si 100V lA 30W 40 min. TO -220
TIP30A .58 PNP Si 60V lA 30W 40 min. TO -220
TIP30B .60 PNP Si 80V lA 30W 40 min. TO -220
T1P30C .61 PNP Si 100V lA 308 40 min. TO -220
TIP31A .65 NPN Si 60V 3A 40W 25 min. TO -220
TIP31B .67 NPN Si 80V 3A 408 25 min. TO -220
TIP31C .71 NPN Si 100V 3A 40W 25 min. TO -220
TIP32 .70 PNP Si 40V 3A 40W 25 min. TO -220
TIP32B .71 PNP Si 80V 3A 40W 25 min. TO -220
TIP32C .77 PNP Si 100V 3A 40W 25 min. TO -220
TIP33C 1.29 NPN Si 100V l0A 80W 100 max. CP-3
TIP34B 1.45 PNP Si 80V 10A 80W 100 max. CP-3
TIP34C 1.57 PNP Si 100V l0A 80W 100 max. CP-3
T1P35A 2.10 NPN Si 60V 25A 125W 50 max. CP-3
T1P35B 2.65 NPN Si 80V 25A 125W 50 max. CP-3
TIP35C 2.96 NPN Si 100V 25A 1258 50 max. CP-3
TIP36C 3.05 PNP Si 100V 25A 125W 50 max. CP-3

NPN 75 TO -220
TIP41B .91 NPN Si 80V 6A 65W 75 max. TO -220
TIP41C .95 NPN Si 100V 6A 65W 75 max. TO -220
TIP42C .98 PNP Si 100V 6A 656 75 max. TO -220
TIP47 .75 NPN Si 250V lA 408 25 min. TO -220
TIP48 .86 NPN Si 300V lA 408 25 min. TO -220
TIP49 .91 NPN Si 350V lA 40W 25 min. TO -220
TIP50 1.03 NPN Si 400V lA 40W 25 min. TO -220
TIP110 .90 NPN4 Si 60V 2A 50W 500 min. TO -220
TIP111 .95 NPN4 Si 80V 2A 506' 500 min. TO -220
TIP115 .91 PNP4 Si 60V 2A 50W 500 min. TO -220
TIP120 .86 NPN4 Si 60V 5A 65W 1000 min. TO -220
TIP121 .99 NPN4 Si 80V 5A 65W 1000 min. TO -220
TIP122 1.07 NPN4 Si 100V 5A 65W 1000 min. TO -220
TIP125 .98 PNP4 Si 60V 5A 656 1000 min. TO -220
TIP127 1.19 PNP4 Si 100V 5.4 65W 1000 min. TO -220
TIP140 2.22 NPN4 Si 60V l0A 125W 500 min. CP-3
TIP141 2.46 NPN4 Si 80V 10A 125W 500 min. CP-3
T1P142 2.93 NPN4 Si 100V 10A 1256 500 min. CP-3
TIP146 2.80 PNP Si 80V 10A 125W 500 min. CP-3
TIP2955 1.17 PNP Si 60V 15A 90W 15 min. CP-3
TIP3055 .98 NPN Si 60V 15A 90W 15 min. CP-3
TIS43 .86 UJT Si 30V 50mA n.a. n=0.82 max. TO -92
TIS58 .37 N-JFet Si 25V lOmA n.a. y1,= 40001,2í1 TO -92
TIS59 .37 N-JFet Si 25V lOmA n .a. yf,= 480000 TO -92
TIS62 .29 NPN Si 12V 30mA 500MHz 30 min. TO -92
TIS73 .53 N-JFet Si 30V 50mA n.a. TO -92
TIS74 .42 N-JFet Si 30V 50mA n.a. R,-400 TO -92
T1S75 .42 N-JFet Si 30V 50mA n.a. Ri±60D TO -92
TIS84 .34 NPN Si 30V 50mA 10011Hz 45 typ. TO -92
TIS86 .43 NPN Si 30V 50mA 500MHz 200 max. TO -92
TIS87 .48 NPN Si 45V 50mA 50011Ha 150 max. TO -92

ABBREVIATIONS:
n - Intrinsic Standoff Ratio
y,..= Small -signal Common -source Forward Transfer Admittance
RA.. Small -signal Drain -source On -state Resistance
4 = Darlington -type Transistor
0't= Reciprocal Ohms or Mhos

DIPPED TANTALUM CAPACITOR
CAPAC WV UNIT 3.3 16 .35

.15 50 .35 3.3 20 .37

.22 35 .30 3.3 25 .39

.22 50 .35 3.3 50 .45

.33 35 .30 4.7 50 .51

.33 50 .36 6.8 6.3 .58
.47 50 .38 6.8 10 .79
.68 35 .35 6.8 16 1.38
.68 50 .39 6.8 50 2.63

1.0 35 .35 10 3 .35
1.0 50 .39 10 16 .14
1.5 20 .33 10 20 .45

1.5 50 .42 10 25 .47

2.2 20 .35 10 35 .50
2.2 25 .37 15 10 .38

6

15 16 :4só

22 3 .36

22 6.3 .38

22 16 .45

22 25 1.04

33 3 .38

33 10 .45

47 3 .40

47 6.3 .45

47 16 1.20

68 6.3 .45

68 10 1.04

100 3 .57

100 6.3 1.04

100 10 1.38

150 6.3 1.38

220 6.3 1.73

Infra -red Devices
T1L32 .50 Infrared -emitting LED
T1L78 .40 Infrared phototransistor, complimentary li. T1132
T1L138 2.25 IR source/sensor array for transmissive sensing
TIL139 2.25 IR source/sensor array for refle,tive sensing

Opto -Isolators
ILCT6/8CT6 1.65
4526 .70
4527 .70
4530 .85
4533 .85

Dual Phototransisto, Opto-isnlator,30V,b-pato lilt'
Single Phototransistor Opto-lsolator,3LV,6-pin 011'
Single Phototransistor Opto-isolator,30V,6-pin LIP
Single Photodarlingtpn Opto-isolator,30V,6-pin DIP
Single Photodarlington Opto-isolator.30V,6-pin LIP

7 Segment Displays
TIL312 1.75 0.3" ht, com.
TIL313 1.75 0.3" ht, corn.

FND500 1.85 0.5" ht, com.
FND507 1.85 0.5" ht, com.
DL704 1.75 0.3" ht, com.
DL707 1.75 0.3'. ht, com.

anode, 0.3" lead spacing, left/right dec
cathode, 0.3" lead spacing, right decimal
cathode, 0.6" lead spacing, right decimal
anode, 0.6" lead spacing, right decimal
cathode, 0.3" lead spacing, right decimal
anode, 0.3" lead spacing, left decimal

toms is only a partial lleting of the 7 -segment displays ve carry. Many other types
rnclidlrg half -digits are available. Please contact Érceltronie about your specific
ep,tireienta.

Fixed Resistors
4s and 4e 151 carton film resistors are available in values from
1.011 to 1082, 1n multiples of the following

1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.7 3.0

3.3 3.6 3.9 4.3 4.7 5.1 5.6 6.2 8.8 7.5 8.2 9.1

i Batt: 3c each for 1 to 99; 20 each -for 100 and up.
 mail order only: 4c each for 1 to 10.

4 Matt: 60 each for 1 to 99: 40 each for 100 and up.
 mail order only: 80 each for 1 to 10.

Trimmer Potentiometers

Port Numbers Resist- Min. I Max.
once Res. Slide.

Vertical I Horizontal Ohms Ends (mA)

MINIATURE 086 SERIES 0.1 WATT
086BC 100R
086BC 220R
086BC 470R
086BC 1K
0868C 2K2

086BD 100R
086BD 220R
086BD 470R
086BD 1K
086BD 2K2

100
220
470
1K

2.2K

10
10
10
20
40

10
7
4.5
3.2
2.2

086BC 4K7 086B0 4K7 4.7K 100 1.4

086BC 10K 086BD 10K 10K 200 1.0
086BC 22K 086BD 22K 22K 400 .7
086BC 47K 086BD 47K 47K 1000 .5
086BC 100K 086BD 100K 100K 2000 .32
086BC 220K 086B0 220K 220K 4000 .22
086BC 470K 08660 470K 470K 10K .22
086BC 19 086BD 1M 1M 20K .22

.
0868C

VERTICAL MOUNTING

0.0708"

o

We have a wide selection of
Tantalums, Electrolytic and other
capacitors at spectacular prices.

Zener Diodes 1/2w & 1W, 5%

Ve,volts 0.5W type 1 O type

2.4 1852218
2.5 1552228
2.7 11452238
2.8 1552248
3.0 1552258
3.3 1552268 1547284
3.6 1552278 1547294
3.9 1952288 1547304
4.3 1552298 1847310
4.7 1852308 1547324
5.1 1552318 11447334
5.6 1552328 1547344
8.0 11452338
8.2 1552348 1547354
6.8 1852358 1547364
7.5 1552368 1547374
8.2 1552378 1547384
8.7 1552388
8.1 1552398 1547394
-0 1552408 1547404
11 1852418 1547414
12 1852428 154742A
13 1852438 1547434
14 1552448
15 1552458 1947444
16 1552468 1547454
17 1552478

V. apeelficataone guaranteed to l51.

95.00115 0.5W type

18 1552488
19 1852498
20 1052500
22 1552518
24
25
27
28
30
33
36
39
43
47
51
56
60
62
68
75
82
87
91

100
110
120

1552520
1552530
1552548
1552558
1552560
1852578
1552588
1552598
1552608
1552618
1552628
1552638
1552848
1552658
1552668
1552678
1552688
1552698
1552708
1552719
1552729
1552738

1N52008 series 204 each: 1N47004 series 254

We provide fast Mail-order Service.

1.0W type

1N47460

1547474
1547484
1547494

1N47504

1547514
1547524
1547534
1547544
1547554
1547564
1547574
1547581

1547594
1547604
1547614
1547624

1547634
1547644



YOU CAN'T BEAT THE BEST!

A SUBSIDIARY OF THE MICHIGAN GENERAL CORPORATION

VERSAFLOPPY II Disk Controller
- Controls 4 independent drives- 8" single
sided/double density, 8" double sided/single density,
and 51/4" single sided/single density maybe used in
any combination.- Control firmware PROM
available. $498
SBC200 Single -Board Computer
- Z80A CPU runs at 4 MHz.- 8K EPROM and 1K
RAM- Serial and parallel I/O ports- 4 -channel
counter -timer using Z80-CTC- Programmable baud
rate generator for serial port- No "front panel" re-
quired $445
EXPANDORAM II Memory Board
- Uses 4116 or 4164 RAM chips for up to 256K on
one 5-100 board- Bank -select feature allows up to 8
boards on the same bus- Operates with Z80 CPUs at
up to 4 MHz- Hidden refresh- Address -locatable

$319
VDB 8024 Video Board
- 80 characters by 24 lines- 7 by 10 matrix- Upperilower
case, special, and user -programmable characters- Full cursor
control- On -board 2.80 -CPU and 2K RAM- Keyboard
power and interface- Many special features $539

MPB100 CPU Board- 5.100 compatible 280 microprocessor board- 2 or
4 MHz operation- Automatic power -on -jump to
start of any 4K block in memory- Socket for 2K
EPROM- Optional wait states- Can be used with
many S-100 computers $348

PROM 100 EPROM Programmer
- Programs 2708, 2716, 2732, and 2516 EPROMs-
25V programming pulse generated on-board-
Automatic verification of programming and erasure-
Zero insertion force socket- Control software in Z80
code $279
MPC4 4 -Channel Serial I/O Board
- Four serial I/O ports- Two Z80-DARTs and a
Z80 -CPU- Real-time clock- Programmable baud
rates for all ports- 1K RAM on board- 2K control
EPROM- FIFO buffers ott all ports- Expandable
RAM $685
EXPANDOPROM EPROM Board
- 16 sockets, DIP switch selectable, for 2708 or
2716EPROMs (1 to 32K)- Compatible with S.D.
Systems, lmsai, Altair,SOL-20 or Cromemco Z80
CPU cards- Also compatible with 8080A and
8085 -based systems $197
Z80 Starter Kit
- Complete microcomputer on a board- Hex
keyboard and display- PROM programmer- Kan-
sas City standard cassette interface- Provision for
two S-100 card slots- Wire -wrap area- Monitor
ROM provides memory/port examine and change,
CPU register examine and change, break-points-
Z80-CTC and Z80 -P10 allow parallel I/O and vec-
tored interrupts- 1K 'on -board RAM expandable to
2K $485

MPC-4

Multi -port Communicator
with Four Serial Ports

EXPANDORAM II

The Random Access Memory

S.D. COMPLETE SYSTEMS
Starting at under $2000.00

Complete systems are available from Exceltronix.
These systems consist of a SBC-200 CPU board, and
EXPANDORAM II RAM board, a VERSAFLOPPY
II floppy disk controller board, and a VDB-8024 video
display board, a card cage with room for 2 more cards
and a 8" double -sided double -density disk drive. Call
us for more details and the current price of this
remarkable system.

Consult us for your requirements

E
o
U

Discounts available on purchases of
two or more Bus.

SYSTEM SOFTWARE
Description Price

CP/M Disk operating system, SS, VI.4 $112.50
CP/M Disk operating system, DS, V1.4 $225.00
CP/M Disk operating system V2.2 8" single sided single density for $283.50
VDB-8024 Video Display Board
Versafloppy control software (BIOS) $ 50.40
Versafloppy diagnostic software (VDIAG) $ 50.40
Versafloppy diagnostic software (VDIAG2) for use with SBC-100 $112.50
SD Monitor for SBC-100 with RS -232 terminals $ 28.80
SD Monitor for SBC-100 with VDB-8024 $ 28.80
SD Monitor PROM for SBC-200 with RS -232 $112.50
Disk control software (DBIOS) 5" minidiskette for RS -232 console $112.50
Disk control software (DB1OS) 5" minidiskette for VDB-8024 Video $112.50
Display Board
Disk control software (DBIOS) 8" diskette for RS -232 console $112.50
Disk control software (DBIOS) 8" diskettes for VDB-8024 Video $11,2.50
Display Board
Disk control and diagnostic software for Versafloppy II $112.50
(DBIOS & VDIAG3)
Z-80 global package $112.50
SDOS disk operating system, 5" single density for RS -232 console $225.00
SDOS disk operating system, 5" single density for VDB-8024 Video $225.00
Display Board
SDOS disk operating system, 8" single density for RS -232 console $225.00
SDOS disk operating system, 8" single density for VDB-8024 Video $225.00
Display Board
SDOS disk operating system, 8" double density for VDB-8024 Video $225.00
Display Board
SDOS disk operating system, 8" single density for VDB-8024 Video $337.50
Display Board, with C -Basic II (for SD -I00)
SDOS disk operating system, 8" double density for VDB-8024 Video $337.50
Display Board, with C -Basic II (for SD -200)
COSMOS multiuser disk operating system, 8" double density
PROM -100 software on disk
PROM -100 software in PROM
Z80 starter kit experimental workbook

$396.00
$ 45.00
$112.50
$ 28.80

We maintain a professional service staff. 7



E xceltronix Component/ & Computing Inc.

Multiflex
Multiflex Z80A Computer

This two -board, Z80A-based S-100 microcom-
puter is one of the most versatile, useful, and easily ex-
pandable systems money can buy. Furthermore, its
low price sets it apart from all competition. No other
microcomputer offers as many features as the
Multiflex Z80A, at anywhere near its price.

The Z80A system is designed to be useful im-
mediately as a training and evaluation tool, to in-
troduce users to the Z80A (4 MHz) microprocessor.
Its Monitor program, together with system resources
like the built-in EPROM programmer, may be used to
develop resident software for virtually any applica-
tion. The system has been designed, around the
industry -standard S-100 bus structure, making the ad-
dition of accessories not only possible, but quire sim-
ple and straightforward. Moreover, the user is not
restricted to using Multiflex products to expand his
system: He may select S-100 products from literally
hundreds of manufacturers across North America.

This system should not be confused with other
"evaluation kit" products. Most of these are expen-
sive devices with few hardware features, and require
the purchase of a separate "expansion board" or "bus
extender" before any accessories may be added to
develop a complete system. The Multiflex Z80A, with
four S-100 card slots, already has enough expansion
capability for most applications. Filling these slots
with the included CPU board, a 64K memory board, a
video display board and a disk controller, for exam-
ple, will produce a system equal to some of the best on
the market, at about half the cost.

Features of the Multiflex Z80A Computer:
-4 MHz, Z80A-CPU
-2 banks of 2K bytes RAM. The ad-

dress range of each bank may be
defined by hardware jumpers.

- space for up to 16K of EPROM,
using 2708 or 2716 devices, with
jumpers to define the address range

- resident 4K Monitor software to
facilitate machine -language pro-
gram development, execution and
debugging, and to control all 1/O
hardware in the system.

- hex keypad, 14 monitor function
keys, 2 unassigned keys

- hex address and data display
- 2000 baud audio cassette interface
- built-in EPROM programmer for

2708 or 2716 devices
- 24 -line parallel I/O interface based

on the 8255 PPI chip
- optional RS -232C interface, already

wired on the PC board
- 40 -chip wire -wrap area for

customizing
- four 5-100 slots
- basic system requries only +5 Volts

at 1.3 Amps
- provision for on -board voltage regulators, for
operation from standard S -I00 supplies

Multiflex Z8OZ Computer Kit
with 1K RAM $375.00
Multiflex Z80A Computer Kit
with 4K RAM $400.00
RS -232 Interface Option $25.00
5 Volt 3 amp Power Supply $49.95
Multiflex Z80A Computer Assembled $475.00

Multiflex Dynamic Memory
Based on the new 8202 dynamic memory con-

troller chip from Intel, this S -I00 board features on-
board refresh and bank -select. The board may be
populated with 16K, 32K, 48K or 64K RAM (4116 200
nS devices), and up to 8 full boards may be used on
the same bus. If desired, the internal refresh may be
disabled to allow the use of the refresh signal from a
Z80 or Z80A Microprocessor

Memory Kit (without RAM ICs)
Memory Kit (with 64K RAMS) .

. $325.00
. . $349.10

Multiflex EPROM Simulator

This S-100 board features two 8255 PPI chips for
up to 48 bits of parallel I/O, two 8251 PCI chips con-
figured as fully handshaked RS -232C serial interfaces,
and an 8253 3 -channel real-time clock. Two channels
of the 8253 3 -channel real-time clock. Two channels of
the 8253 are used as programmable baud rate
generators for the serial ports, and the third channel is
available to the host computer.

I/O Board (kit) $140.00
I/O Board (assembled) $195.00

Multiflex Video Board I
This S-100 board makes the resources of a

number of LSI chips available to a host computer. It is
fundamentally a colour video board, but with wiring
for numerous I/O resources. The video section, based
on the Motorola 6847, has all the features of that chip:
Eleven different program -selectable modes allow
16 -line by 32 -character text display (with inverse
video); two semigraphics modes with eight colours (64
x 32 or 32 x 64 pixels); and eight full -graphics modes
with two sets of four colours (64 x 64 and 256 x 192
pixels) and two sets of one colour (246 by 192 pixels).

If desired, a 3 -channel real-time clock (8253) may
be installed, one channel of which is used as a pro-
grammable baud rate generator for an 8251 PC1 chip
configured as a fully handshaked RS -232C serial inter-
face. Two 8255 PPI chips may also be added, to allow
up to 48 -bit parallel I/O functions.

All devices on the board may generate interrupts
for the host processor for control over memory access,
etc. The advanced interrupt control circuitry generates
vector addresses for all interrupts.

This board is compatible with the proposed IEEE
standard for 5-100 computers, and is controlled
through a block of I/O ports. The displayed video
data is memory -mapped. A parallel ASCII keyboard
interface is provided, as well as up to 6K of static
RAM. A complete colour RF modulator is included
on -board to allow the use of a conventional colour
television set as a monitor.

Complete Kit with all functions .. $275.00
Assembled board with all
functions $350.00

Please contact Exceltronix for price structure of kit
and assembled versions with partial functions.

Multiflex I/O Board
This new product is invaluable in the develop-

ment of dedicated microprocessor systems. It works
with a host computer to totally simulate a 2716 or 2732
EPROM in real time.

The board itself plugs into any IEEE -compatible
5-100 computer system, to which it appears as a block
of RAM. A 24 -pin DIP plug attached to the board by
a ribbon cable, plugs into an EPROM socket in a
separate system and acts just like a real EPROM. The
contents of this simulated EPROM inay be changed as
easily as the host computer can modify a block of
RAM.

The block size and location of the on -board RAM
are selectable by DIP switches. All S-100 signals, as
well as those to the DIP plug connector, are fully buf-
fered.

EPROM Emulator board (kit) $295.00
EPROM Emulator borad
(assembled) $380.00

(Available in Dec. 81)

CHECK OUT THE
\ INDEPENDENT REVIEW

OF THE MULTIFLEX IN
ETI's JULY 1981 ISSUE.

KEEP UP WITH THE NEW
MULTIFLEX

DEVELOPMENTS FOLLOW
OUR ETI ADS.

Multiflex Industrial Timer
This stand-alone computer combines the func-

tions of an electronic stopwatch (actually six of them,
implemented in software) with I/O hardware to allow
event detection and control of external equipment
under precise timing. All aspects of its operation are
user -programmable, but no knowledge of conven-
tional computer programming is required.

The unit contains six independent real-time
clocks, each with a resolution of 1/100 sec. An 8 -digit
LED display allows the time value of any of the clocks
to be displayed, either in 24 -hour mode or 12 -hour
mode with AM/PM indication. A serial time -code
output allows the use of external or remotely -located
displays. Five of the clocks can time to a maximum of
24 hours, and the sixth has complete calendar capabili-
ty for timing up to one full year.

A keyboard on the Timer allows the user to pro-
gram its operation. The five 24 -hour clocks may be
started, stopped, or cleared for simple "stopwatch"
functions, or preset to any starting time. Each clock
may be programmed to count either forwards or
backwards, and may be assigned a limit. The clocks
can initiate various outputs to external devices upon
reaching their assigned limits, and these actions are
totally programmable by the user. One special feature
of the Timer is that when a backward -counting clock
reaches its limit, it will automatically switch to upward
counting for "overtime" indication.

Six pulse inputs are provided, which may be pro-
grammed to start, stop, or clear any combination of
the clocks. These inputs can also be software -
associated with the various outputs, allowing each of
the clocks to start, stop, or clear others. In this way,
complex and/or iterative timing routines can be pro-
grammed.

Programmable Timer (assembled
with case) $350.00

(Power supply extra)

8 We maintain a professional service staff.



YOU CAN'T BEAT THE BEST!
OSI Superboard
Superboard 2:
Big system features at a low price. Full ASCII
keyboard, 8K BASIC in ROM plus 4K of RAM with
room for an additional 4K on board. The built in
cassette interface allows storing programs on tape as
well as utilizing a large variety of commercial soft-
ware. Character sets included contain upper and lower
case letters plus plus graphics and games characters,
and can be displayed on a monitor or a TV set with an
RF modulator. A 5 volt, 3A power supply is required.

Superboard 2 with 4K RAM
Superboard 2 with 8K RAM
Custom Case for Superboard
Power Supply ( + 5V, 3A)
RF Modulator Kit
Plastic Enclosure

$449.00
$475.00
$73.00
$49.95
514.00
$28.95

OSI Challenger
Challenger 1P Series 2:
All the features of the Superboard plus a fully shielded
high impact case, an internal power supply, 8K of
RAM on board, expandable to 32 K, video format
programmable for 24 x 24, 12 x 48, 32 x 32 and 16 x 24
characters. A DAC facilitates sound and music syn-
thesis, and a 300 BAUD RS232 interface will drive
printers and modems.

Challenger 1P with 8K RAM $699.00

Challenger 1P-MF
Series 2:
Everything in the Challenger IF' as well as a 5'/. inch
disk drive for 90K of mass storage, with option to add
a second, and a real time clock. A powerful disk
operating system is available.

Challenger lP-MF with
32K RAM $1850.00

C4P Series 2:
The C4P has all the features of the CIP plus full col-
our video, mudular bus structure and keypad and
joystick interfaces.

C4P with 8K RAM Please contact

C4P with I6K RAM us for best

C4P with 32K RAM pricing.

C4P-MF Series 2:
Includes a 90K disk system, 24K of RAM, expandable
to 48K and a home security interface and 16 bit I/O
capability.

C4P-MF with 24K RAM Please contact us
C4P-MF with 48K RAM ... for best pricing.

610-8K:
8K RAM expansion for Superboard 2 or C1P. A fur-
ther 16K can be added. Board also contains a dual disk
controller. Requires 5V ' 4.5A.

610-8K Please contact us for best pricing.

630:
I/O and video expansion board for CIP and CIP-MF
systems. Allows full -colour video display (RGB and
NTSC composite outputs), interfaces for joysticks,
dual remote keypads, AC control, security system,
16 -bit parallel I/O.
630 Please contact us for best pricing.

11111
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Aardvark Software
GAMES
GALAXIA- Bloodthirsty aliens, engaged in a dogfight
to the death. Written in machine code, this is a lightn-
ing fast game in the realm of 'Alien Invaders'. $12.50
tape, $16.50 disk.
MINOS- The machine shows you a map of the maze ,
and then puts you in it, at rat's eye level. 3D graphics
of the halls and coridores. Find your way out. . . if
you can! $16.25 tape, $18.75 disk.
LABYRINTH- The same realistic graphics as

MINOS, but with a twist; you've got to track down
and shoot the roving monsters. $17.50 tape, $19.95
disk.
CANNONEERS- Exchange artillery with 'the enemy'
across an always shifting battlefield. All the explosions
you could dream of. $7.50 tape.
ORBITAL WAR- Take the helm of the Enterprise and
defend Earth from swarms of deadly monsters. Fast
paced graphics. $11.25 tape.
STARFIGHTER- Pilot your star cruiser into mortal
combat with up to ten aliens. Full instrument panel
display monitors weapon status, range, speed and
damage continuously, plus alien vessels. Ten levels of
difficulty. Please specify your system. $8.75 tape.
TIMETREK- The classic Star Trek in 8K. Full
graphics of starship control panel. Sensors, scans,
status and damage control monitored constantly. Full
animation of ship and torpedos. Real time action com-
plete with on screen star date clock. $12.50 tape.
ALIEN INVADERS- Another classic game. Save
Earth from being devoured by waves of monsters
from Mars. Blow it and the human race is intergallac-
tic Fritos. $8.75 tape.
ALIEN II- ALIEN ATTACK in machine code: faster
than a greased phaser. Selectable speeds. $13.75 tape,
$16.75 disk.
ALIEN IV- ALIEN ATTACK in machine code for the
CIP, for one to four players. Same as in the arcades.
$19.95 tape.
LUNAR LANDER- Real time, full graphics display;
so good you almost feel weightless. $6.25 tape.
SEAWOLFE- Multiple torpedoes, floating mines and
exploding ships. Multiple levels of difficulty. You
might feel like outfitting your computer with a
periscope.$8.75 tape.
FIGHTER PILOT- Make the skies of the world safe
once more: get the enemy in the crosshairs and blast
him to computerized dust. High speed action, realistic
feel, joystick or keyboard control, real time clock and
score displays. Curse you, Red Baron! $7.50 tape.

BARE PCBs
(Instructions Included)
8K RAM AND PIA FOR Cl- 8K of 2114 static RAM
and PIA for 2 parallel ports. $37.50
16K RAM- I6K of 2114 static RAMS. Fits expansion
connector on 600 board.
Cl SOUND BOARD- Supports TI sound chip. In-
cludes sample program.
CI EPROM BURNER- Burns 2716s. With software
listing.

MORE AARDVARK
AND

OSI PRODUCTS

AVAILABLE

ON REQUEST.

BOOKS AND DATA
SHEETS
THE FIRST BOOK OF OSI- The inner workings of
ROM BASIC: not for beginners. Jump tables, loca-
tions of major sub -routines, warm start flow charts
and more. $20.00
GRAPHICS INSTRUCTIONS- 13 pages on how to
add Klingons and their ilk to your graphics. POKE
ships, torpedoes, display scores and detect hits. $7.00
CLOCK BOARD FOR THE C4P- Reliable cassette
interface instructions at 300. 600 and 1200 BAUD.
PCB layout provided. $7.00
600 BAUD CASSETTE/PRINTER CONVERSION
FOR CIP- 4 pages, detailing two methods for increas-
ing the speed. $3,75
JOYSTICK INSTRUCTIONS- How to add joysticks
to any polled keyboard OSI system. Also included are
plans to build joysticks for about two bucks per joy.
$5.50
REVERSE VIDEO FOR THE CIP- Your C1P or
Superboard can have switch selectable reverse video.
$50
WIRE WRAP EPROM BOARD- Burn 2716
EPROMs (plus 2758s and 2732s with slight ,/, difica-
tions) using only 3 chips. Includes softwar.S\ting and
diagrams for an EPROM memory card. $x.xx.
VIDEO MOD II- Higher speed clock crystal for faster
games; 600/1200 BAUD cassette operation. Includes
listing for new tape based driver. Complete plans just
$10.56
CHEAP MODEM- Add Electronic Systems' under
$50 modem to a CIP, plus details of minor changes
needed on 600 board. Data Sheets $5.00
CI TAPE CONTROL- Let the software control your
tape recorder. $3.75
SECRET CIP SOUND PORT- You can get music out
of that unknown port. Includes data for interface and
music routines. $8.00
LIGHT PEN- Plans plus software. $5.00
CIP SOUND BOARD- TI sound chip interface for
the 40 pin expansion connector. $15.00
GT CONVERSION- Double CIP's speed with a
switch and a wire. $4.00
SAVING DATA ON TAPE- Tape file techniques ex-
plained. $6.50
SUPER I/O BOARD FOR CIP- How to wire wrap an
I/O board with 2 parallel ports, 2 programmable
timers, parallel to serial and serial to parallel shift
register, audio amp and real time clock calender. In-
cludes clock and music software listings. $10.00

UPGRADE ROMs
CIE/C2E ROM- Adds screen editing, scroll windows,
keyboard correction, and machine language monitor
to CI/Superboard and C2/4/8 BASIC -in -ROM
machines. Specify system.
CIS/C2S ROM- Adds line edit, scroll windows, bell
support, selectable OSI or standard keyboard
routines, screen clear and 24 to 64 characters per line.
Specify system.

Please contact us for best pricing.

Prices are subject to fluctuation. For quantity pricing or industrial purchases please contact us. 9
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Exeltronics Bookshop
SYBEX
B245 Inside Basic Games
B250 Fifty Basic Exercises
C200A Your First Computer
C201 Microprocessors: Chips to

Systems
C202 Programming the 6502
C207 Microprocessor Interfacing

Techniques
280 Programming the Z-80
C281 Programming the Z8000
C300 CPM Handbook (with MP/M)
D302 6502 Applications Book
G402 6502 Games Book
P310 Introduction to Pascal
P320 The Pascal Handbook
X1 Microcomputer Lexicon

Osborne
26-8 An Introduction to Micro-

computers Vol. 0 -the Beginners
Book

34-9 An Introduction to Microcom-
puters: Vol. I -Basic Concepts,
2nd Edition

15-2 An Introduction to Microcom-
puters: Vol. 2 -Some Real Mir-
coprocessors,/78 Ed.

16-0 Vol. 2 Binder
18-7 An Introduction to Microcom-

puters: Vol. 3 -Some Real Sup-
port Devices/78 Ed.

19-5 Vol. 3 Binder
39-X The 8089 I/O Processor Hand-

book
45-4 The CRT Controller Handbook
10-1 8080A/8085 Assembly Language

Prog.
12-8 6800 Assembly Language Pro-

gramming
21-7 Z80 Assembly Language Pro-

gramming
27-6 6502 Assembly Language Pro-

gramming
36-5 Z8000 Assembly Language Pro-

gramming
35-7 6809 Assembly Language Pro-

gramming
04-7 8080 Programming for Logic

Design
05-5 6800 Programming for Logic

Design
11-X Z80 Programming for Logic

Design

Creative Computing
2100 Artist and Computer
2104 Basic Computer Games
2105 More Basic Computer Games
2108 Computer Coin Games
2111 More Basic Games, TRS-80
2112 Katie & The Computer

Babani
BP35 Handbook of IC Audio Pre-

amplifier and Power Amplifier
Construction

8P37 50 Projects Using SCRS Relays
and Triacs

BP44 IC555 Projects
BP47 Mobile Discotheque Handbook
BP51 Electronic Music and Creative

Tape Recording
BP63 Book II Alternating Current

Theory
BP64 Book II Semiconductor

Technology
BP65 Single IC Projects
BP66 Beginners Guide to

Microprocessors and Computing
BP67 Counter Driver and Numeral

Display Projects
BP72 A Microprocessor Primer
BP73 Remote Control Projects
BP74 Electronic Music Projects
BP75 Electronic Test Equipment Con-

struction
BP76 Power Supply Projects
223 50 Projects Using IC CA3130
224 50 CMOS IC Projects

$18.95
17.95
9.95

14.95

17.95
21.95

19.95
21.95
18.95
17.95
17.95
17.95
19.95
3.95

9.95

15.95

30.95

6.25

18.95
6.95

7.95
NYP

15.95

15.95

20.95

20.95

20.95

20.95

11.95

11.95

11.95

$13.50
10.50
10.50
5.25

10.50
8.95

$5.50

5.50
7.55
5.90

5.50

8.95

8.95
6.55

7.55

7.55
7.70
8.60
8.60

7.30
7.30
5.50
4.35

SCELBI 0701-9
5096-8

110 OP -AMP Projects
110 Thyristor Projects Using

SC -90 Understanding Microcomputers 513.35 SCR's & Triacs
SC -20 Z80 Instruction Handbook 7.95 0897-X The S -I00 Bus Handbook
SC -75 Z80 Software Cookbook 21.95 5120-4 The 6800 Microprocessor: A
SC -99 6502 Software Cookbook 17.95 Self -Study Course
SC -50 6800 Software Cookbook 17.95 5781-4 COBOL with style: Prog. Pro-
SC -60 8080 Software Cookbook 17.35 verbs
SC -968 8080 Standard Assembler 8080 5168-9 BASIC FORTRAN

Standard Editor 5682-6 FORTRAN with style: Prog.
8080 Standard Monitor 25.95 Proverbs

SC -78 Graphics Cookbook For the Ap-
ple 15.95 SAM'S

Prentice Hall 20310 Solid -State Power Supplies &
Converters $5.502504 Learning Basic Fast $19.95 21006 LED Circuits and Projects 7.252509 Structured Programming & 21035 TTL Cookbook I3.25Problem -Solving with Pascal 22.95 21080 Users's Guide to TTL 4.752512 Primer on Pascal 19.95 21168 Active -Filler Cookbook 20.502515 The C Programming Language 22.95 21398 CMOS Cookbook 14.502517 MGR's Guide to Profitable 21399 Big CMOS Wall Chart 5.50Computers 15.95 21416 IC Timer Cookbook 12.952518 First Computer Design Coloring 21447 The 8080A Bugbook 16.50Book 5.95 21454 Principles and Applications of2519 How to Computerize Your Small Inverters and Converters 10.95

Business 10.95 21459 How to Program Microcom-2520 Personal Computers 7.95 puters 12.502521 Personal Computing I3.95 21482 Regulated Power Supplies 12.952522 Computer Power for the Small 21483 Your Own Computer 2.75Business 9.95 21486 Getting Acquainted with
2523, Software Debugging for Microcomputer 12.50Microcomputers 14.95 21500 Z80 Microcomputer Handbook 12.502524 Prog. Your Programmable 21511 Using the 6800 Microprocessor 6.75Calculator 9.95 21524 The Cheap Video Cookbook 8.252525 Intro to TRS-80 L2 Basic Prog. 14.95 21527 IC Convener Cookbook 18.95
TAB 21532 Handbook of Electronics Tables

and Formulas 12.95
1275 33 Challenging Computer Games 21536 DBUG-AN 8080 Interpretive

for TRS-80/Apple/Pet $10.95 Debugger 6.75
1243 The PPL Synthesizer Cookbook 10.95 21537 Design of OP -AMP Circuits with
1209 The MC6809 Cookbook 8.95 Exp. 12.50
1205 Pascal 12.95 21538 555 Timer Applications
1203 Handbook of Microprocessor Sourcebook with experiments 9.50

Applications 11.95 21539 Design of Active Filters, with
1200 How to Build Your Own Work- Exp. 12.50

ing Microcomputer 12.95 21540 Microcomputer -Analog Con-
1191 Re,bot Intelligence ... With Ex- verter S&H in 14.50

periments 12.95 21541 8080/8085 Software Design 14.95
1 190 The Complete Action Guide to 21542 Logic and Memory Experiments

Scanners and Monitors 12.95 Using TTL Intergrated Circuits
1189 10 -Meter FM for the Radio Book I 14.95

Amateur 6.95 21543 Logic and Memory Experiments
1187 The FORTRAN Cookbook 11.95 Using TTL Integrated Circuits
1186 How to Install Your Own Stereo Book 2 14.95

System - 2nd Edition 8.95 21545 Design of Phase Locked Loop
1 185 How to Tune the Secret Short- Circuits with Experiments 12.95

wave Spectrum 8.95 21550 Introductory Experiments in
1155 Modem RADAR: Theory, Digital Elect. & 8080A BK I 20.50

Operation & Maintenance - 2nd 21558 Audio IC OP -Amp Applications 10.95
Edition 20.95 21583 Microcomputers for Bus. Ap-

1045 Programmer's Guide to LISP 7.95 plications 12.50
1241 How to Build Your Own Self - 21586 Basic Primer 14.95

Programming Robot 10.95 21587 S-100 & other Buses 10.95
1216 Towers' International Op -Amp 21598 Understand CMOS Intergrated

Linear -IC Selector 10.95 Circuits 7.50
1206 How to Design and Build Audio 21599 Practical Low -Cost IC Projects 5.95

Amplifiers, including digital cir- 21609 Z-80 Microprocessor Prog. &
cuits 12.95 Int. BK 1 16.50

1167 Electronic Music Synthesizers 7.95 21610 Z-80 Microprocessor Prog. &
Int. BK 2 20.50HAYDEN 21612 Oscilloscope Applications and
Experiments 12.505177-8 Home Computers can make You 21616 Intergrated Circuit Projects 7.50Rich 21628 Tea & 8080/8085 Cores. Ed.5585-4 How to Custom Design your Assembly 14.95Solid -State Equipment 21633 TRS-80 Interfacing Book I 12.500762-0 IC Array Cookbook 21634 Crash Course in Micro -5167-0 Introduction to 8080 and Z-80 Computers 24.95Assembly Language Programm- 21654 Guide to CMOS Basic Circuitsing and Experiments 12.505106-9 Basic BASIC 21656 6502 Software Design 15.505154-9 Basic Computer Programs for 21682 Z-80 Microcomputer Design Pro-the Home jects 17.950761-2 Basic Computer Programs In 21684 How to Process & Interface the

Science and Engineering 6800 21.950758-2 Basic Microprocessors and The 21686 Design of CMOS Circuits, with
6800 Experiments 14.955115-8 BASIC with Style: Prog. Pro- 21695 IC Op -Amp Cookbook 20.50verbs 21697 8085A Cookbook 18.955118-2 Designing Microcomputer 21698 Guidebook to Small Computers 6.75
Systems 21723 Son of Cheap Video 12.505118-2 Digital Computer Simulation 21726 6801, 68701, 6803, Microcom-0856-2 110 CMOS Digital IC Projects puter Programming & Interfac-05688-5 110 IC Timer Projects ing 18.95

10 If you can find a better price anywhere in Canada - TELL US!



YOU CAN'T BEAT THE BEST!
SAM'S

21739 TRS-80 Interfacing Book 2
21740 Basic Electricity/Electronics (5

Vol.) Set
1141 How to Build Your Own Work-

ing Robot Pet
1111 How to Design, Build & Pro-

gram Your Own Working Com-
puter System

1099 How to Build Your Own Work-
ing 16 -Bit Microcomputer

1077 Handbook of Remote Control &
Automation Techniques

1076 Artificial Intelligence
1071 The Complete Handbook of

Robotics
1062 The A to Z Book of Computer

Games
1055 The BASIC Cookbook
1053 Microprocessor Cookbook
984 CMOS Databook
785 Microprocessor/Microprogram-

ming Handbook
101 How to Design & Build Your

Own Custom TV Games

14.95

37.95

I0.95

11.95

6.95

I1.95
10.95

10.95

10.95
6.95
7.95

11.95

11.95

12.95

We carry all of the popular electronics and
computing magazines including the ETI
Specials.

ETI Special
Canadian Projects Book
More Circuits
Electronic Circuit Design
Hobby Projects
Canadian Projects Book II

Publications
$3.00

4.50
3.95
3.95
3.95

OSBORNE 1 PERSONAL
BUSINESS COMPUTER

Take a couple of minutes to see what's in the
OSBORNE 1 Personal Business Computer. You'll
then be able to see why it represents a new way to con-
duct business. The OSBORNE I Computer packs a
desktop computer system into a portable carrying
case. The system includes all the hardware and soft-
ware you need to start working right away. The com-
puter, disk drives, keyboard, and screen are all there.
The OSBORNE I connects easily to a variety of
printers, from inexpensive matrix units to letter -
quality daisy printers. And the most businesslike soft-
ware solutions are provided, too. That includes the
WORDSTAR® word processing system with
MAILMERGE° features, and the SUPERCALCa
electronic spreadsheet. For those who wish to write
programs, the OSBORNE I comes with two powerful
BASIC dialects - MBASIC" and CBASIC® . Since
the OSBORNE I includes the CP/Mm operating
system, you can also chose from literally thousands of
programs available to run on computers with CP/M.

(Available in Dec. 81)

We can supply the full line of TI 990 Microprocessor
Modules, which includes memory, I/O boards and
development systems. Texas Instruments' support
software is also available, which includes Power Basic,
TI Pascal, Fortran, and Run -Time Executive.

TM990/189 Microcomputer $495.00
TM990/519 Power Supply $109.00

AIM -65

Rockwell AIM -65
Computer
The AIM -65 is a one board 6502 system, with a
typewriter type keyboard, 20 character LED display
and a 20 column thermal printer. There's room for
20K of ROM or EPROM, with a monitor in 8K, and
IK of RAM, expandable on board to 4K. As well,
there's a dual cassette interface, two 8 bit I/O ports,
and a serial teletype port. The Microflex 65 support
products can be interfaced via an expansion connec-
tor. Extensive documentation is provided.

AIM -65 with 1K RAM $650.00

Basic -in ROM $218.00
6502 Assembler ROM $159.00
PL/65 Compiler ROM $190.00
Expansion Motherboard $369.00
Thermal paper rolls $9.50

Microflex 65 Series:
Power supply $249.00
PROM Programmer $439.00
8K Static RAM $655.00
16K ROM/PROM $295.00
Single -card adapter $169.00
Adapter/Buffer module $259.00
4 -slot Piggyback module $265.00
Design Prototyping module $135.00
Extender module 5139.00
ACIA module $509.00

Texas Instruments TM990/189
"University Module"
- Fully assembled computer system can be used as
a learning aid, together with the comprehensive
Tutorial Text included in the purchase price. Based
on the TMS9900 l6 -bit microprocessor, this is the
ideal system for learning about 16 -bit machines.

$425

MANY COMPUTER
PRODUCTS ARE BEING
ADDED TO OUR LINE

CONTINUALLY PLEASE
FOLLOW OUR ETI ADS.

Synertek SYM-1
Computer
- Fully assembled and tested 6502 -based microcom-
puter
- Hex and control keypad
-6 -digit hex LED display
- Hardware compatible with MOS Technology
KIM- I
- Single + 5 Volt supply required
- Extensive documentation

$279

6809
SINGLE BOARD

COMPUTER
This is a suberb state-of-the-art single board com-

puter based on the 6809 microprocessor. Its standard
features are: I serial port for a RS -232 terminal; I

serial port for either a modem or a printer; a complete
machine language monitor; a Kansas City Standard
cassette interface; 2 parallel ports; a 4 -digit ASCII
display; up to 48K of dynamic RAM on -board; room
for 8K more of EPROM (using 2532 EPROM's); and
a fully -buffered bus connector. There is also an option
for a full -screen editor/assembler which accepts the
standard 6809 menomics and conventions. This com-
puter is available in either kit form or assembled
$495.00 (with 4K Monitor) á595.00 assembled

Additional 8K of assembler available in
PROM $160.00

MAIL ORDERS
Send a certified cheque or
money order (do not send
cash). Minimum order is
$10 plus $3 for shipping.
Ontario residents must
add 7% provincial sales
tax. Visa and Mastercard
ac cepted: send card No.,
signature, expiry date and
name of bank.

PRICE POLICY
Remember that at Ex-
celtronix, all prices are
negotiable for quantity
purchases. If you cannot
afford large quantities on
your own, how about star-
ting a Co-op.

We provide fast Mail-order Service. 11
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SSM Boards
CB1A 8080 CPU Board
The CPU board to grow with; a functional small
computer with just a video or I/O board, but
capable of almost unlimited expansion. Check
the specs.
Specifications: Processor Type: 8080A Speed:
2 MHz On board EPROM: 2048 x 8 bits of 2708
capacity, (not included), dip switch addressing
at any 2K boundary, only one wait state added.
On board RAM: 1024 x 8 bits of 2114 c pacity,

dip switch addressing at any 1K boundary, no
wait states added. On -board input ports: 8 bit
data ports, I bit status port, 0 to 31 (decimal) port
address, dip switch addressing. Vector jump:
jump on power -on and/or reset to any 2K boun-
dary, selectable disable. Number of IC's: 40
(less EPROMS) Power: '8V ° .95A, '16V ' Soma,
-16V ' 25ma, all less EPROMS.

Bareboard $62.00,Kit $219.00

CB2 Z-80 CPU Board
As powerful as the CBI A, but utilizing the newer
Z-80 microprocessor, allowing operation to 4
MHz.
Spectifications: Processor Type: Z-80 Speed: 2
MHz, 4MHz, mixed. On board EPROM:
2048/4096 x 8 bits of 2716/2732 (not included),
dip switch addressing to any 2K/4K boundary,
dip switch disable, only one wait state added.
On board RAM: 2048 x 8 bits of HM6116 (not in-

cluded), dip switch addressing in 2K blocks, dip
switch disable, only one wait state added. Ad-
dressing: 8 lines controlled by port FE. Vector
jump: Power on/reset jump on first EPROM in-
struction. Special features: Run/stop and
single step switches, jumper selected MWRITE,
jumpers for new IEEE S-100 signals, one wait per
MI or PSYNC, all lines buffered. Number of
IC's: 51 (less EPROMS). Power: '8V ° .75A.

S285.00

VB1B Memory Mapped Video
Board
Full 1024 character display, software control
and reverse video make this a powerful video
board
Specifications: Display: 16 lines of 32 or 64
characters plus 128 by 48 matrix graphics, upper
and lower case plus Greek, normal and reverse
video. Monitor: Modified TV or commercial
monitor, 16,200 Hz horizontal, 75 ohm video out
plus seperate sync and video. On -board
memory: 1024 bytes of 2102AL-2 (250 nS), dip
switch addressing in 1K increments. Buffering:
All lines. Number of IC's: 42. Software: Drivers
for cursor control and X -Y graphics. Power: '8V
° 1.4A, '16V ° 30ma, '16V ° 15ma.

Bareboard $49.00

VB2 I/O Mapped Video
Board
A complete video terminal, with keyboard input
capacity and video output, plus circuitry to pro-
duce an audible tone.
Specifications: 'Display: 64 characters in 16
lines, normal or reverse video, underline cursor,
full interlace, North American standard TV
sweep, adjustable horizontal margin and
character size and vertical position. Interface:
composite video out, external sync inputs for
slave control, parralel keyboard input, full
duplex, dip switch selection of port address.
Number of ICs: 45. Power: '8V ° 1.1 A, -16V

79ma.

Bareboard 552.00Kit $230.00

MT1 15 Slot Motherboard
Provisions for 100 termination resistors,
available with or without connectors.
Specifications: Connector spacing: .25 inch
across pin, .125 inch between pin. PC Board: II
5/8 inches by II inches, .09 inches thick.

$75.00

VB3 80 Character Video Board
This high density memeory mapped display can
produce up to 48 lines of 80 characters, making
it ideal for high density graphics or word pro-
cessors.
Specifications: Display: Up to 48 lines of 80
characters, graphics to 160 x 192 matrix, upper
and lower case, up to 256 user defined symbols
(optional EPROM), reverse video, 1 grey level,
blinking characters, underline, strike through,
blank out. Timing: Software controlled margins,
size and position, U.S. and European timing, full
and non interlace, 16 MHz dot rate. Interface:
composite video plus seperated sync outputs,
memory mapped input, keyboard port with
status, dip switch port addressing, all lines buf-
fered. On board RAM: 4096 Bytes (8192 op-
tional) of 2114L, switch addressing in 8K in-
crements, on board bank select of RAM. Soft-
ware: CP/M compatible driver, terminal
simulator. Power: '8V ' 2A, '16V ° SOma, '16V
20ma.

(80s 24) $595.00(80 x 481 $795.00

IO2 Parrallel I/O Board
A low cost I/O board with one input and one out-
put port to interface with a keyboard or printer,
plus a prototyping area. Schematics are provid-
ed for a serial interface, small ROM hoard or two
extra parralel ports.
Specifications: Ports: One each eight bit input
and output. Addressing: dip switch selection of
256 addresses. Prototyping area: 1 x 40 pin dip,
2 x 24 pin dip, 9 x 16 pin dip, I x 14 pin dip, 1

regulator space. Number of ICs: 9. Power: '8V
 300ma.
Barehoard SS51 (O,Kit 589.10

I04 2 Parralel & 2 Serial I/O Board
6 ports in all, optically isolated RS232 current
loops for the serial interfaces with BAUD rates
from 55 to 9600.
Specifications: Ports: 2 Serial ports with
status, 2 each parallel input and output, serial in-
terface via optically isolated 20/60 ma current
loops, EIA receivers and drivers, 55 to 9600
BAUD, 134.5 BAUD to run Selectrics, UART
presets by dip switch for stop bits, word length
and parity, ' 5V, '12V and '12V available at port,
parallel parts have 8212 latches, '5V and 12V
available at port. Addressing: dip switch ad-
dressing of any serial port to any four port boun-
dary, parallel to two port boundary. Prototyping
area: 2 x 16 pin dips: Number of ICs: 37. Power:
'8V ° .95A, 96V ° 50ma, '16V  80ma.
Barehoard 55.10, Ka $275.00

SB1 Music Synthesizer Board
User can define pitch, tempo, timbre, envelope
and volume level of a waveform. Comes com-
plete with software, which will drive up to eight
boards for complex harmonies.
Specifications: Addressing: Memory mapped
onto any 256 bytes from 8000 hex. Sound
parameters: Pitch I5Hz to 25KHz with ''/a% max-
imum error, volume range 16 linear steps,
waveform definition 32 bytes long x 256 levels
high, envelope deffinition 16 bytes long by 16
bytes high, .05 to 4 seconds duration. Software:
MUS-XI interperter with 9 octave control, can
run eight cards, double whole note to 1/64 note,
capacity for triplets, repeats, ties, 40 to 200
beats per minutes in 2/2 to 8/8 time, available on
paper tape in Intel Hex or on disc. Interface: All
lines buffered. dumber of ICs: 45. Power: '8V °
1. I A, '16V ' 20ma, '16V ' 20ma.
Bareboard $67, Kit $295.00

MB7 Low Power 16K Static
RAM Board
Extremely low power and operation to 3 MHz
make this an ideal board for any 8080 or 8085
system.
Specifications: Memory: 16384 bytes of uPD410
RAM. Addressing: Dip switched to any 16K
block at any 4K boundary, phantom disable, pro-
tect/unprotect, all lines buffered. Speed: 3MHz.
Number of ICs: 52. Power: '8V ° .55A, '16V '

Roma, '16V ' 25ma.

$60.00

PB1 2708/2716 Programmer &
4K/8K EPROM board
Textool sockets for the two programmers, on
board power supply generation plus 4 EPROM
sockets make this a highly useful dual function
board. LED indicator for programming mode and
switch to disable programming voltage.
Specifications: Memory: 4096/0192 bytes of
2708/2716 EPROM. Addressing: Dip switched to
any 4K boundary for programmer, any 4K/8K
boundary above 8000 hex for on board EPROMS,
unused sockets do not enable data bus drive, all
lines buffered. Wait states: 0 to 4 clock cycles.
Number of ICs: 22 (less EPROMs). Software:

Programming and verification. Power: '8V °

500ma, '16V ' 300ma, '16V ° 10ma.
Kit $219.00

MB8A 1K/16K EPROM Board
16 x IK of EPROMS, which can be mapped over
existing RAM and ROM, and only enabled when
needed. Enough space to hold a large BASIC.
Specifications: Memory: 16384 bytes of 2708.
Addressing: dip switch 'selection to any 16K

boundary, RAM/ROM overlay capacity, disable
in 1K increments, all lines buffered. Wait sates:
0 to 8 clock cycles. Number of ICs: 15 (less
EPROMs). Power: '8V ° 160ma, 'l6V ° 10ma, all
less EPROMs.
Bareboard S53.00,Kit $145.00

OB1 Vector Jump & Prototyping
Board
Vector jump for an 8080 or Z80 system without a
front panel. Activated by power on or reset, to
any memory location. Plus a prototyping area
Specifications: Vector jump: Dip switched to
any location from 0 to 65536, on systems with or
without phantom disable. Prototype areas: 3 x

24/28 pin dips, 10 x 16 pin dips, 2 regulator
spaces. Number of ICs: 7. Power: '8V ° 150ma.

$49.50

T-1 Active Terminator Board

Reduces noise, crosstalk and ringing. Provides
active load of '2.75 volts with an impedance of
275 ohms, on a 2.5 x 10 inch board.

$39.00

XB1 Extender Board
Essential for troubleshooting; with optional
edge connector, is sane size as standard S-100
card.

$25.00

SB1 Music Synthesizer Disk
Software
8 inch floppy disk containing source and object
listing of MUS-Xl, SBI test program and 18 en-
coded music pieces. MUS-X1 is a high level real
time interperter which reads scores and runs up
to eight SBl boards. Score is in standard ASCII.
MUS-XI starts at 110 hex to support CP/M, video
display (VBIB) at CCOO hex, SB1 boards at D000
hex.

$40.00

1 2 Prices are subject to fluctuation. For quantity pricing or industrial purchases please contact us.



Apple

APPLE II +
COMPUTER
The complete computer packag:!

This very popular system is based on a I MHz
6502 microprocessor. Three display modes are
available to the user: 40 x 24 of text (which can be
removed if desired). All text is in 5 x 7 suppercase
format: All the display modes a e software selectable.
Comes with 48K of RAM memory and Applesoft II,
Apple's floating point BASIC interpreter in ROM.
Also, standard are semi full s:reen editing, tracing
functions, direct memory a:cess commands, a
dissambler and mini -assembler, and a typewriter style
keyboard with N -key rollover and cassette interface.
Standard accessories include an AC power cord, video
cable for compisite video and complete reference
manuals.
SPECIAL $1795.00

DISK II
The Disk II floppy disk system is a powerful mas

storage system for the Apple II computer. Its fast ac-
cess time (600 ms. over 35 tracks) and large storage
capabilities (116K bytes/diskette) make it a very easy
system to use. The DOS allows you to load and save
files by name (up to 35 car./name), program chaining,
random or sequential file access and individual file
write protection. The system comes complete with in-
terface card which will handle or 2 drives, and the
disk operating system. The Apple II will accept up to
14 drives with a total capacity of almost 1.6 Mbytes of
information.
SPECIAL 795.00

SUP'R'MOD
This is a RF modulator, `olour or black -and -

white comatable, for use with tie Apple II computer
and any standard TV. This high performance unit
comes complete with coaxial cable and antenna
transformer.

$48.00

HAYES
MICROMODEM II

With the Hayes direct -connect Micromodem II,
your Apple II can communicate by phone with the
outside world. This, the world's largest selling direct
modem for the Apple 11, comes complete with
everything you need to commuricate with other com-
puters at either 110 or 300 baud. Included are a
module which plugs directly into any modular
telephone jack (no phone needed!), and disk programs
that will dial the phone numbers you want, and even
send messages while you're out. Put the outside world
in your Apple with the Microccmdem II.

Please contact us for best pricing.

Apple Software

UAfltt
AV4HA8lE

VISICALC (Available in Dec. 81)
Visicalc is the world's most useful, most impor-

tant programs yet developed in the world of personal
computing. Visicalc is a electronic spreadsheet of up
to 63 columns by 254 rows. To use the system, you
first set up the column and rows names, just as you
would with a piece of paper and a pencil. Then you
can put data where you want to put data, or make a
calculation where you want a calaculation made, all
you have to do is type in the formula. Visicalc instant-
ly performs the calculations and displays the results in
the indicated locations. And if you chang any of the
data, the worksheet instantly displays the new result.
And when you're finished you can get a hard copy of
the sheet on your printer.
Other titles include:

-CCA Data Manangntcnt
System
Desk Top Plan
Bridge Partner
Checker King
Gammon Gambler
Microchess 2.0
Apple PILOT
Apple PLOT
Apple POST

INTEGER BASIC ROM
BOARD Please contact us for best pricing.

This board, for owners of the Apple II + com-
puter, allows you to add the fast execution speed and
the wide software base of Apple's Integer BASIC
language. This language does in no way interfere with
the operation of the Applesoft language already in
your computer.

MICROSOFT Z-80
SOFTCARD

This interface allows you to put a Z-80 "under
the hood" of your Apple. Why, you ask would you
want to do this? The reason is most of the major
languages and a lot of software is written for the
CP/M operating system, which is written for either
Z-80 or 8080 -based systems. The Softcard allows you
to do this, and it comes with an Apple -compatible yer-
sion of CP/M. It also supports all Apple periphials, so
you can use it just about any system configuration.
Minimum system requirements are 48K of RAM and I
disk drive.

Please contact us for best pricing.

Check Out Our Great Prices
On Printers And Modems (P14, 15)

APPLE SERIAL INTERFACE
CARD

The Serial Interface Card allows an Apple com-
puter to exchange data with other computers, printers,
and accessories in serial format. It is intended for ap-
plications that use data rates other than those handled
by the Communications Interface Card (see below), or
that involve serial printers that don't require "hand-
shaking." This card provides an industry -standard
RS -232 interface to your computer, and is easily con-
trolled from BASIC or Pascal using simple com-
mands. Its baud rate is selectable from 75 to 19K, and
offers easy set-up though switch selectable preset con-
ditions

Please contact us for best pricing.

APPLE COMMINCATIONS
INTERFACTCARD

This card allows you to connect your Apple to
modems, CRT terminals, and other devices employing
a bi-directional, serial (RS -232), 110 or 300 baud inter-
face. The card's built-in intelligence lets you control
these devices easily from BASIC or Pascal. This card
also lets you use your Apple II as an intellegent ter-
minal. Please contact us for best pricing.

APPLE PRINTER
INTERFACE CARD

This Printer Interface Card gives you the
capability to generate reports, listings, labels, and let-
ters with your Apple II computer. A special version of
this card is available for use specifically with the Cen-
tronics 779 printer. (NOTE: The Centronics Interface
Card does not support the Centronics 730 series of
printers.) Both card support 40-255 characters/line,
with a speed of up to 5000 char./sec. (3700 Ipm at 80
char./ line). The built in intelligence allows simple con-
trol from either BASIC or Pascal, with no need to
write or load extra assembly language programs.

Please contact us for best pricing.

MULTIFLEX APPLE II BOARDS

FLOPPY CONTROLLER
BOARD (Available in Dec. 81)

This board allows you to interface disk drives to
your Apple II x computer. It comes with all the soft-
ware to use an Shugart SA400 disk drive and simply
plugs into one of the expansion slots in the back of the
computer. The board, complete with one SA400 disk
drive is $599.00. You can't afford not to get one at this
price!

SERIAL INTERFACE
CARD (Available in Dec. 81)

This card performs all the functions of the Apple
serial interface card and the Apple communications
card put together. It also comes with all the software
needed for using the board in just about any serial
port application.

PARALLEL INTERFACE
CARD (Available in Dec. 81)

With this card, any parallel input printer can be
used with your Apple 1I, including the Centronics 779
and 730 series of printers. This enables you to get a
hard copy of any project you are working on, be pro-
gramming or word processing of graphics or whatever.

Send for our separate package of information on kits. 13
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Atari
ATARI 400 Personal Computer

-6502 microcomputer running at
-1.8 MHz
-connects to any TV
-comes with 8K of RAM; which
is expandable to 16K

-BASIC programming language
standard

-display is 24 lines of 40 char-
acters or up to 390 x 192 for
high resolution graphics

-3 text modes
-16 colours with 8 intensities
-4 independant sound shannels
-1 serial I/C port and connectors
for connection of up to 4 joy-
sticks, etc.

-power transformer supplied
-semi-full-screen editing

$790.00

ATARI 800 Personal Computer
-all the features of the 400 com-
puter plus:

-supplied with 16K RAM in-
stead of 8K

-expandable to 48K instead of
16K

-keyboard features full stroke
key instead of touch -panel
key (standard on the 400)

$1495.00

ATARI SOFTWARE
Much soft ware is available for the ATARI com-

puter on disk, cassette of ROM cartridge. Some of the
more popular titles include:
-ASTEROIDS -STAR RAIDERS ,-SUPER
BREAKOUT -COMPUTER CHESS -SPACE
INVADERS -VISICALC

Periphials available:
410 PROGRAM RECORDER
810 SINGLE DISK DRIVE UNIT
815 DUAL DISK DRIVE UNIT
820 PRINTER
822 THERMAL PRINTER
825 LETTER QUALITY PRINTER
850 INTERFACE MODULE
830 ACOUSTIC MODEM

We also stock a good selection of
MONITORS

B&W, 12", Starting at $70.00

Colour RGB
MONITORS

$350.00 up

Keyboards
ASCII

Starting at $39.00

wide range of
Power Supplies

including switching supplies

We stock a large variety
of software for Apple

and Atari.

Disk Drives

Floppy Disk
Drives by Shugart

SA400: - Single sided, single or double density
51/4" floppy drive - Soft or hard sectored

FEATURE $390

SA450: - All the features of the SA400 (above)
except double sided

$580

SA801R: - Single sided, single or double densi-
ty 8" floppy drive
- Hard or soft -sectored - Designed for side -by
side mounting of two drives in a standard I9 -inch
rack

$685

SA850R: -All the features of the SA8OIR
(above) but double sided

$950

SPECIAL
$650.00

CDC 9406: - Double sided, single or double
density 8" floppy drive - hard or soft -sectored

$650

Winchester Hard -Disk Drives
- Century Data Systems' Marksman M20
- 20 Megabyte capacity
$700 and up. Call or visit us for details.

CDC DISKETTES
Single Sided Single Density 8" $ 7.89
Single Sided Double Density 8" 9.75
Dual Sided Single Density 8" 9.75
Dual Sided Dual Density 8" 10.95
MINIDISKETS 5'b" - BULK 7.50

MAXELL
MINIFLOPPY DISKS
MH1 Single Sided 16 Sector Holes 5 /.
MD I Single Sided 5'/ "
MD2 Double Sided Double Density ...

NOTE
15% OFF IF
YOU BUY 10 OR MORE

8.40
8.50
8.50

Acoustic
MODEMS
Low -Cost Modems From Novation

The "Cat" Acoustic Modem
- The world's largest selling acoustic modem. Allows
any computer with an RS -232C interface to com-
municate over ordinary telephone lines with NO
special wiring. Two-way communication is possible
with any other Bell 103 -compatible modem, at speeds
from zero to 300 baud. Switch -selectable
Originate/Answer/Test modes and Full/Half duplex
operation.

$289

The "D -Cat" Direct -connection
Modem
- All the features of the "Cat" (above) but designed
for direct connection to telephone lines via a modular
jack. No special telephone wiring is required.

$289

The "Auto -Cat" Automatic -Answer
Modem
- All the features of the "D -Cat" (above) plus
automatic -answer feature. Auto -Cat will auto-
matically answer a telephone line to allow communica-
tions with an unattended computer system.

$349

14 Send for our separate package of information on kits.



YOU CAN'T BEAT THE BEST!
Printers

CENTRONICS MODEL 739
PRINTER

The new Centronics Model 739 dot matrix printer
sets new high standards for print quality, convenience
and flexibility for the office of the 80s. This versatile
printer provides standard print for normal applica-
tions and, under software control, will generate
superior quality, proportional spaced, high desity
matrix characters for letter writing. The Model 739
generates characters in an Nx9 dot matrix in the pro-
portional spacing mode and a 7 x 8 dot matrix when
printing a fixed 80 or 132 column line for business ap-
plications. It is capable of handling single sheets, roll
paper and fan fold paper. Its rugged design allows you
to print under the most demanding conditions. ex-
citing additional features include a nine wire prigthead
that prints a true lower-case, descending characters,
underlines, and high resolution graphics. This quiet
Model 739 is ideal for office installations. The Model
739's intelligent and functional design permits the
operator to justify right margins, roll paper forward
and backwards ... manually or under software con-
trol ... and in half-line steps in order to perform sub
and superscripts for equations, general text printing,
and mathematical applications.

$1,175.00

CENTRONICS MODEL 737 PRINTER
The model 737 printer is the first small business

printer to offer correspondence quality printing. The
18 x 9 dot matrix provides high -quality characters
with true decenders as well as underlining. Propor-
tional spacing, serif typeface, and the ability to justify
right margins as well as print subscripts and
superscripts give superior print appearance and make
the 737 ideal for text processing applications. Stan-
dard data processing spacing of 10 and 16.7 characters
per inch is also resident in the 737. Three-way paper
handling permits letterhead, roll paper or fanfold to
be used.

737-1 $1,250.00
737-3 $1,340.00

CEnTI113111c5

Centronics 730 -series Printers
Features include:
- Three-way paper handling system for forms,
rolls, or fanfold paper - Software -selectable
number of characters per line (80 or 132) - Printing
at 100 characters per second - Upper/lower case,
96 -character set - 7 by 7 dot matrix printing

Model 730-1 with Parallel interface and $950I -line buffer

Model 730-3 with serial interface and
$985256 -character buffer

Lear Siegler ADM -3A "Dumb Ter-
minal"
- 12 -inch diagonal video display
- 80 characters by 24 lines, 5 by 7 dot matrix
- 64 displayable characters (upper case plus punc-
tuation and control)
- Typewriter -style keyboard with control characters
and cursor control keys
- Switch selectable RS -232 or 20 mA current -loop
interface
- Switch -selectable baud rates from 75 to 19200
baud
- Extension RS -232 interface for "daisy -chain"
connections
- User -definable data transmission characteristics

$1250
ADM -3A with lower case (96 display-
able characters) $1295

Hazeltine model 1420 Terminal
- Typewriter -style keyboard plus 15 -key numeric
keypad
- 80 characters per line by 24 lines
- 5 by 7 dot matrix, 96 displayable characters in-
cluding lower case
- Accepts all 128 ASCII codes
- RS -232 interface has 8 selectable baud rates up to
9600 baud
- User -defined display attributes include blink,
half -intensity and non -display

$1395

EPSON MX -80 PRINTER
The EPSON MX -80 Dot Matrix Printer is a

highly versatile, general purpose and computer -grade
printer featuring 80 CPS bi-directional printing with
logical seeking capability and 9 x 9 dot-matrix
character formation. The MX -80 acceots the ASCII 96
codes for special characters/symbols. It also accepts
codes for 64 graphic symbols.

Characters can be printed in any desired size -
enlarged, condensed, emphasized, normal, etc. The
one -chip microprocessor is engaged in performing all
functions of the Printerand the two built-in stepper
motors of the MX -80 control the carriage and paper
feeding functions respectively. Therefore, versatile
software controls, suchas horizontal and vertical tabs,
and form feed are at your disposal. In addition, inter-
face options are available to permit handshaking with
most personal computers.

$819.00

The Epson MX -100
68/116/136/233 -Column Dot Matrix

Printer.
$1390.00

EPSON Accessories
Apple II Interface $85.00
Apple Cable $39.00
TRS 80 Interface $72.95
TRS 80 Cable $39.50
PET Interface $108.00
PET Cable $39.50
Serial Interface (RS 232-C) $99.00
MX -80 Printhead $49.00
TX -80 Ribbon $4.50
MX -80 Ribbon Cassette $15.75

ALL PRICES
ARE IN
CANADIAN
FUNDS, 9%
FEDERAL
SALES TAX
INCLUDED

If you can find a better price anywhere in Canada - TELL US! 15
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Test Equipment
LEADER LBO -515B
OSCILLOSCOPE

The LBO -515B is a compact, extremely versatile
oscilloscope for both lab and field use. Its 30 MHz
bandwidth and 5mV sensitivity make it suitable for a
broad range of applications in design, testing and ser-
vicing of both digital and analog circuits and equip-
ment. A 4 -inch internal graticule PDA CRT provides
sharp, bright displays even at the highest sweep rates.
The dual time base with calibrated delay time permits
accurate observation and time interval measurements
of complex waveforms.

$2,275.00

LEADER LBO -308S 'SCOPE
LBO -3085 is battery operable dual trace

oscilloscope with a bandwidth of DC-20MHz and sen-
sitivity of 2 mV/DIV. With the adoption of 95mm rec-
tangular C.R.T., internal graticule in highly spot
brilliancy and clearness is to be obtained. Engineered
for service in the field of television, V.T.R., computer
with wide bandwidth LBO -308S is portable, easy and
convenient of operation for use in schools or the hob-
biest shop.

$1,394.00

HIOKI TEST EQUIPMENT

3207 DIGITAL POCKET HI
TESTER

This is a full autoranging 31/2 LCD digit digital
multimeter in a case that is only 12.5mm thick. It
features autopolarity, unit symbol, automatic or
manual ranging, overrange alarm a maximum input
voltage of 1000VDC and 750VAC, and a low power
ohms tester for in -circuit testing.

$199.95

3209 DIGITAL HI
TESTER

This is a high -quality bench -style digital
multitester. The following functions are available:
capacitance (0.001nF-20uF), continuity (with audio
alert), low power ohms (for in -circuit testing), diode
checking, and the standard functions (AC volts, DC
volts, DC amps, etc.). Also standard is a BCD output
is either digit -serial or bit -parallel, which can be used
with a digital printer for data processing.

$595.00

3208 CALCU HI
TESTER

This is a pocket digital multimeter with a full
function electronic calculator built right in. The
multimeter has all the features of the 3027 multimeter
(see above), and the calculator is an 8 -digit calculator
with scientific functions available.

$361.45

Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

TRS-80 is a trademark of Radio Shack.

PET is a trademark of CBM Inc.

Multiflex Low Cost Logic State
Analyser

You've just completed a microprocessor system,
and it doesn't work. What next? You can use a scope
to check for clock signals and the like, but if
everything appears to be in order you can't go any fur-
ther without more sophisticated equipment. In these
situations, professionals use Logic State Analyzers
costing thousands of dollars to locate the problems.
The Multiflex Logic State Analyzer has all the essen-
tial features of such expensive equipment, at a tenth of
the price. This is a high -quality piece of test equip-
ment, suitable for industrial or scientific use, but it is
affordable by the hobbyist. It is simple to understand
and operate.

The Logic Analyzer allows you to monitor 16
points in a digital system (ie: data bus, address, or
control lines) which carry continually changing
signals. Then you can select a bit pattern you expect
will appear at those points, which will trigger the
analyzer to record the next 1023 bit patters so that they
can be examined, step by step. For software develop-
ment the Analyzer is invaluable, especially for
dedicated systems. If you design a microprocessor
system for a specific function, and you have no
monitor, assembler, or similar software, the best and
often the only way to test and debug the system is with
a Logic Analyzer. It will let you look closely at the
data flow as a program is executing, or monitor the
address lines to make sure the instructions are being
executed in the proper sequence. You can also ex-
amine the various control lines such as memory read
and write, DMA, interrupts, or enable and disable

signals. You can of course monitor any combination
of these signals, such as the data bus and half of the
address bus, or half of each plus four control lines,
etc.

A special feature of the Multiflex Logix Analyzer
is that any number of units can be interconnected for
dealing with larger input words. With two Analyzers,
you monitor the address and data buses of an 8 -bit
microcomputer, and have 8 spare inputs for control
lines, i/o signals, or signals from external devices.

Technical Specifications

- 16 bit input word; 16 bit combination
trigger selection

- any number of units may be inter-
connected for larger input words

- I K words storage
- 5 MHz, 6.6 MHz, and special 10 MHz

versions available
- 16 LED binary readout plus 4 hex

digits
- 3 hex digit entry number display
- forward and back stepping at low

and high speed
- switch selectable logic polarity and clocking edge

LSA-IK Logic Analyzer kit
withou case $295.00
LSA-IKC Logic Analyzer kit with
case $350.00
LSA-1 Logic Analyzer (assembled,
with case) $465.00

Hameg Oscilloscopes
- The specials continue on German -made Hameg
scopes:
HM307 $495.00
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4ndllydn rhanne .
Pnmrence wnn on.wne I ;ec
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HM312 $769.00
Specification
Vertical Deflection (Y)
Bendwldln :' c.c'^ ^a -^e s

.; M't - _ 8 M-; Oct-

oSr-P. of e:...

Dellacnen coemcents '2 :a  'Feos

,. .a cr oere''- -

inputimpedanCe I 'aegOxT .. o

'cuD
DC oC i;NC

nUu' .'age '.Cn. V L' - Dear AL,
Operating modes

.nannP na ,. ,Im

n.rnen auD'm
nDP' ,.u.,

Tímebase
Time coefficients Ill al'L'ater! '.le0,

IDII n '

 .a'aorr cn uo u ,

ynD rnl0u1 n V p1pDm.

HM412 $1149.00
Specification
Vertical Deflection (Y)
Bandwidth. o' bolo cne^^es
.:: 10 e/nt -30BI DC 28 V-:
'senre n 5 .ns IaDob.
Cve'Snbo' f '.
Defied* cseelclents' '2 ca"b' Oleos

. wcm.2C V cm ,. . sebue=r

accuracy belle, I`a. -
_

_05

Input Impedance. ' Woo,
-.n

now coupling DC hp Oho
Mas moue voltage SOC v DC Ded
pma,ny normar or 'nveec On [Marne
Overscann'ng 'nd'cateO Dr 2 LED s
Operating modes

. ;De'audn 'a.

Mail Orders

SIGNATURE,

SEND A CERTIFIED CHEQUE OR
MONEY ORDER (DO NOT SEND
CASH). MINIMUM ORDER IS $10
PLUS $3 FOR SHIPPING. ON.
TARIO RESIDENTS MUST ADD
7% PROVINCIAL SALES TAX.
VISA AND MASTERCARD AC-
CEPTED: SEND CARD NO.,

EXPIRY DATE AND
NAME OF BANK.

Cxceltronix
Component/ & Computing Inc.

319 COLLEGE STREET,
TORONTO, ONTARIO,

CANADA, M5T 1S2

(416) 921-5295

16 Prices are subject to fluctuation. For quantity pricing or industrial purchases please contact us.

Price Policy
REMEMBER THAT AT EX
CELTRONIX, ALL PRICES ARE
NEGOTIABLE FOR QUANTITY
PURCHASES. IF YOU CANNOT
AFFORD LARGE QUANTITIES
ON YOUR OWN, HOW ABOUT
STARTING A CO.OP.



POKEING ON THE ZX8O
Here are some useful tips for owners of this
popular little lowcost micro, showing how to
make screen POKEs by M.E. Bryant.

OF THE DESIGN compromises which
allowed Sinclair to produce a high-
level language microcomputer selling
for under $300 here, perhaps the most
noticeable is the lack of a memory -
mapped display with separate video
control, resulting in the now in-
famous screen -flicker on data entry
and the absence of any display dur-
ing computations.

The absence of a memory -
mapped display can be a nuisance,
especially for the writer of games pro-
grams, as one of the most interesting
things one is able to do is to PEEK at
individual screen locations and to
POKE characters directly on to the
screen. Animated graphics, of
course, depend on this facility, but
they are definitely out with the ZX80
because the screen would remain
blank while the action was being
computed. On the other hand, using
POKE to put characters on to the
screen is feasible and is potentially a
useful feature.

Filing a display
With a memory -mapped display there
is no problem because the display file
is contained within a fixed amount of
RAM. The screen can be considered
to consist of a matrix of locations
(number of lines by number of
characters per line) with the memory
address of each one f xed and known.
To make a character appear at any
desired point on the screen it is simp-
ly a matter of POKEing the code for
that character at the relevant location
address.

On the ZX80 things are rather dif-
ferent. The display -file uses a variable
amount of RAM depending on the
quantity of data to be displayed. The
addresses of the various locations on
the screen also vary according to the
length of the program. In addition, the
location addresses change during the
running of a program whenever data
is input for the first time or variables
are assigned.

The computer, of course, knows
where the display -file is in the RAM at
any time and the address of the start
of the display -file is recorded as a

two -byte record at address 16396. By
PEEKing at that address we can
locate the display -file and then
calculate the addresses where we
need to POKE to get characters on to
the screen.

Character by character
The first character in the display -file
is a "newline" character, so that if we
call the address of the start of the
display -file W then the first visible
character location (top left) is at W +
1. Each line consists of up to 32 visi-
ble characters with a new line
character at column 33. By adding the
appropriate multiple of 33 plus the
column number to W we can get the
address of any character location on
the screen. If we call the row number
A and the column number B then the
address formula is
W + (A - 1)*33 + B.

Of course the display -file has to
exist before we can start PEEKing
and POKEing at it. If we wish to POKE
on to a blank screen then it is first
necessary to create a display -file full
of spaces. Unfortunately a succes-
sion of PRINT statements will not
achieve this and although a FOR ...
NEXT loop PRINTing individual
spaces will, it is very cumbersome.
Luckily PRINT ,,,, creates a line full of
spaces so a short loop can be used to
produce the required number of
screen lines. Obviously characters
can be used as well as spaces to
create a display -file. Up to 23 lines
can be printed in this way.

Having ensured that we have a
display -file we can now take a PEEK
at its starting address. The following
subroutine achieves this and it is us-
ed in all subsequent listings: -

500 LET P - PEEK(16397)
510 IF P>127 THEN LET P = R - 256
520 LET W = PEEK(16396) + P*256
530 RETURN

It should now be obvious how we can
use this address to POKE a character
on to the screen. The following pro-
gram establishes a blank display -file,
inputs a row and column number,
POKEs character code 148 (inverse

asterisk) at the relevant address and
then inputs another "grid reference".
When the program is run, inverse
asterisks appear at your bidding
anywhere on the screen: -

10 LETP=0
20 LET W = 0
30 FOR A = 1 TO 22
40 PRINT ,,,,
50 NEXT A
60 INPUT A
70 INPUT B
80 IF A>22 OR B>32 THEN GOTO 60
90 LET Y = (A-1)'33 - B
100 GOSUB 500
110 POKE W + Y, 148
120 GOTO 60
500 LET P - PEEK(16397)
510 IF P>127 THEN LET P = P-256
520 LET W = PEEK(I6396) + P*256
530 RETURN

The following two alterations to the
listing extend this simple
program: -Specify character to be
POKEd:-

84 INPUT C
110 POKE W + Y,C

(C is relevant character code)

POKE character taken from the
keyboard: -

84 INPUT CS
86 LETX = CODE(C$)
88 IF X>191 THEN GOTO 84

110 POKE W + YX

It will be noticed that the programs
above assign variable P and W before
the first PEEK. This is because, as
mentioned before, any variable
assignment or initial input will alter
the location of the display file. If you
write any screen -POKE programmes
and find that the characters are
displaced it will almost certainly be
because a variable in either PEEK or
POKE has not been previously
assigned. A similar case is where an
initial input or an assignment is made
after a previous PEEK or POKE, when
it will be necessary to take another
PEEK at W before POKEing again.

Careful POKEs
Another thing worth remembering is
that POKEing can be a hazardous oc-
cupation if you happen to POKE in
the wrong place or even if you POKE
an inappropriate character code in
the right place. Care should therefore
be taken when writing programs to
ensure that characters are not POK-
Ed outside the boundaries of the
display -file. Usually such characters

Continued on page 70
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RAEKIT
Quality Electronic Kits For Over A Decade

Light Organ Kit

$21.95
#1505-3

complete
with case

The 1505 is a three -channel light organ which translates audio signals into
visual images. It connects to the speaker output terminals of any amplifier, and
separates the signal into bass, midrange and high frequencies. These three
signals each control any 120 Volt A.C./250 Watt load you wish to plug into the
outlets.

MAIL ORDER INFORMATION
Payment by. VISA,/Mastercard (Include signature. number and expiry
date), cheque or money order. Add $2.00 for shipping. B.C. residents
add 6% Sales Tax. Visit our new Edmonton store

R -A -E Industrial Electronics Ltd.
3455 Gardner Court. Bumaby, B.C. VISA
V5G 4J7 Phone: (604) 291-8866 L MasterCard

Circle No. 4 on Reader Service Card.

Amitron-3: cross-overs
have been designed with the audiophile

in mind. All capacitors are 100 Volt ratings having
a tolerance of ± 10%, and all coils are wound to a 1%

tolerance and encased with a protective cap. The M.I.L. spec
fibre -glass board has minimum copper removal to allow for

high current capacity, and incorporates 0.205" (standard)
terminals for quick connect usage.

Three conventional cross -over models
Two sub woofer models

12 and 18 db models to 200 watts

For further information contact:
McBRIDE

c
IVI

m
McBRIDE

LOUDSPEAKER SOURCE INC.
Exclusive Canadian Distributor

14-440 Phillip St., Waterloo, Ont. N2L 5R9 (519) 884-3500

Circle No. 14 on Reader Service Card.
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Our current catalogue lists circuit boards for all your
projects, from good old Veroboard through to specialised
boards for ICs. And we've got accessories, module sys-
tems, cases and boxes - everything you need to give your
equipment the quality you demand. For your free copy
circle no. 16 on Reader Service Card.

ELECTRONIC PACKAGING SYSTEMS LIMITED
Retail Department

P.O. Box 481, Kingston, Ontario K7L 4W5.
Telephone: (613) 384-1142.
Dealers reply on letterhead.

Satellite TV Package for
$3999.00
10ft. spherical antenna
25 Channel receiver
120 Dexel LNA

24 Channel Receiver complete_,í ,- with Remote $1950.00

120 LNA with specification
sheet $995.09
Options:100° LNA S/B $1495.00

85° LNA S. H $1995 00

High gain Feed

$210.00

Andrews 10ft, high gain
antenna complete with feed
and mount. $2495.00

1604) 324.3343 Nu. West Video Systems Ltd.
6590 VICTORIA DRIVE, VANCOUVER B.C. V5P 3X9

Circle no. 1 on Reader Service Card.
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VICZO
COMPUTER
REVIEW

The VIC-20 is a complete video
games arcade,, with a full
blown micro -computer in the
bargain.

IF YOU CONSIDER the amount of
money spent each year on the vital
necessities of life, such as Space In-
vaders games, Asterock games and the
all important Roadrace with adjustable
levels of difficulty games, and add that
to the time it takes to drive to and from
the saloon where the games are kept,
plus the price of eighteen to twenty
beers at $1.45 a throw to break the ten-
sion whilest waiting for the aliens to fire
upon your helpless spacecraft. . . it
doesn't take too much rationalization to
figure out that you need a home com-
puter. If you consider that a computer,
at, say, $500.00, would pay for itself in
just 2000 games, the way is clear. It's
time to break out the cheque book and
put an ad in the paper to sell the Edsel.

For considerably less than a fully
restored, mint condition Edsel would go
for these days, you can buy a fairly
fabulous home computer, the VIC-20,
from the boys at Commodore Bussiness
Machines. Actually, at $450.00 for the
basic VIC, it's less than the tag on a rusty
'67 Chevy with optional engine. While
you can't actually drive a VIC, you can
write a program that will do a brilliant
simulation.

The VIC is, in a sense, an outgrowth
of the PET. However, it is particularly
suited for game playing, as well as the
more serious happenings that can be
done on a small computer. It has
features oozing out of every opening in
the case, including a variety of input/out-
put ports, sixteen colours for the screen,
four voices of sound (three program-
mable tones plus noise), programmable
characters, full upper and lower case
characters plus PET graphics plus a few
other characters because they were
there, and provisions for all sorts of ex-
pansion, peripherals and high
technology do -dads. I t has been extreme-
ly difficult to pry our sample away from

the rest of the herd here to write this
review.

The $450.00 (Canadian) price in-
cludes the VIC, a VHF modulator,
cables, and 'a Friendly Computer Guide',
the VIC-20 manual. Even this is really
well done, equal in most respects to
even the documentation for the Apple.

The VIC does not come with a tape
recorder, which is $120.00 extra if you
buy it from Commodore. Actually, all
but the very cheapest of cassette
machines will work, and there's no has-
sle interfacing them. (The mating con-
nector for the board is a standard six
position dual readout .156 inch edge
connector, such as Edac
308-012-400-202, and the pinout is given
in the VIC manual.)

The VIC itself is 16x8x3inches in
the totality of its volume, or very little
larger than the size of its keyboard.
Without expansion, there's 3583 bytes of
useable RAM. On to the internals.

Graphics
The VIC can generate sixteen colours.
These can be seen as screen
(background), character (foreground)
and border colours. The colours can be
set by POKEing locations in memory.
Some basic colour manipulation can be
done from the keyboard, as well.

The VIC has a character set of
graphics, just like the one on the PET.
Unlike the PET, it is accessible from the
keyboard directly, instead of by POKing
an internal register. Thus, each key can
produce the character on its top, plus
two other ones, which are printed on its
face. A bit tricky to get the hang of, but
emminently useful in the end. The
keyboard can also be set to type in lower
case, with shifted uppers, just as in a
regular typewriter. This is a drag when
entering BASIC programming, which is
all in upper case, so there's also a mode
that allows the unshifted characters all
to be upper. These various permutations
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VIC-20

are not as complex as they seem
The thing that seperates the VIC's

graphics from the PET's is the fact that
the characters are programmable. With
most computers, including the PET, the
dot patterns for the characters are called
directly from a ROM. This means that
they are, for practical purposes, pretty
well inalterable, unless you change the
ROM. With the VIC, however, the con-
tents of the ROM get dumped into RAM
upon power up, and are thence read
from there. These locations can be POK-
Ed, and, hence, changed. Therefore,
each ASCII value can be assigned a cor-
responding dot pattern of any desired
shape. The dots that comprise an 'a', for
example, could be changed to form a
specialized math symbol, part of a space
ship, or any shape needed for complex
graphics, and, thereafter, any time an 'a'
was typed, that symbol would show up.
The VIC is fairly loaded with specialized
graphics characters as it stands, so there
are plenty of places to store re-
programmed characters, even leaving
the alpha and numerical ones alone.

The screen memory consists of 506
contiguous locations, which can be
PEEKed and POKEed, just like regular
memory. Thus, fairly rapid animation is
possible. The CBM V2 BASIC in the VIC
seems to be unusually fast, even on
things like PRINT statements, which
generally take quite a while, by com-
puter standards.

The VIC uses the same sort of
screen editing capabilities as the PET. To
modify a line of programming on the
screen, you just cursor up to it, and
change it. As soon as the carriage return
is struck, it is entered into BASIC
memory. The lines are twenty two
characters long, with up to four lines be-
ing allowed for each line number.
Ports
The I/O if the VIC is handled by a single
gorrilla IC, the 6560 Vidio Interface
Chip. . . hence the machine's name.
It's quite the device; hopefully, in a cou-
ple of months we'll be having a closer
look at the chip itself.

There are several connections to get
in and out of the VIC. The simplest is
something that looks like a mini RS -232
thing on the side. It is predominately a
game interface, accessing AID con-
verters, and inputs for a light pen. It can
thus handle joysticks and paddles
without any interfacing hardware at all.

There is a memory expansion port,
which permits both additional RAM, plus
firmware to be added to the bus. Both
will be available shortly. The firmware
looks to be quite interesting. 'ROM -
packs' will be available with games,

utilities and implements to upgrade
BASIC. The most impressive one I saw
was a high resolution graphics pack,
which added DRAW and PAINT com-
mands, plus CIRCLE, ELLIPSE and ARC
functions, permitting some really dazzl-
ing pictures.

There's a serial interface port,
which will drive things like discs and
printers. On the PET, this was buried in
the user's port; this makes it a bit more
accessable.

The user's port on the VIC is a
straight parallel port, which is handy for
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having the machine talk to other, un -
memory mapped devices.

If you're really into hanging
peripherals on your machine, you will
never have enough I/O lines. However,
the appointment of the VIC seems to be
a fairly good compromise between hav-
ing the whole rear of the machine one
long edge connector and not being able

to get at the internal workings all.
The fancy ports, like the ADCs, offer a
whole bunch of potentials that are usual-
ly a fair bit of hassle to implement.

The VIC can provide up to four
simultanious sounds, which can be ac-
cessed through the video output jack, or,
more easily, fed into the modulator and
heard through the TV set's speaker.
These are three organ type tones, in
three registers, plus noise of variable
spectral content. The three tone ranges,
dubbed alto, tenor and soprano, cover
about six octaves, overlapping quite a
bit. There are 127 steps of pitch control.

9cr

Each tone can be enabled and disabled
separately. There are also 127 steps for
the filter on the noise. The four sound
sources are fed through a single at-
tenuator, which can be programmed for
sixteen steps of volume.

The control on the tone pitches isn't
bad; you can set them to between a
quarter and an eighth of a semi -tone of
actual piano notes, which is certainly
good enough to play recognizable
music. To get any better, additional
'trimming' registers would be needed for
fine tuning, which would greatly add to
the complexity of the sounds. As it is,
you could hook a keyboard up to the VIC
and make a first rate practice organ. The
BASIC is fast enough to actually imple-
ment envelopes for the sounds.

The VIC manual lists several pages
of routines to produce an array of
sounds for games and what have you.
They range from birds chirping to laser
beams and several aspects of UFOs. We
tried a few, and they are amazingly good
for such a simple synthesizer.

The Manual
A computer is only as good as its
documentation. If you don't believe this,
try programming a microprocessor board
with the information contained in the
data sheets for the chip. Thus it is that
something needs be said about the VIC's
little spiral bound book.

As an experiment, we gave the
machine and book to Cindy, the girl who
sets the type here, to see what she could
make of it, on the basis that, prior to that
moment, Cindy had never done anything
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ORION
Electronic upplies Inc.

ELECTRONI DISTRIBUTOR
INDUSTRIAL - EDUCATION L - COMMERCIAL - HOBBYIST

NM/1
COSMAC

M10411:\isy'
Aulhurircd ,I,.,rihu,ur tor lit A. I I/SM AI NIP

Mewl VP 111 $ 139.5°3 °
Microcomputer ... Assembled' and tested.
Features
 RCA 1802 Microprocessor

K Bytes static RAM
Expendable onboard to aK
Expand: de to 32K Bytes total
 512 tyre ROM operating system
 CHIP E interpretive language a
marline l-xglage programmable
 Heodc,cirnal keypad

ludio tone generator
3,rgle 5'vdt operation

START WITH ORION FOR
A NEW ERA IN THE WORLD

OF ELECTRONICS
We have the most complete selection

of electronic components.
Full line of TTL, CMOS, Linear,

ICs, Computer Interface, Support Chips
and CPUs.

INTERACT COMPUTER
16K LEVEL II

Just
$ 595.

The ZX80 Personal
Computer

A Course in BASIC Prograt nrn n9

$ 299.50

The Sinclair ZX80 is an extra.
ordinary personal computer. Corn.
pact and briefcase -sized, it weighs
just 12 ounces. Yet in performance
it matches and surpasses systems
many times its size and price.

The ZX80 is an advanced ex
ample of microelectronics design.
Inside, it has one -tenth the number
o parts of existing comparable ma

 Video output to monitor or modulator
 Cassene interlace -100 Bytes/sec

Instruction Manual with 5 video gamy
15brtgS sChematICs. CHIP -8 much more

Ideal la law -cost coned appllcahort5

Expanoade ro lug VIP capadkty w,tn
VP -114 Kii
-User need my connect catees bncludedl a
5 vi power sup oy and speaker

.;rrf0
aberAMa-eJ

chines. This unique design - packing
the system onto fewer, more advan-
ced LSI chips - gives the ZX80 its
remarkably low price.

Along with a complete 128 -page
course in BASIC programming, the
ZX80 comes with all the necessary
cords for connecting to standard
color or B/W televisions and case
sate recorders.

M icroprocessor/Memory
Z80A 3.25MHz clock
ROM:4K bytes containing BASIC
RAM: 1K bytes Internal, eater

pally expandable to 16K bytes.

Keyboard
40 key touch -sensitive mem-

brain with keyword entry gives an
equivalent of 62 keys. After entering
the statement number, the next key
you touch enters the keyword print-
ed above it automatically.

AUDIO/ELECTRONICS
KITS: Power amp., Preamp., Equalizer.
Speaker protector, LED power in-
dicator, Rack mount cabinet, Power
supply, FM wireless mike, Electronic
lock, Touch ON/OFF, Colour organ.
Sound/light control, Electronic timer.
Electronic clock, TR tester, etc. . . .

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE.

Specials of the month:

 Master Transistors/FET
Specification and Substitutions
Handbook (New from Japan) $15.00

 Gold Plated Y Patch Cord,
5' Long $19.50

 200V 6A Bridge Rectifier $1.75

 10,000 MFD 50V Elect.
Capacitor $8.95

 33,000 MFD 50V Elect.
Capacitor $12.95

SPECIAL DISCOUNT FOR STUDENTS
(LIMITED TIME ONLY). COME ON IN
AND FIND OUT MORE IN-STORE
SPECIALS.

Store Hours: Monday to Friday 1:00p.m. - 7:00p.m.
Saturdays 10:00a.m.  6:00p.m.

AU DIOVISION
578 Marlee Ave.,
(Just one Block West of Glencairn Sub-
way)
Toronto, Ont. M6B 3J5
Tel: (416) 781-3263

write for our
fiver on Inter,
Computer O

A powerful microcomputer with a full standard 53 key typewrote;
style keyboard and built-in cassette recorder for use in entering
and storing pogroms Utu,e,ng the versatile Intel MCA micro
processor.

e disposal
Interact computer has 161( of RAM and 2x of ROM

at Output is in ' on your own TV sccren. Sound
is also generated throughyourTV set and can consist of ex.
hilarating computer beeps or two full octaves of music. This ,s
truly a powerful computer capable of developing and handling a

ty of programs, and with av ,lame software provides true
educational stimulus (examples. Star Track, Chess, Concentra,
bon, etc.) The Interact computer offers the ideal opportunity to
loam BASIC, the most popular computer language for small busi-
leaand hobbyists, and with the use el Mello page manual, you

rn at your own pace

INSTALLATION: Attach to antenna terminals of your color To
set end plug into 120 VAC wall outlet Computer includes bunt
RF modulator, FCC approved and UL and CSA listed.

PROGRAMING: Most Microcomputers start you off with a

abbreviated aK BASIC, and then later you have to relearn the
more powerful language Since this computer has Ile of RAM
we start you with Level II Microsoft 47 BASIC. BASIC is me
most popular Microcomputer language using commands that an
words we a ordinarily used to, such as PRINT, NEW, GOT(
(For go tot. ENO. COLOR. 500.:NPUT, etc. To help you learn or,
gaAm mew eb ohoakv eo

f
npclougdreodm aneeam paee instruction manual. olu

Educational and Entertaining

SINCLAIR ADVANCED
DESIGN FEATURES

4K Integer Basic.
1 stroke entry for key words

 Automatic error detection.
 Text editing capability.
 Machine code programming too.
 26 strirk variables, any length.
 Random function, built-in,
 1K RAM matches others 4K.

Price includes TV and cassette
connectors, AC Adapter, and 128
page manual,

 Please send more informat-
ion on Sinclair Computers

Circle No. 6 on Reader Service Card.

ASCII Keyboard I.d'v o,

hoedl Selectable
VP -601 .

$109.75
ASCII/Numeric Keyboard

VP -611 $139.75
Cable. ASCII Keyboards to VP711 I rho, caole . -

VP-62 0 $2 7.50
Ceble ASCII Keyboards at ',burn caple 36 rn lengn n .

: '

VP -623 ' .

,,,1 , e o n r,e,m-a.. $27.50

Orion Electronic Supplies Inc.
40 Lancaster Street West

Kitchener, Ontario N2H 4S9
(519) 576-9902

Master Charge & Visa, COD, Cheque,
Money Orders accepted. CODs, shipping
& insurance extra. Write for our FREE
catalogue'

ELECTRONIC PROBLEMS?
 Cold solder Joints
 Corroded hardware
 Corroded battery

terminals
 Cracked PC board
 Damaged parts
 Dirty tape heads or

guides  Intermittent switches

 Loss of signal  Tlme-consuming pre-
 Lubricant evaporation ventive maintenance
 Noisy controls  Thermal intermittents
 Overheated compo-  Unstable sync

nents  Waterlogged'
 Oxidized connectors equipment
 Pitted relays  Soldering hard -to-
 Salt air corrosion heatsink parts
 Stuck contacts

 Flux contamination
 Grease, dirt and con-

tamination
 Gunked-up mechani-

cal parts
 High -voltage arcing
 Inaccessible dirty parts

CHEMICAL SOLUTIONS.
Now there's a better, faster, safer and more
economical way to solve many of the problems
you face in factory, field, shop or lab everyday
With "chemical tools" from Chemtronics. The
pushbutton problem solvers that are rapidly
replacing test gear and baths, saving hours of
labor on many tasks. Every one of the problems
listed above, and dozens more, has a chemical
solution. And Chemtronics has the chemical.

Chemtronics designs these chemical tools
like no one else: specifically for industry Every
product contains proven formulations that
guarantee maximum performance in your
special application. Formulations that are ultra -
pure with less than 10 PPM contamination
content. Conforming rigidly to Federal and
Military Specifications

Industrial size 24 oz. cans-and convenient
6 oz. cans if you need them. Unlike conventional
aerosols with only 73%active ingredients, our
products-charged with safe CO, propellant -
contain 97% active ingredients. Providing a
warmer, more effective solvent spray, as well.

Add Vibra -Jet- the first and only aerosol
pulsator for sonic cleaning and degreasing-and
the best Industrial Chemicals are even better.

You can depend on Chemtronics. Our
products are the result of 22 years of experience
and pioneering research by the company that
introduced the spray chemical concept to the
industry Discover how much time and money
you can save by solving proolems with Chemical
Tools from Chemtronics.

CHEMTRONICS Send for our free catalog and
applications literature today.

RIFF''45stinson street, wile st. laurent, queoec h4n 2e1 tel: (514) 748-6787
20 steelcase rd. w., unit 10, markham, ontario 13r Ib2 tel: (416) 495-0740
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VIC-20

more with a computer than play black-
jack on one. By the time lunch time
came, and hunger overtook her, she was
about a third of the way through the
book, and could deal with most of the
primary functions of BASIC. The book
provides an excellent introduction to the
machine, and is ideal for someone who's
never used a computer before.

If you do know how to deal with a
BASIC machine, the features peculiar to
the VIC are outlined, in condenced form,
in the appendixes at the back of the
book, which saves having to wade
through pages of introductory material.
The only thing lacking is a page 0
memory map; being able to fool around
with this is one of the things that makes
PETs so magic. Presumably this can be
pried out of Commodore if desired.

The Future
The additions presently in the works for
the VIC are pretty nice looking. By the
time you read this, a few should actually
be available, with the rest on the way.

The 'Super Expander Cartridge'
snags the memory expansion port, ad-
ding 3K more RAM, the high resolution
graphics and some additional functions
for the keyboard. The 'Programming Aid
Cartridge' adds some extra BASIC com-
mands, similar to the 'Programmer's

Toolkit' ROMs for the PET, a machine
language monitor, and other additional
keyboard functions. There's a six slot bus
extender with a built in IEEE -488 inter-
face, which lets one use multiple ROM
cartridges, and other peripheral flotsam
simultaniously.

The IEEE -488 interface can also be
had all by itself.

Commodore is planning a 51/4 inch
floppy disc, and a printer, both of which
are expected shortly, both under $500.00
each. The printer will be able to
reproduce any character that can be put
up on the screen.

The user port contains an RS -232 in -i
terface, which will hook up to a modem,
permitting the VIC to talk to other data
systems.

There will, of course, be joysticks
and paddles available to plug into the
game port. There will also be game soft-
ware in ROM, which is neat, because it
boots automatically upon power up.

The Last Word
We're all very impressed with the VIC.
To date, it's the best home computer
we've seen, and by far the best machine
available for under $500.00. It strikes a
really fine balance between economy
and flexibility, and should be a valuable
tool for both the complete novice, the

experianced user, and the occasional girl
who does typesetting.

Now, if there was only some way to
dislodge her from it, so as to get back to
playing `Breakout'.

Shortly after writing this review,
we decided that we needed yet
another computer here, and bought
the VIC we'd had for this article.

HICKOK MX SERIES DMM's
World's Fastest Troubleshooters

MX333 $325.00
MX331 $219.00

Compact size, unique shape and
easy -to -read -from -almost -any -angle
sloped display facilitates use as a
hand held. bench top or belt mounted
instrument.

VARI-PITCH, audible signal on
MX333 provides instant indication of
the resistance. voltage or current
measured for quick and easy trouble-
shooting. The audible response is
instantaneous and proportional to
the reading.

 0.1% Basic Accuracy
 LCD Display In Unique

Wide Vue Case
 Uses Single 9V Battery
 Compact Size. Rugged

Construction
 Superior Overload

Protection
 Exclusive VARI-PITCH

Audible Output (MX333)
 Fast LOGI-TRAK Logic

Function (MX333)
 20Q Range (MX333)

LOGI-TRAK function on MX333
combines the features of a'high per-
formance logic probe and voltmeter in one
convenient function. Use any 10:1 high
frequency scope probe to measure all
logic signals and DC voltages from 10mV
to 20V. Audible tone output identifies
logic Hi's Lo's pulses as narrow as 5

CONDENSED SPECIFICATIONS: MX331 and MX333
DC VOLTS (5 RANGES): 200mV to 1000V toll scale.
RESOLUTION. 0.1mV. ACCURACY. x0 t - 1 digit.
INPUT IMPEDANCE. 10M4. OVERLOAD PROTECTION.
1000V DC or peak AC + up to 6kV transients all ranges.
AC VOLTS (5 RANGES): 200mV to 1000V lull scale.
RESOLUTION. O.1mV. ACCURACY ± 1`5 + 2 digits. 45 Hz
to 1kHz. e 5°, + 5 digits to 5 kHz. INPUT IMPEDANCE
tOnn2. OVERLOAD PROTECTION 1000V DC/750 RMS.
RESISTANCE (7 RANGES): 200 to 2OMO lull scale except no
200 range on MX331. RESOLUTION: 0.0152 on MX333. 0.14
on MX331. ACCURACY 0.1 + 1 digit except 0.2'5 on
2000. on 20M4. and 3 on 200 ranges OVERLOAD
PROTECTION. 500V DC on RMS all ranges plus 2A tuse on
200 range TEST VOLTAGE. Low power. 0.25V max of
full scale.
DIODE TEST (1 RANGE): Measures forward voltage drop
across diode and transistor (unctions at 2mA nominal current.
AC/DC CURRENT (5 RANGES): 2mA to 10A full scale.
RESOLUTION 1,A. ACCURACY: e 1.2 + 1 digit DC.
e 25 + 1 digit AC. OVERLOAD PROTECTION: 250V u
2A all ranges except 10A. max 15A on 10A range.
VARI-PITCH (MX333 ONLY): Variable pitch proportionate to
reading. oil at open circuit Increasing frequency as
resistance approaches "0 on ohms function. Increasing
frequency as input increases on volts and current functions.
RESPONSE. Instantaneous (less than 100 msec
LOGI-TRAK (MX333 ONLY): 0-200 range using Hickok SP -7
(not incl.) or Other 10.1 scope probe. HI. LO INDICATION.
High or low audible torre. PULSE INDICATION Audible
-chirp plus lighted colon on display MIN PULSE WIDTH

5 nsec typical. MAX FREQUENCY. 80 MH: ACCURACY
e 0.25` + 1 digit a probe accuracy INPUT IMPEDANCE
lOMO. INPUT PROTECTION 300V DC or RMS
GENERAL: Dimensions: 2 2 x 6 7x6 in :56 x 17, 152 crnl.
Weight. 22 oz 1 7kgr. Power 9V battery l incl l or Hickok AC
adapter. Battery Lite. 200 Hrs typical Temperature 0.50-C
operating. -35 to + 60 C storage INCLUDES Deluxe

nsec as well as marginal and faulty logic \safety test leads. battery, manuai and ben clip

states and pulse trains. ACCESSORIES

epried
res ado tdx x/rd

®ROGERS Ic4onklrvtrynkenblM.
P O Box 310. 595 Mackenzie Avenue Units 18l
Aiax, Ontario LIS 3C5 Tel (416)683-4211

SP -7 10:1 Divider Probe for Logi-Trak Input .$59.50
TP-20 (C or F) Temperature Probe $79.75
VP -14 RF Probe (0.25V to 40V rms) $61.25
VP -40 40KV DC Probe (0 to 4oKVDC) $69.50
CC -4 Deluxe Vinyl Carrying Case $24.00
RC -3 AC Adapter $15.00
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INSTITUT SUPERIEUR D'ELECTRONIQUE
INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS

Proudly Presents:
Correspondence Courses in Electronics and Programming with
VIDEO TAPES Given in ENGLISH OR FRENCH.
Your course will be just like you are in a live classroom with your
teacher. Learn with your TV and VIDEO TAPES. If you don't unders-
tand a lesson, just rewind your video tape and play your lesson again
and again until you fully understand your course.

ELECTRONICS
BASIC

ELECTRONICS

I COMPUTER
ENGINEERING

SPECIALIZATION

AUDIO-VISUAL
ENGINEERING

SPECIALIZATION

MEDICAL
ENGINEERING

SPECIALIZATION

IJpon completion of Basic Electronics you can choose one of the
specializations mentioned above COMPUTER ENGINEERING,
AUDIO VISUAL ENGINEERING, MEDICAL ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING. Included are three electronic instruments in kit
form.
- Instruments and Computer Kit included with the course.

PROGRAMMING
BASIC

PROGRAMMING

SYSTEM ANALYSIS
SPECIALIZATION

PROGRAMMER ADMINISTRATION
ANALYST b AND SYSTEM ANALYSIS

SPECIALIZATION 1 SPECIALIZATION

Upon completion of Basic Programming you can choose one of
the specializations mentioned above: SYSTEM ANALYSIS, PRO-
GRAMMER ANALYST, ADMINISTRATION AND SYSTEM
ANALYSIS. A Microcomputer is included in the course.

OTTAWA: SI:. Patrick School MONTREAL: 1435 Bleury,
290 Nepean Street Suite 501
Ottawa, Ont. Montreal, Que.
K1R 5G2 H3A 2H7
Phone: (613) 232-2647.

INE- INN MIMWIMINMIMII
SEND FOR FREE BROCHURE

Send to. St. Patrick School, 290 Nepean Street,
Ottawa, Ont.. K1R 5G2

1

1
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CANADIAN
PROJECTS
BOOK NO.1

Canadian Projects Book No.1
100 pages $3.00
25 of our most popular projects from our
earlier issues including: Audio Limiter, 5W
Stereo, Bass Enhancer, Modular Disco, 50W/
100W Amp Modules, IB Metal Locator, Touch
Organ, Electronic Mastermind, Double Dice,
Reaction Tester, Sound Operated Flash, Burglar
Alarm, Injector -Tracer, Digital Voltmeter.

JANUARY 1961

PROJECTS BOOK No.2

More Circuits
108 pages $4.50
Over 150 circuits plus articles on Circuit
Construction, Test Gear, a project on a Digital
Panel Meter, Design notes on Speaker
Crossovers, TTL pin -outs, Design notes on
Crystal Oscillators.

s
CM 6

DN

Projects Book No. 2
100 pages 53.95
Ciantains 25 of the best projects from rev is
issues including the High Performance Series
4000 Amplifier (including Preamps and Power
Supply), Rumble Filter, Dynamic Noise Filter,
Logic Probe, Cable Tester, Function Generator,
Rain Alarm, Digital Tacho, 1 wo Octave Organ,
Light Chaser, Shutter Speed Timer, Ni -Cad
Charger and more. f-irst published ianualy 1981.

Hobby Projects
100 pages $3.95
First published Summer 1980. Contains 25
straight -forward projects most of which have
never appeared in the magazine including:
Stereo Amp, Audio Mixer, Scratch and Rumble
Filter, Constant Volume Amp, Graphic
Equaliser, Envelope Generator, White Noise
Effects Unit, Linear Scale Ohmmeter,
Intercom, Drill Speed Controller, LED Tacho,
Parking Meter Timer, Electronic Organ, Touch
Switch, Electronic Dice, Siren, Simple
Receivers.

---

)\'

Electronic Circuit Design
92 pages $3.95
A collection of major articles on various aspects
of circuit design including CMOS, Audio Amp-
lifiers, Power Supplies, SCR's, Op -Amps, Using
the 3080 and Temperature Control. A large
number of useful circuits are given but the
emphasis is on guidance and how to tackle the
design for yourself.

MORE
CIRCUITS

ETI S EC1
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Available from your local electronic parts store or direct
from ETI (please add 45c each to cover postage).

Send money to:
Electronics Today Magazine,

Unit 6, 25 Overlea Blvd.,
Toronto, Ont.,
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NEED MORE

INFORMATION?

If you would like more information on
the products or services mentioned
in the advertisements:
1. Fill in the attached card with

your name, address, etc.
2 Circle the appropriate Reader

Service number for further in-
formation about advertised
products.

3 Mail the card and the adver-
tiser will send you literature
free of charge. If the card has
been removed, or if you want
the information in a hurry,
phone or write direct to the
advertiser and refer to the ETI
issue and page number.

Your Company Classification (if
applicable):

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Manufacturer
Retailer
Government
R&D
Servicerllnstaller
Distributor/Representative
Educational Institution

In the field of:

1. Computer and Related
Equipment

2. Communications Equip-
ment & Systems

3. Navigation, guidance or
Control Systems

4. Test & Measurement
Equipment

5. Consumer Products
6. Industrial Controls &

Equipment
7. Components &

Subassemblies
8. Other (Please specify on

the card)

Your major job function (if ap-
plicable):

A.
B.
C.
D.

E.
F.
G.
H.
I .

Buying
Technologist
Educator
Not employed in an
electronics -related field
Engineering
Technician
Management
Sales
Other (Please specify on
the card)

What interests you most about
ETI?
(your favourite five or less):

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

G.

H.
J.
K.
L.

M.

Audio
Video
Ham Radio
Shortwave Listening
Servicing
Components &
Technology
Reports on the Electronic
Industry
Microcomputers
Projects
News Digest
Other (Please specify on
the card)
Tech Tips

5
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DRUM
MACHINF
Drums, cymbals, snares and
bongos. You can simulate these in-
struments with this `double percu-
sion' project. The instruments can
be played either manually or
automatically using built-in se-
quencer.
THIS ATTRACTIVE LITTLE
MUSICAL instrument has two'percus-
sion simulator' channels. Channel 1 can
be used to simulate the sounds of normal
drums only: channel 2 can be used to
simulate the sounds of all types of drums,
including snares, plus metallic percussion
sounds such as cymbals, etc. On each
channel, the envelope decay times and the
basic musical tones, etc., are fully variable
using the manual controls, to enable a
wide range of percussion sounds to be
simulated. The outputs of the two chan-
nels are mixed internally and can be fed to
an external power amplifier from a single
output socket. The complete instrument is
powered 12V pack.

Play it, Sam
The instrument can either be played
manually, automatcally, or by a combina-
tion of the two methods. In the manual
mode, each channel can be played using a
small speaker, connected to the channel
input: the speaker acts as a'drum head'
transducer and triggers a percussion
sound when the cone is tapped with a
finger or stick.

The instrument can be played
automatically using the built-in eight -step
double sequencer. Each channel of the se-
quencer is used to control one of the chan-
nels of the percussion instrument, and can
be programmed with a DIP package of
eight SPST switches to generate ant one of
a variety of rhythms. The sequencer can
be used in the fully automatic mode, in
which it continuously cycles through the
eight -step sequence, or can be used in a
triggered, or manual initiate, mode in
which it runs through a single eight -step
sequence each time that an external switch
is momentarily closed. The manual in-
itiate facility enables the internally -
generated rhythm to be manually syn-
chronised to an external beat (with a foot
switch, etc), or to be introduced into the
music only in those parts where it is re-
quired.

ETI - NOVEMBER 1981

The manual and automatic playing
methods operate in the OR mode. In other
words, manually -initiated percussion
sounds can be played at the same time as
the automatically initiated sounds. A par-
ticularly attractive way of using the instru-
ment is to play it mainly in the manual
mode, but to occasionally bring in a few
bars of automatic sequencing with a foot
switch, using the manual initiate facility.
The unit thus acts as a highly versatile
musical instrument.

Construction
The circuitry is built up on two PCBs, a
single large board being used to hold all of
the components (except the pots and swit-
ches) of the main double percussion in-
strument, and a smaller board being used
for the components of the sequencer cir-
cuit. The unit uses a good deal of interwir-
ing between the PCB and the total of
eleven control pots, etc., so some care is
required in the construction.

Start the construction by building up
the main PCB, taking the usual care over
the component polarities. Use Veropins to
facilitate the connections from the PCB to
the ten control pots.

When construction of the main PCB
is complete, give it a functional check by
temporarily connecting the ten pots to the
unit, wire a couple of small speakers (im-
pedance not important) to the two input
terminals, connect the unit to a 12 V supp-
ly and take the output to an external
power amplifier. Check that plain drum
sounds can be manually generated on
channel 1, and all types of percussion
sounds from channel 2. Note on channel 2
that Q5 is used as a white noise source (for
generating cymbal sounds, etc), and may
have to be selected on test to produce an
adeqúate noise level.

Proceed next with the construction of
the sequencer circuit on the smaller PCB.
Note that the two sets of DIP switches
MUST be mounted in sockets, and that
capacitor C2 is mounted on the underside
of the PCB.

You car now proceed with the
assembly of the two boards and all other
components in the case. To complete the
construction, fit all the remaining switches
arc sockets ir:to place and complete the
inierwiring. We, recommend that you use
jac<sockets to connect the two 'drum
head' speakers to the unit, configured so
that the input pins short out if the
speakers are removed.

When using the completed unit, note
that, if the 'drum head' speakers are not
used, they must be replaced by short cir-
cx.its. to eliminate the possibility of circuit
instability.



DRUM MACHINE

CHANNEL 1
SEQUENCER INPUT

CHANNEI 1

MPUT
TnqNSOUCE

CHANNEL 2
SEQUENCER INPUT

CHANNEL
NPUT

TRANSDUCER

22m

The DIP switches are epoxied to the top of the case
as shown here. The sequencer board can then be
secured by plugging the DIP sockets onto the
exposed pins.
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Fig. 1 Block diagram of the complete drum machine.
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Fig. 2 Circuit diagram of both channels of the
drum sound generator.
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NOTE:
IC1,2,4,6,7 & 8 ARE CA3140
IC3 IS NE57ON
IC5 & IC9 ARE 1CL7555
IC10,11 & 12 ARE 741
01 & 03 ARE MPS8523
02, 04, 05, 06 ARE MPS6514
D1 TO DO ARE 1N4148
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HOW IT WORKS
The basic instrument contains two essentially
similar channels (see block diagram), each
comprising a voltage -controlled amplifier
(VCA), a gated tone generator and an envelope
generator. The envelope generator produces
the characteristic fast-attacks/slow-decay
modulation waveform of a percussion instru-
ment and can be activated by either an external
transducer (a speaker) or the pulse input of an
automatic sequencer unit.

The outputs of the two channels are added
in a two -input mixer and are made available at
a phono socket, where they can be fed to a
power amplifier. The channel 1 circuitry pro-
duces modulated tone signals only, and can be
used to generate a range of simple drum
sounds. The channel 2 circuitry incorporates a
noise generator and a two -input mixer as well
as a tone -generator, and can be used to
repreduce all of the sounds of channel I plus
snare drums, cymbals, etc.

The two channels of the instrument are
basically similar, so let's start off with a detail-
ed description of channel 1. When used in the
manual mode the instrument is played using an
external transducer such as a speaker (LS1),
which is connected to the input of high -gain
DC amplifier ICI. Each time that the
transducer is tapped, the output of ICI jumps
abruptly positive and rapidly charges Cl via
D2 -R2: Cl then discharges exponentially via
R3-RV2, to produce the characteristic fast-
attack/slow decay modulation waveform of a
percussion instrument. The waveform is then
fed to one half of dual VCA 1C3 via unity -gain
buffer IC2, where it is used to control the gain
of the VCA.

Note that the Cl modulation generator
can be activated by either the transducer or by

a pulse signal fed to CI via Dl-Rl from the in-
dependent sequencer circuit (auto mode). The
Cl voltage is monitored by comparator IC4,
which gates on astable 105 whenever the Cl
voltage exceeds a few hundred millivolts. The
astable generates a symmetrical ramp
waveform, which is buffered by Q1 and fed to
the 'tone' input of VCA via level control RV4.
The tone of the astable can be varied over the
range 83 Hz to 1.4 kHz with RV3.

Thus, each time the channel is activated
(by the transducer or by a sequencer) a modula-
tion waveform is fed to one input of the VCA
and a tone signal is fed to the other, to produce
a modulated tone signal at output pin 10 of
IC3. The signal is fed to one input of two -input
mixer IC12. A wide variety of drum sounds can
be simulated by suitable adjustment of RV2,
RV3 and RV4.

Channel 2 is similar to channel 1, except
that the output of the tone generator (from
RV8) is fed to the VCA via a two -input mixer
designed around IC10. The other input to this
mixer is derived from a noise generator design-
ed around Q5 -1C11 and Q6. Here, the reverse -
biased base -emitter junction of Q5 is used as a
noise source and the noise signal is then
amplified by ICII, filtered by RV9-CI6 and
made available via level control RVIO.

The instrument is powered from a 12V
supply, derived from eight 1V5 cells. This sup-
ply is also used to power the Auto -Manual
Eight -Step Sequencer unit.

The sequencer unit has two output chan-
nels, each of which produces a single or
repeating sequence of up to eight 5 mS output
pulses: the sequencing period can be varied
over a wide range by a clock (or 'tempo')

generator, and individual pulses can be pro-
grammed in or out on each channel with a
dual -in -line package of eight SPST switches.
The unit is designed to automatically sequence
the double percussion instrument.

The unit comprises a clock generator
(ICI), a 4017 counter (IC2) and two sets of
switch -programmable clock/decoder coin-
cidence detectors (ICI and D3 to D18). The
clock generator is designed around a 555
astable and generates a series of 5mS pulses,
with the inter -pulse period variable over a wide
range by RV1. The pulses are used to clock
IC2.

IC2 is a 4017 counter with ten decoded
outputs. These output sequentially go high on
the arrival of each new clock pulse, with only
one output being high at any moment in time.
On each channel the decoded 4017 outputs that
are required are fed to one side of a two -input
AND gate (IC3a-IC3b or IC3c-IC3d) via a
bank of diodes and switches, while the 5mS
clock pulse is fed to the other side of the AND
gate. The programmed sequence of 5 mS pulses
are thus generated at the output of each AND
gate.

When the unit is operated in the manual
mode, the 4017 sequences automatically for the
first eight clock pulses and then stops as its '9'
output goes high and activates the inhibit pin:
the single automatic sequence can be re-
initiated by momentarily closing PHI and thus
resetting the 4017 to see a double clock pulse as
the '9' output goes momentarily high, thereby
causing the '0' output to go high as the IC
resets but then causing the '1' output to go high
almost immediately. The net effect of all this is
that that the sequence repeats continuously
when SW3 is set to the auto mode.

:tT

CI

Cl I>v

NOTE
ICI IS

¿AlCASAonA
1C0 IS A0I1P
DI -DMAPE I54145
SWI S AVE DUAL IN LINE
SWITCHES 011 SPSTI

IC I

PFSt
100.
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Fig. 3 Circuit diagram of the eight step sequencer unit.
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Below: the sound generator board and
batteries are mounted in the lower half
of the case. RV1 (tempo control) can be
seen mounted on the side - all other
pots are situated on the front panel.
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DRUM MACHINE

+12V

0V

RVi

R4

11.1

D2

R5

CH1

RV1
WIPER

SW3
SW3 COMMON

sW1
a h f g hII I11

CH2

NOTE:
C2 IS SOLDERED
UNDERNEATH PCB

Fig. 4 component overlay for the sequencer
board. Note that C2 is soldered underneath the
PCB, and an insulated link should be soldered
between IC2 pin 8 and the 0 V rail.

PROBLEMS? NEED PCBs? Before you write
to us, please refer to 'Component Notations'
and 'PCB Suppliers' in the Table Of Contents.
If you still have problems, please address your
letters to 'ETI Query', care of this magazine.
A stamped, self addressed envelope will en-
sure fastest reply. Sorry, we cannot answer
queries by telephone.

a SW2b f
II I11

Below left: with the case open you can see how
the boards and controls are interwired. The
sequencer board (below) is secured to the top of
the case by pressing the empty sockets onto the
pins of the DIP switches.

7
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RV5
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CHANNEL 2

R1
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IC6

NOTE:
RV1 TO SK1 PIN 1
RV5 TO SK1 PIN 3

PCB foil pattern
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Fig. 5 Component overlay for the sound generator board.
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DRUM MACHINE

CONTROL CIRCUIT

Resistors (all 1/4W, 5%)
R1,13,25,
26,31 1 MO

R2,12,14,24 4k7
R3,15 33k
R4,7,16,19
27,33,34,37 100k
R5,17 22k

PARTS LIST

Potentiometers
RV1,3,4,8,10 47k linear
RV2,6 2M2 linear
RV3,7 100k linear
RV9 220k linear

R6,18,35,36 47k Semiconductors
R8,20 6k8 IC1,2,4,6,7,8 CA3140
R9,21 1k0 IC3 NE570N
R10,22 680R IC5,9 7555
R11,23 2k2 IC10,11,12 741
R28,32 10k 01,3 MPS6523
R29,30 56k Q2,4,5,6 MPS6514

Capacitors Miscellaneous
C1,3,5,6,7 SW1 SPST miniature toggle
9,11,12,13 100n ceramic SK1 3 pin DIN socket and
C2,8,14,17 220n polycarbonate plug
C4,10 33p ceramic SK2 phono socket
C15 10u 25V axial elec- LS1,2 50mm loudspeaker

trolytic 10 knobs, caps and nut covers
C16 10n ceramic Case
C18 1000u 16V axial elec-

trolytic
2 four section battery holders.

PULLING THE PLC
SO, YOU'VE FINALLY gotten 'round
to building that fallout shelter you've
always been planning. Got it all
stocked with food, warm clothing,
hundred gallon drums of beer, all the
amenities. The wife and rug -rats
know how to use the surplus Geiger
counters, and there's a Russian
phrase book by the door, just in case.
However, have you given any thought
to what you're going to do with
yourself after the big bang?

Consider the options. Most of
the pinball arcades will probably be
closed. The Post Office will no doubt
be on strike for mutation pay, so you
won't be getting your copies of ETI.
Sitting around your hovel regluing
parts of your body can get to be a real
drag after a while, and Monopoly
looses its charm when all the houses
and hotels have been attacked by
genetically deformed plastic viruses.

The answer, of course, is to
watch TV. If you think about it, there's
no reason why a simple atomic
holocaust should keep you from
screening the new fall shows, find out
who shot J.R. this time, watching the
home team skating around the ice -9,
and all the other pleasures of the
tube. However, TV viewing may not be
too easy after the blast. Most
consumer -type sets aren't designed
to withstand the Roentgen levels

G
common even twenty five miles from
ground zero. Standard electro-lytic
capacitors may dry out when exposed
to the intense heat, and the fragile
picture tube surely will not take the
vibration. Furthermore, the glow from
the radioactive fallout may wash out
the picture. This is especially a drag
when watching the news, as there'll
be so much colour after the bombs
drop. Mostly green.

SEQUENCER

Resistors (all 1/4W, 5%)
R1 2k2
R2
R3
R4,5
R6

3k3
22k
27k
100k

Potentiometers
RV1 220k linear

Capacitors
Cl
C2

2u2 35V tantalum
470u 25V axial elec-
trolytic

Semiconductos
I C 1 555
IC2 4017B
IC3 4011B
D1 -D18 1N4148

Miscellaneous
SW1,2 8-SPST dual -in -line

lateral switches
SW3 SPST miniature toggle
PB1 momentary push button
1 off collet knob, cap and nut cover.

Fortunately, Paranoia Develope-
ment Corporation of San Banana,
California has recently come up with
a ruggedly engineered survivalist TV,
as shown in figure 1. Capable of
withstanding stresses far in excess
of even really drugged out human be-
ings, this little set will keep on work-
ing even if the nearest unatomized
viewer is on Proxima Centauri. It
features three inches of lead
sheilding all 'round a tough ABS
plastic case that's waterproof and
resistant to chewing by hungry
neighbours. The picture tube is of the
same type as is used in space. Colour
lock controls permit one button ad-
justments which will reproduce
perfect fleshtones, even if the sub-
jects didn't have them to begin with.
The set contains its own internal air
conditioning plant, dehumidifier and
environmental computer with com-
plete programming to insure the sur-
vival of the set in all conditions. It is
also armed with two .44 caliber
automatic turret gunners to protect
itself.

The set weighs seventy five
pounds, three ounces, and is fully
portable using the handle provided. It
is also available in a console model,
with patented 'Works in a Vault' cir-
cuitry. For more information contact
Paranoia Developement Corporation,
Foxhole Number 3, San Banana,
California 90261.
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PWM EXPLAINED
Pulse Width Modulation is a phrase you'll be hearing more and more.
This important control technique looks set to revolutionise digital
electronics.

LET US delve into the realms of digital
control. The particular technique
involved is pulse width modulation.
This technique is likely to become more
and more common in audio amplific-
ation and power supplies, especially
now that high speed switching devices
are becoming widely available.

To understand the principle, look at
the simple circuit of Fig. 1d. Here a
transistor, used in the common emitter
mode, has a square wave of equal mark
space ratio as an input. The transistor is
in saturation or cut off for equal
periods, so the average voltage at the
collector, as measured with a multi -
meter will be half the supply voltage
(Fig la). If the mark to space ratio is
increased as in Fig. lb then the average
voltage will rise. Conversly if the mark
to space ratio is decreased (Fig. 1c) then
the output voltage will fall. Taken to
extremes the transistor would be either
in saturation or cut off for the whole
time and the output voltage would
either be zero or supply voltage.

Well, you say, so what? The simple
answer is that, unlike an analogue
design, a current can be delivered to a
load with hardly any power loss or
dissipation in the driving device. For in-
stance, look back to the circuit of Fig. 1
and assume that we have a supply
voltage of 9 V and a collector resistance
Rc of 100R. To maintain a voltage of
4.5V across this resistor there must be a
current flow of 45 mA. The power
dissipated in the transistor and the
resistor is found by multiplying the
voltage drop by the current flowing. In
this case 4.5V x 4.5 x 10-2A =0.2025
W. In the switching circuit a 1:1 mark
space ratio square wave would be used
to set the required voltage across the
resistor. Ideally the voltage drop across
the transistor would be zero when it was
in saturation, and the current through
Rc is then 9 V _ I, i.e. OV x 90 mA,
zero! When the transistor is cut off the
full supply voltage would appear across
it and the power dissipation would again
be equal to V x I, 9 V x 0 mA, again
zero! In reality there will always be a
small saturation voltage across the
transistor of a few hundred millivolts,
and even when the transistor is cut off
there will still be a small leakage current
flowing, although this will only be in
the order of a few microamps.

Although transistors are imperfect
devices, you can see that the square
wave circuit is many times more effi-
cient than an analogue one.

Square Waves
Before the idea can be used practically,
a means must be found of generating a
square wave with an easily adjustable
mark space ratio. A simple method of
doing this is to feed a triangle wave of
known amplitude into one input of a
comparator, and a control voltage into
the other. For those unfamiliar with
comparators, a quick description is pro-
bably in order. A comparator has two
inputs, an inverting and a non -inverting,
like an op amp. It also has a high volt-
age gain but unlike an op amp is operated
without negative feedback. It functions
as a switch - the output is at zero
potential when the non -inverting input
is more negative than the inverting
while the output is fully positive when
the non -inverting input is more positive
than the inverting one. Because the gain
of the comparator is very high a voltage
difference of a few millivolts at the in-
puts will be sufficient to ensure swit-
ching. Comparators, as the name im-
plies, are used for detecting and com-
paring voltage levels. If one input is fed

with a triangle wave and the other with
a variable voltage level the output con-
sists of a square wave whose mark space
ratio depends upon the voltage at the
input. Figure 2 should make this clear.

Practicalities
The practical application is shown in
Fig. 3, a pulse width modulator that will
deliver in excess of one amp to a load
(such as a motor or lamp) that can be
simply adjusted by a control voltage.

The circuit is an excellent power sav-
ing device with an efficiency of 90% and
is ideally suited to battery operated
equipment.

To keep the circuit simple while pro-
viding maximum flexibility, a low cost
quad op amp is used as the active
device. The type chosen, the LM324,
contains four op amps that are similar
to the good old 741 but with the advan-
tage that the output can go down to
ground even when operated from a

single supply voltage.
IC1a is used as an astable multivib-

rator that produces a 1:1 mark space
spuare wave at its output. These are
input to an integrator, which converts
the square wave into a linear triangle
wave suitable for the pulse width
modulator, IC1c. IC1c is used as a com-
parator with the triangle wave at one
input and the control voltage at the
other. The resulting square waves at the
output of IC1c are used to drive the
output transistor, a TIP41A which is
used in the common emitter mode.

Fig. 1. (a) 1:1 mark -space ratio. (b). Increasing the mark -space ratio increases the average volt-
age. c) Reducing the mark -space ratio reduces the average Voltage. (d) Using an NPN transistor
to demonstrate the principle of Pulse Width Modulation.
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PWM EXPLAINED

Having outlined the circuit we can
consider its operation in more detail.

How It Works
The non -inverting input of IC1a is con-
nected to the junction of R1, R2 and
R3. IC1a is being used as a comparator
and its output must either be high or
low.

When power is first applied Cl is
discharged. Thus the voltage at the in-
verting input is held lower than that of
the non -inverting input, and the output
of the op amp is at supply voltage. Cl
starts to charge up via R4 and when the
voltage at the inverting input exceeds
that at non -inverting input the output
of the op amp goes down to 0 V. Now
Cl discharges through R4 and the op
amp's output stage.

The non -inverting output is held at a
potential that depends on the values of
R1, 2 and 3. When the output is high R1
and R3 are effectively in parallel while
when the output is low R2 and R3 are
in parallel. Since R3 is connected from
the output to the non -inverting input a
positive feedback loop is obtained. In
practice this ensures that the output of
the op amp changes from high to low
state and vice versa very rapidly. If all
three are made equal in value then the
potential at the non -inverting input will
oscillate between 1/3rd and 2/3rds of
the supply voltage.

The frequency at which the circuit
runs is determined by the values of R4
and Cl and can be calculated from the
formula

f= 1

1 4R4Cl

To operate small motors and lamps
from the pulse width modulator the ac-
tual frequency employed is not critical.
The lower limit for reliable operation
seems to be 100Hz. At the upper end
this particular circuit is limited by the
rate at which the output of the op amp
can change. This is known as the slew
rate and you will find it quoted on op
amp data sheets. For the LM324 the
slew rate is 0.5 V/microsecond. Another
measure of this same effect is the full
power bandwidth, also quoted in data
sheets. For the 324 this is 6k Hz. Within
these limits the values of R4 and Cl can
be whatever happens to be at hand. In
the prototype an operating frequency of
1kHz was chosen. A 10n capacitor was
available for Cl and so the equation was
rearranged thus

R4 = 1 = 1 _ (1 4x103x10-8)
1 -4f C1

68k is the nearest value.

r

COMPARATOR

Vo

Ve

Fig. 2. Using comparator to produce square
wave from a triangle wave and a variable DC
level.

Our square wave must now be con-
verted into a triangle wave by a circuit
known as an integrator. The output of
this circuit is directly proportional to
the integral of the input. The integral
of a square wave is a linear triangle wave.
A positive voltage level at the integrator's
input produces a negative ramp at the
output. If a negative voltage level is in-
put, a positive -going ramp comes out.
Since our square wave consists of alter-
nate high and low levels the triangle
wave at the output Will resemble that
shown as V in Fig. 2. To calculate the
values that we require for R5 and C2 we
use the following formula,

- VccVo
4RCf

Again a large range of values can be
employed and by simply rearranging the
equation one can easily calculate the re-
quired values. An example of the proce-
dure follows. To get a large adjustment
range a fairly large signal swing is re-
quired. Assuming that the circuit will
be employed over a range of supply
voltages it is necessary to ensure that an
undistorted and unclipped signal is
available. For this reason a peak -to -peak
voltage of 7 V was chosen and the re-
quired component values were
calculated as follows. Choose an ar-
bitrary value for C2 say 100n. The
value of R5 can be calculated by rear-
ranging the above equation thus:

R = Vcc

4V0Cf

9 = 3.2x105
4x7x10-7x10'

The nearest value is 330k.
Note that 9 V was taken for the

supply voltage. This calculation does
not need to be repeated for other
voltages as the amplitude of the triangle
wave will be in direct proportion to the
supply voltage used.

The last part of the circuit is built
around IC1c. This is the pulse width
modulator proper and its function has
already been described. The output
square wave drives the power transistor,
a TIP41A. Base current is limited by
R9.

D1 is included to protect Q1. When
a current is fed into an inductive load,
for instance, a motor winding, energy is
stored in the magnetic field that builds
up around the wir2. When the supply is
interrupted the field collapses and as it
does so the magnetic flux produces a
large reverse polarity voltage spike.

This spike can have sufficient
amplitude to destroy the driving tran-
sistor. The diode will short any such
spikes to the positive rail thus protec-
ting the transistor. If you glance
through any projects in ETI where tran-

Fig. 3. (Below) A practical circuit using Pulse
Width Modulation to control a motor.

NOTE:
Ol IS TIP41A
ICl IS LA7324
O1 IS 11311001
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sistors are used to drive relays, for
example, you will notice this feature has
been included.

Layout
A simple Veroboard layout for the cir-
cuit is given in Fig. 4. The TIP41A does
not require a heatsink. As it stands the
circuit has many applications. A typical
application would be a model train
speed controller.

Audio Applications
PWM amps are not new. Sinclair
marketed a 10 W version in the sixties.
What has precipitated the recent in-
terest is the advent of digital recording
techniques, and the increasing avail -

1 2 24 5 6 7 6

CONTROL
VOLTAGE

LOOAO is upset by switching 'thumps'. The
s9. MOTOR

simplest way over this problem is to
place a low-pass filter between the amp's
output and the load. Using screened
lead with the screen connected to
ground is another precaution. With the
amp described here RF radiation is not
a real problem as long as the filter is
incorporated.

The last circuit employed a com-
parator to produce PWM. This time the
same result is obtained by using the
audio signal to alter the switching
thresholds of a Schmitt trigger. This
trigger is a device that has two switching
thresholds, let's call them t1 and t2
(Fig. 5). When the input voltage is less
than t1 the output is low. As soon as
the voltage exceeds t1 it goes high.

10 11 12 17 14 15 16 17 IS 19 20 21 2223 24

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

oh
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0. 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 x . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0  0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 . .  . 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 11 10 70 21 22 22 24

Fig. 4. Veroboard layout for the circuit in
Figure 3.

ability of fast switching transistors,
especially the VF ET.

To recap, a pulse width modulator is
basically a square wave oscillator whose
output markspace ratio can be altered
by an external voltage. If this voltage is
an audio signal and the output frequency
is sufficiently high, the average output
voltage of the oscillator will be the audio
signal. The obvious question is how
high does the frequency have to be to
encode the full adulo band from 20 Hz
to 20 kHz? Surprisingly, thanks to the
work of Nyquist, the answer is only 40
kHz. Nyquist showed that a signal, in
the form of modulation on a carrier
wave, could be fully recovered as long as
the carrier was at least twice the maxi-
mum frequency of the modulating
signal.

Given that information it should be
possible to produce a PWM amp with a
beefy output stage running at well over
40 kHz that can deliver a signal to a nor-
mal loudspeaker. Such a digital
amplifier has lots of advantages in terms
of performance. If a push-pull output

stage is employed, the power devices
dissipate very little heat since they are
either in saturation or in cut-off.

As long as the signal is linearly trans-
ferred into digital form no audio
distortion can occur. Similarly, there is
no crossover distortion or noise added
to the signal. What has prevented all
audio amplifiers from being built this
way is the problem caused by the elec-
tromagnetic radiation at carrier fre-
quency from the speaker leads. A se-
cond problem has been the shortage of
devices.

When Sinclair marketed his PWM
amp in the sixties, silicon transistors and
logic ICs were expensive novelties.
Nowadays there is a proliferation of ICs
and transistors capable of being
employed in such circuits.

The problem of carrier radiation is a
vexed one. Most domestic appliances
produce RF radiation, as can be con-
firmed by anyone whose hi-fi equipment

CI

/7777

.v

ov

Low Down Volts
If the voltage is now reduced, nothing
happens until it falls below t2. At this
point the output goes low again. (Note
that the two threshold voltages t1 and
t2 are not equal.) This characteristic is
known as hysteresis. The ZZ indicates a
Schmitt device or function and these
triggers are usually employed in digital
circuits to convert slowly rising and fall-
ing waveforms to pulse trains suitable
for logic systems. A Schmitt trigger can
be made from an op -amp or com-
parator. Figure 5 also shows an astable
similar to one employed last month but
this time it is built around an op -amp.

On switch -on, capacitor Cl is

discharged, holding the inverting input
of Al low relative to the non -inverting
input. Since this is so, the output will
be high. Now, if we make R1, R2 and
R3 equal in value, then the non -inverting
input will be held at 2/3 Vcc, because R3
is effectively in parallel with R1. In
consequence, Cl will rapidly charge
through R4 until the voltage at the in-
verting input exceeds 2/3 Vcc. At this
point Al's output will start going neg-
ative. Positive feedback through R3
makes the output's transition from high
to low extremely rapid.

A second stable voltage will now be
found at the non -inverting input, equal
to 1/3 Vcc. This time, R3 is effectively
in parallel with R2. Capacitor Cl will
now discharge via R4 and Al's output
stage until the voltage on the inverting
input falls below 1/3 Vcc. The output
again goes high and the cycle repeats
itself indefinitely.

Because of the influence of R3, Al
acts as a Schmitt trigger, t1 and t2 being
2/3 Vcc and 1/3 Vcc.

Figure 6 shows how this simple cir-
cuit can be modified to encode an audio
signal into PWM. The audio is simply
imposed upon the non -inverting input,
thus altering the threshold switching
voltages. Resistor R5 prevents inter-
action between the audio signal and
carrier as does R6. Capacitor C2 isolates
DC voltages from the astable. Unfor-
tunately, Cl charges exponentially via
R4 so somewhat less hysteresis is ap-
plied by making R3 much larger than
either R1 or R2. This has the effect of
making the switching thresholds very
close together and linearising the
triangular waveform across Cl resulting
from it being charged through R4.

To produce a good square wave at
high frequencies an LF351 op -amp is us-
ed. This is JFET device which features
a high slewing rate, that is 13V/uS.

Fig. 5. The symbol for a Schmitt trigger is shown above. Below is an
astable using an op -amp operating in a Schmitt trigger action.
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The full circuit of the digital
amplifier is shown in Figure 7. Here,
the op -amp drives a pair of transistors in
a push-pull output stage. These tran-
sistors, a 2N2297 and a 2N4037, are
rated at 1 A collector current. As you
can see they are connected, without
base bias, as emitter -followers. When
the output of the op -amp is high, Q2 is
in saturation and provides current to the
load via the low-pass filter L1, C5 and

0--NA/VH
R5

R3

Al

o
+ve

R4

Cl

Fig. 6. An astable used to encode an audio
signal applied at its input into PWM.

the output coupling capacitor C6.
in class B amps the latter

component is often of a lower value.
This is a pity since the lower - 3 dB
point is defined by the size of this
capacitor.

As you will remember, the impedance
Z of a capacitor is given by:

Z= 1

2 7r FC

where C is in farads and Z is in ohms.

Negative Feedback
The astable has a unity gain and so, to
improve the sensitivity, an audio pre-
amplifier stage has been added. This is
built around Q1 which is used in the
commmon-emitter mode. Negative feed-
back, however, is applied from the col-
lector via R3. A collector current of 1
mA has been chosen to allow adequate
drive. Resistor R7, therefore, drops 1 V
while C3 decouples line ripple to
ground. For linear drive the collector is
operated at 17 V/2 8 V. The value of
R4, therefore, is given by 8 V/10-3
A=8k, the nearest value being 8k2.

An MPSA16 is used for Q1 and this
has a gain of 200 minimum at 1 mA.
Base current IB is therefore equal to:

10- A = 5uA
2x102

The base will be 0.65 V above ground
and, taking 10 x IB through R2 and R3,
the value of R3 is given by:

0.65 =1.3x104R,
5x10-5

12k being the nearest value.

Similarly, the value of R2 will be equal
to the collector voltage minus the base
voltage divided by 50uA, given by:

R2= 8-0.65
5x10 -5A

= 147k,
150k being the nearest value.

Virtual Ground
Using a transistor in this way, with feed-
back from collector to base forms a 'vir-
tual ground amplifier'. This is because
the feedback reduces the input imped-
ance. The gain of the stage is set by the
ratio of R3 to R1. For a gain of 10,
sensitivity 900 mB, a value of 15k was
chosen. Capacitor Cl simply isolates
the input from DC from previous stages.
A suitable Veroboard layout is shown in
Fig. 8. In the circuit shown in Fig. 7.
we have a classic high-pass filter formed
by the speaker impedance Z and C. The
lower - 3dB point can be calculated by
rearranging the equation for f1 given
by:

1

2 ir CZ
substituting:
f1 = 1 = 9.05 Hz

2x3.14x2.2x10-3x8

The minimum gain of the output tran-
sistors Q2 and Q3 is 30 at 1 A. In
practice this is the absolute minimum
likely to be encountered. The op -amp
output can source or sink 25 mA. It
follows that the worst -case minimum
current that can be fed into the speaker
is:

f 25 mA x 30 = 750 mA.

Since the speaker impedance is 8R,
the peak voltage under these conditions
is equal to 1 R; that is, 750 mA x 8R =
6 V, or 12 V peak -to -peak. Since the
power output is given by V2 /R, one
could be forgiven for thinking that the
output power would be (12 x 12)/8 =
18W. Unfortunately, you would be
wrong!

The output power is the RMS voltage
divided by the load. Assuming our
output is a sinewave of 12 V peak -to -
peak, the RMS value is found by dividing
Vpk-pk by 2.8.

The output power (minimum) is

therefore given by:

(I á) 2/8R = 2.29W RMS.

Because of the small voltage drop that
occurs across a saturated transistor, the
output will be slightly less than this,
namely 2 W.

Going back to our astable, the
operating frequency has been set at 300
kHz. This gives a full power bandwidth
of 10 Hz to 150 kHz.

Build It Yourself
The construction is quite straightfor-
ward and requires little comment ex-

aR4

R70

x

+R

X x
lt 3 Re
ICI
X D

X D

X

(1) Re

C4

SPK SPK

Fig. 8. The veroboard layout of the PWM amp. The small crosses (x)
indicate breaks in the copper track underneath the board.

Continued on page 70
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December 1981
Early Radio in Canada Speaker Design

The mysteries of speaker design are
manifold, leading some speaker designers
to produce enclosures that resemble in-
terplanetary probes, Rorschach tests and
infectious bacteria. Next month, we'll
look at the basics of design, culminating
in a speaker construction project the issue
after.

Into Linear ICs
Our recent 'Into Electronics' feature may
have gone to that great parts box in the
sky, but its memory lives on. Beginning
next month, beware of ... Son of Into
Electronics. In 70mm and stereophonic
sound.
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Harken back to the days before the
haunted aquarium offered evenings spent
with Mork from Ork, back when radio
was king and guys who walked around
with radios on their shoulders left five
inch deep footprints in the asphalt.

Op Amp Checker
If you design circuits wherein parts
failures are usually catastrophic, you pro-
bably won't need this little project, as the
smoke is often a sufficient clue as to the
location of the defective device. However,
for the less violent experimenter, here's a
way to find out which of those little black
bugs haven't been sprayed with electronic
Raid.

Universal Counter
A really sophisticated little box, this pro-
ject will count frequency, time, events and
period between events, and display the
whole works on a LED readout. If you've
been trying to measure RF by beating it
against the tuning fork from your watch,
this is the device to make you give up.

Band Pass and Beyond
Band pass filters are usually found in cir-
cuits someone else designed. However,
they aren't as tricky as all that, and
they're fabulously useful for effects,
signal processing and making people think
your cheap tape recorder has Dolby. The
secrets revealed.

Tubes
A tube is very much like a transistor, ex-
cept that it's much easier to find if it rolls
off the bench, because it leaves a trail of
broken glass. If you have never known
anything but solid state, learn the
rudiments of tubes, next issue.

Musical Doorbell
Ah, yes, the London Philharmonic play-
ing the Ode to Joy; it must be the side
door. We also have Jumpin' Jack Flash
wired as an alarm on the icebox. Freak
out travelling salesmen, naxt issue.

4 Input Mixer
Just the project if you're into home tape
recording, electric music, synthesizers,
PA, and so on. Can be used with our 300
watt amp to experiment with creative
deafness.
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6590 VICTORIA DRIVE, VANCOUVER B.C. V5P 3X9
L.
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Regular price $3.00 each.
With this coupon $1.5° each.
Check availability from lists
on order form.

i
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BUY ANY ONE KIT -GET A SECOND AT 1/2
THE REGULAR PRICE -A SUBSTANTIAL
SAVING!!
3 -Channel Color Organ Kit $17.50
L.E.D. Chaser Kit $29.95
Xenon Strobe Light Kit $15.50
Battery Operated Fluorescent
Light Kit $14.50
Crystal Radio Kit $7.00
0-20V-1 Amp Power Supply Kit $29.95
5 -Transistor - 1 Watt Amp Kit $11.00
Electronic Dice $24.50
30W Soldering Iron Kit $7.50
(no soldering necessary)

`Free Project Book with every order'
KIT -KING

P.O. BOX 2068 ,BRAMALEA, ONT., L6T 3S3.

This coupon expires December 18th 1981

cLEcnOfiQ, 2
5529 Yonge St. (just south of Finch) O

Willowdale, Ontario M2N 5S3
O(416) 223-8400

Write for our FREE CATALOGUE 1
or come in and see us

 Computers
 Calculators
 Extensive line of books and

magazines
 Telephone accessories
 TV Cable Converters

and much, much more!
10% off your purchase with this coupon

(1 coupon per purchase).
Send Money Order, Chargex, Master Charge.lnclude expiry date, card
number, bank name and signature. Add 5% for shipping (excess refund.
ed). Ontario residents add 7% sales tax.

r

This coupon expires December 18th 1981

AUDIO KITS
20% DISCOUNT ON 3 OF

OUR BEST SELLERS:
#SPA 3

#120A

#SIA140

D.C. FET SUPER CLASS
'A' STEREO PREAMP.
WITH REGULATED
POWER SUPPLY
120W RMS FET SUPER
CLASS 'A' POWER AMP
70W + 70W CLASS 'A'
OCL PREAMP. AND
POWER AMP. WITH
BUILT-IN MIC MIXER,
POWER SUPPLY AND
SPEAKER PROTECTOR.

REG. 20% Off

$101.00 $80.80

$86.50 69.20

$108.00 $86.40

20% discount on additional rack mount cabinets for above amplifiers:

#CA -05 19" x 6" x 10" (for
#120A or SIA140) $43.50 $34.80

#CA -06 19" x 4" x 10" (for
#SPA -3 or SIA140) $40.50 $32.40

Send cheque, money order plus 5% for postage and handling (no charge
on orders over $100). Ontario residents add 7% P.S.T. Visa and Master
Card accepted: send card no., expiry date and signature to:

578 Marlee Ave. Toronto, Ont. Canada M6B 3J5
TEL: (416) 781-3263

This coupon expires December 18th 1981 This coupon expires December 18th 1981



The space for these coupons has been made available free of any advertising charge
by ETI to companies offering goods or services at a genuine discount.

Exceltronix
With this coupon, purchase the

Multiflex Z80A for $375
and get an extra

3K of RAM FREE
(basic unit supplied with 1K of RAM)

AND

10% off all BOOKS
(with coupon)

(List of books available and prices in our catalogue)

OR
Simply send us this coupon with your name
and address to be added free to our mailing

list.
319 COLLEGE STREET. TORONTO. ONTARIO. CANADA. MST 152 14161 921 5295

r

This coupon expires December 18th 1981

NEI NEWTRONIC ENGINEERING INC.
OFFERS YOU2 OFF!!

NA980 Professional Parametric
Equalizer.

*Bi-FET Op -amp, TID 0.005%
*16db Boost or cut 30HZ-20KHZ
NA984 Elect. Echo & Rev. amp

*Use VLSI ICs, Rev. depth & time delay
controls.
Both with 19" Panel & chassis.
REG. $189.95 ea. SALE $142.50 ea

-Send cheque or money order plus $2.00
for postage/handling, Ont. residents add
7% PST.

7

208 Spadina Ave.,Suite 110,Toronto, Ont. M5T 2W3
L .1

This coupon expires December 18th 1981

10 Megahertz

HM307
SINGLE TRACE

OSCILLOSCOPE
IDEAL SERVICE INSTRUMENT
TIME BASE 0.2 /is - 2.0 s/cm
LPS-TRIGGER  COMPACT
BUILT-IN COMPONENT TESTER

fiA5

$55000
less 10% with
this coupon
We service all makes

of Oscilloscopes:
TEKTRONIX

HEWLETT-PACKARD
GOULD ETC.

ttUA1TED From coast to coast.
Call us next time.

980 Alness St., Unit 35, Downsview,
Ontario (4161661-5585 M3J 2S2

r
NOTE: All coupons expire December 18th 1981.
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thandar
Nevi Multlmeter $1 5°° $109°°2000 hours battery life

DC Volts: 1mV to 1000 volts
AC Volts: 1V to 500 volts
DC Current: 1uA to 2A
Resistance: 1 ohm to 20 Meg
Diode check

The Thandar TM354 is a very compact 31/2
digit hand-held multimeter featuring a large
0.5" liquid crystal display, 0.75% accuracy.
and exceptional 2000 hour battery life.
The meter provides five functions in 14
ranges permitting accurate measurement of
DC and VC volts, DC current, resistance, and
diode check. The unit is supplied with a set
of test leads, protective vinyl pouch, and in-
struction booklet. Has overrange indication,
plus reverse polarity indication. Housed in
rugged ABS plastic case measuring 155 x
75 x 30mm and weighs only 165 grms. Fully
guaranteed for one year.

GLÓDSTOnE-k
1736 Avenue Rd.,

 

MAIL ORDERS: CHEOUES OR MONEY OROr Ps.
ALLOW 3200 FOR SHIPPING. ONTARIO RESIDENTS
ADD 1+'. P s.T.
PHONE ORDERS 1416) MT 1448 USE VISA. MASTER
CARD OR AMERICAN EXPRESS.

k-ELECTROfICS
Toronto M5M 3Y7

This coupon expires December 18th 19810
AOIVISION 01 467474OMr L'0 %rir-'{+trY11Y1IrMiCP~~1~ --r- --,-,-O-r~rMITrb

DOUBLE DOLLAR PAK SALE
BUY 5 DOUBLE DOLLAR PAKS AT THE REGULAR
PRICE GET 1 FREE! A 20% SAVING FOR YOU!
DOUBLE DOLLAR SAVING.
DD163-Fuse Clips 25/pkg. $2.00
DD81-10 Color Coded Clip Leads (5 sets) 1 pkg. $2.00
DD68-9V Battery Shaps 25/pkg. $2.00
DD6O-Grain of wheat replacement bulbs 5/pkg. $2.00
DD174-AC Receptacle 4/pkg. $2.00
DD180-Mini RCA Phono Plugs 25/pkg. $2.00
DD1O-Cold weather Electrical Tape 2/pkg. $2.00
DD158-Heavy duty Banana Plugs -red 5/pkg. $2.00
DD159-Heavy duty Banana Plugs -black 5/pkg. $2.00
DD129-Switches push button SPDT-red 1/pkg. $2.00
DD123-Mini SPDT Switches 2/pkg. $2.00
DD3-FM Indoor antenna 2/pkg. $2.00

DOUBLE DOLLAR PAKS., P.O. BOX 2068
BRAMALEA, ONT., L6T 3S3.

r

This coupon expires December 18th 1981

-SPECIAL- 10% OFF
The purchase of 1981 IC Master
deluxe 2- Volume set Regular
price: $134.95 Active's price:
$89.95 Return this coupon with
your order and pay only

Il-

$80.95 Now available
Active's new fall
catalogue. Return this
coupon and receive your
FREE copy.

This coupon expires December 18th 1981 This coupon expires December 18th 1981



NEW BOOKS
We've just added a whole new
range of titles to the ETI Book
Service published by Prentice -
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Computer PrográTns In BASIC
ABOO1 $14.45
A catalogue of over 1 600 fully indexed
BASIC computer programs with applica-
tions in Business, Math, Games and more.
This book lists available software, what it
does, where to get it, and how to adapt it
to your machine.

PET Games and Recreation
ABOO2 $12.45
A variety of interesting games designed to
amuse and educate. Games include such
names as Capture, Tic Tac Toe, Watchper-
son, Motie, Sinners, Martian Hunt and
more.

The Beginner's Handbook Of Electronics
AB003 $9.45
An excellent textbook for those interested
in the fundamentals of Electronics. This
book covers all major aspects of power
supplies, amplifiers, oscillators, radio,
television and more.

Digital ICs - How they Work and How To
Use Them
ABOO4 $10.45
An excellent primer on the fundamentals
of digital electronics. This book discusses
the nature of gates and related concepts
and also deals with the problems inherent
to practical digital circuits.

Brain Ticklers
ABOO5 $8.00
If the usual games such as Bug Stomp
and Invaders From the Time Warp are
starting to pale, then this is the book for
you. The authors have put together
dozens of stimulating puzzles to show you
just how challenging computing can be.

How To Program Your Programmable
Calculator
ABOO6 $10.45
Calculator programming, by its very
nature, often is an obstacle to effective
use. This book endeavours to show how to
use a programmable calculator to its full
capabilities. The TI 57 and the HP 33E
calculators are discussed although the
principles extend to similar models.

Experimenter's Guide To Solid State Elec-
tronic Projects
ABOO7 $9.45
An ideal sourcebook of Solid State cir-
cuits and techniques with many practical
circuits. Also included are many useful
types of experimenter gear.

Pascal Programming Fo
ABOO8 $16.45
A great book to upgrade your programm-
ing skills to the UCSD Pascal as im-
plemented on the Apple H. Statements
and techniques are discussed and there
are many practical and ready to run pro-
grams.

Apple Machine Language Programming
ABOO9 $16.45
The best way to learn machine language
programming the Apple II in no time at all.
The book combines colour, graphics, and
sound generation together with clear cut
demonstrations to help
quickly and effectively.

Z80 Users Manual
AB010 $14.45
The Z80 MPU can be found in many
machines and is generally acknowledged
to be one of the most powerful 8 bit chips
around. This book provides an excellent
'right hand' for anyone involved in the ap-
plication of this popular processor.

The Essential Computer Dictionary and
Speller
AB011 $9.45
A must for anyone just starting out in the
field of computing, be they a
businessman, hobbyist or budding com-
puterist. The book presents and defines
over 15 000 computer terms and acronyms
and makes for great browsing.

How To Debug Your Personal Computer
AB012 $10.45
When you feel like reaching for a sledge
hammer to reduce your computer to
fiberglass and epoxy dust, don't. Reach
for this book instead and learn all about
program bug tracking, recognition and
elimination techniques.

How To Troubleshoot and Repair
Microcomputers
AB013 $10.45
Learn how to find the cause of a problem
or malfunction in the central or peripheral
unit of any microcomputer and then repair
it. The tips and techniques in this guide
can be applied to any equipment that uses
the microprocessor as the primary control
element.

Please order in writing. Send to ETI
Magazine, Unit 6, 25 Overlea Blvd, Toron-
to, Ontario, M4H 1B1. Prices include
shipping, there is no sales tax on books.
Normally books are dispatched within 48
hours but please allow six weeks for
delivery.

PET BASIC - training your PET computer
AB014 $16.45
Officially approved by Commodore, this is
the ideal reference book for long time PET
owners or novices. In an easy to read and
humorous style, this book describes
techniques and experiments, all designed
to provide a strong understanding of this
versatile machine.

Programming In BASIC For Personal Com-
puters
AB015 $10.45
This book emphasizes the sort of
analytical thinking that lets you use a
specific tool - the BASIC language - to
transform your own ideas into workable
programs. The text is designed to help you
to intelligently analyse and design a wide
diversity of useful and interesting pro-
grams.

Electronic Design With Off the Shelf In-
tegrated Circuits
AB016 $10.45
This practical handbook enables you to
take advantage of the vast range of ap-
plications made possible by integrated
circuits. The book tells how, in step by
step fashion, to select components and
how to combine them into functional elec-
tronic systems. If you want to stop being a
"cookbook hobbyist", then this is the
book for you.
How To Get the Most Out Of Low Cost
Test Equipment
AB017 $9.45
Whether you want to get your vintage 1960
'TestRite'signal generator working, or you've
got something to measure with nothing to
measure it with, this is the book for you. The
author discusses how to maximize the
usefulness of cheap test gear, how to upgrade
old equipment, and effective test set ups.

Complete Guide To Reading Schematic
Diagrams
AB018 $9.45
A complete guide on how to read and unders-
tand schematic diagrams. The book teaches
how to recognize basic circuits and identify
component functions. Useful for technicians
and hobbyists who want to avoid a lot of
headscratching.

Electronic Troubleshooting Handbook
AB019 $9.45
This workbench guide can show you how to
pinpoint circuit troubles in minutes, how to test
anything electronic, and how to get the most
out of low cost test equipment. You can use
any and all of the time -saving shortcuts to
rapidly locate and repair all types of electronic
equipment malfunctions.
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JOYSTICK
CONTROL
Video games have never been more popular, but many require the use
of joystick controls. This A-toD converter, submitted by I. Forster will
provide such controls for any microcomputer using a 6502, and as
many other applications.
THIS ARTICLE describes a system for
analogue -to -digital (A -to -D) conver-
sion, originally intended to provide
cheap and simple joystick controls
for a Commodore PET computer. The
system should work on any computer
having a USER port, although the
software necessary will probably be
different to that used by the PET. The
software is in 6502 machine code and
can be merged with a BASIC program
or used as a machine code
subroutine.

Apart from joystick controls
there are a number of other
possibilities inherent in the principle.
A few of these are described,
although no practical results have
been obtained with these circuits yet.
The field is open for the ex-
perimenter!

There are a number of im-
provements possible, such as using
both the X and Y registers in the 6502
as counters, giving 64K resolution on
an input. Hardware improvements are
also very definitely possible,
although beyond a certain point it
would probably be much cheaper to
build a dedicated device.

Joystick Controls
The circuit for use with a joystick unit
is shown in Fig. 1. Two of these are
necessary, one for the X axis, one for
the Y. The flow diagram for operation
is shown in Fig. 2. X volts is the
transfer voltage of one gate in the
4081 BE. This is not very predictable

Fig. 1 Simple joystick version of the
analogue -to -digital converter.

o

PLAO
OR
PLA2

o

T
Cl
100.1

and better results could be obtained
using a Schmitt trigger of some kind,
such as the op -amp circuit shown in
Fig. 3 or a CMOS Schmitt gate. If Cl
is increased, keeping the charging
resistor constant, the time taken to
reach X volts becomes larger. If Cl is
made too large the counter (in this
case the X register of the 6502) will
overflow and count round.

The sofware is disassembled
Hex machine code, as shown below.
It could be entered via the PET TIM
monitor or as a data statement in a
BASIC program. From BASIC it is
called by SYS 826 and the values of
the two conversions are stored in

1022(X) and 1023(Y); they can be
retrieved by a PEEK instruction.

o

PLA1
OR
PLA3

o

LOC'N CODE

033A 78

0336
033D
0340
0342
0345
0347
0344
034C
034D
0350
0352
0354
0356

0359
035C
035D
035F
0361
0363
0366
0368
036B
036D
0370
0372
0373
0376
0378
0374
037C
037F
0382
0383
0385
0387
0388

A9 55
8D 43 E8
A900
8D 4F E8
A9 01
8D 4F E8
A200
E8

AD4F ES
C9 A3
DO F8
A9 00
8D 4F E8

8E FE 03
E8
E0 FF
DO FB
A9 55
8D 43 E8
A900
8D 4F E8
A904
8D 4F E8
A200
E8

AD4F E8
C9 AC
DO F8
A900
8D 4F E8
8E FF 03
E8
EO FF
DO FB
58
60

Fig. 2 Flow diagram for the ADC.

INSTRUCTION

SEI
LDA '55
STA E843
LDA '00
STA E84F
LDA '01
STA E84F
LDX '00
INX
LDA E84F
CMP 'A3
B,NE 034C
LOA '00
STA E84F

STX 03FE
INX
CPX ' FF
BNE 035C
LDA '55
STA E843
LDA '00
STA E84F
LDA '04
STA E84F
LDX '00
INX
LDA E84F
CMP 'AC
B N E 0372
LDA '00
STA E84F
STX 03FF
INX
CPX 'FF
B N E 0382
CLI
9 -TS

Fig. 3 Using an op -amp as the sensing
device allows the transfer voltage to be
chosen to suit.
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JOYSTICK CONTROL

Simple Sums
The calculations involved are simple
and are shown below: Fig. 1 refers.

Let X be the transfer voltage of
IC1b - ie the voltage at which IC1b's
output switches high. Then the time
taken to get to X volts can be derived
thus: -

Q = C1 x V

where Q is charge
V is voltage

Also Q=Ixt
where I is current

t is time

sot = C1xV/I

Since V = X(transfer voltage)

t = C1 x X/1

But I = VDD/R

where R depends on the setting of
PR1 and RV1

Sot = C1xSxR/VDD

C1,X,VDD are constant and so t is
proportional to R.

Time And Again
Two other circuits are shown in Fig. 4
and Fig. 5 which use the principle of
measuring the time taken to charge a
capacitor. In both cases the symbol
labelled `sense' is a Schmitt trigger of
some kind. The voltage across the
analogue gates of the 4016BE should
be less than the power supply to the
chip. However, a simple op amp

Fig. 4 Experimental voltmeter.

PLAO

prescaler theoretically allows
voltages up to the breakdown voltage
of the resistors used to be measured.
All the levels returned to the PET
must be 5 V logic, so the 4016, in-
verter and sense output should all be
5 V logic. IC1b in Fig. 4 could be
removed, although this complicates
calculations because the capacitor
will not start charging from 0 V.

The circuit of Fig. 5 is designed
as a frequency meter with a range of
0-100 kHz. The 741 produces a square
wave of the same frequency as the in-
put. MM1 is a positive -edge -triggered
monostable with a period of 10 uS; its
output is fed via a diode, analogue
gate and resistor to charge the
capacitor. The leakage of the
capacitor could be very significant so
care must be used in selecting the
values of R and C as well as compo-
nent types.

2M2

INPUT
1u0

Fig. 5 Experimental frequency meter.

o

+/ 741
//// /

MM1

R1 vin

PLA1

Current can be measured by us-
ing a virtual ground type circuit for an
op -amp. With a 741 only about 10 mA
can be measured since it can only
sink a maximum of 20 mA. A resistive
divider network or a power op amp
could improve this.

Conclusion
The circuits described are fairly crude
but could offer useable results to the
amateur electronics experimenter.
Expense is a major factor in most cir-
cuits, and most of these could be
built for a few dollars. Of course, you
need a computer! Beware of locking
your machine into endless loops -
this is harmless to the computer but
very wearing on your nerves. If not
already provided, setting up a way of
using the NMI (nonmaskable inter-
rupt) on your processor might be ad-
visable. Good luck!

Y. 4016BE

1N4148

PLA1

SENSE

'4 4069UBE

. 4016B E

o
PLAO

o
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AUDIO
TODAY

Wally Parsons

This month Wally Parsons
takes a look at mixing dif-
ferent audio components.

LAST MONTH WE CONSIDERED the
question of component compatibility
primarily from the standpoint of
speaker/power amplifier interface.
One of the great frustrations for
audiophiles is the reluctance of many
manufacturers to provide the kind of
information which is useful in ex-
amining this interface, despite what
would appear to be a plethora of data.
Salesmen and many followers of the
subjective school of audio evaluation
don't know and don't want to know.
Heaven forbid that the mind should
be cluttered up with facts, and time
wasted with such nonsense as logic
and reason. Indeed, one popular
British speaker is notable for its poor
midrange response, the result of
operating the woofer in the cone
breakup region, an equalizing cross-
over which produces an impedance
curve which makes a roller coaster
look like a level crossing, and more
reactance than a television Bible
thumper. Its admirers claim it reveals
the faults of any power amplifier to
which it is connected. I'll bet you
thought only Woody Allen could
make that kind of statement with a
straight face.

In fact, that whole subject
deserves more attention then it has
generally received, and I intend to
look at it in greater detail in these
pages at a later date. But for now we
shall content ourselves with examin-
ing the question of compatibility
among other components of the
audio chain.

Universality?
First of all, virtually all consumer
audio components are more or less
compatible with each other. This is
inevitable; after all, manufacturer A
may prefer that you buy his preamp
as well as his power amp, but if you
already own preamp B or are deter-
mined to buy it, he'll still be happy to
sell you his amplifier.

Even so, differences from one
product to another can result in less
than optimum performance when
several units are used in combina-
tion.

Consider, for example, a preamp
intended to drive a power amplifier.
Generally speaking, power amplfiers
are designed with a sensitivity such
that full output can be attained with
about 1.0 V. The general range tends
to go down to about 500 mV up to 2.5
V, although extremes such as 150 mV
and 3.5 V have been reported.

Happily, preamps generally are
rated at around 1.0 V output at rated
distortion. Several units deliver as lit-
tle as 500 mV, while others are rated
as high as 2.5V, 5.0V and even 10V,
while a tube unit might be capable of
putting out as much as 30V.

Suppose we have a power
amplifier capable of 250 W output
with an input of 1 V. This means that 1
V input will result in 45 V output for a
gain of 33 dB. This is similar in
magnitude to the gain of a phone
preamp, so a claimed S/N ratio of 100
dB is certainly quite impressive.

But how about preamp noise?
In most preamps we can

reasonably expect to find the volume
control in front of an early stage, but
after phono preamplification. Sup-
pose our preamp is rated at 10 V out-
put. Now, one virtue of such a preamp
lies in the 20 dB of headroom
available. In fact, the power amplifier
will clip 20 dB before the preamp.
This is certainly a desireable state of
affairs, because if the preamp clips
first, serious distortion will occur
before the power amp reaches max-
imum output, and at the edge of
power amp clipping we will have a
distorted reproduction of a distorted
signal, with a final distortion greater
than the sum of the two.

In other words, arrgh!
Unfortunately for dedicated souls,
not enough manufacturers rate
preamp S/N ratio in a way which is
unequivocal from this standpoint.
However, since most manufacturers
use the best figure which can be

legitimately claimed, it is generally
safe to take it as so many dB below
maximum output. If our hypothetical
preamp was rated at 10 V out and S/N
100 dB, then the noise voltage at the
output would be .1 mV. But this is on-
ly 80 dB below 1 V, and with a
noisless power amp, 80 dB below 250
W. Most of the time the power
demands would be less than 2.5 W,
but the noise level will remain the
same, so now it has been reduced to
60 dB.

By reducing the gain of the
power amp, either by its basic design,
or with an input level control, we can
realize a S/N ratio more closely ap-
proaching the capabilities of the
equipment, but at the expense of
preamp headroom.

The Preamp End
Good engineering practice dictates
that we should allow at least 20 dB of
headroom at each point in the chain
to avoid clipping on signal peaks.
Thus, it would be a good idea to re-
tain that 10 V capability at the
preamp/power amp interface. This
will certainly come in handy if tone
controls are used for anything other
than correction of real deficiencies of
programme, and you will always be
aware that you have a high power
amplifier.

I do think it's a wonderful invention
Harold, but I simply don't think the
world is ready for electric bagpipes.
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The signal sensitivity for rated
output ranges from about 100 mV to
2.5 V for most preamps, but this may
or may not be measured at the input
switching point. Consequently, most
of the noise may or may not be
generated after the volume control. If
it is, then the aforementioned con-
siderations regarding noise will hold.
However, if any amplification occurs
between the switching and the
volume control, only a small propor-
tion of the total noise will be
generated after the volume control,
thus preserving more of our original
S/N ratio. Clearly, such a preamp
would be a better match for our power
amplifier.

Nothing For Nothing
What happens if this preamp's sen-
sitivity is in the order of 100 mV for 10
V output? Since most programme
sources are likely to deliver signals in
excess of this figure, the volume con-
trol will always be operating
somewhere within the first quarter
turn. Obviously, we should have level
sets at each of the inputs, so that,
with the main volume control at about
mid -point, no noticeable noise is
generated, and listening volume can
be controlled without being touchy.

But let's take another look at our
power amp before leaving the subject
this month. Suppose that, instead of
250 W, our amplifier is rated at 25 W.
Maximum output has been reduced
by 10 dB, but if the gain is still 33 dB,
the sensitivity has not changed. For
an output of 0.3 V, 0.3V input will also
result in our gig amp delivering 14 V.
The actual loudness will be the same.
It's just that one will run out of steam
before the other.

No Simple Answers
Is should be apparent that no easy
rules can be laid down as to matching
even these two components for com-
patibility. But all too often we see
people looking at specifications
without a full understanding of their
implications, and without realizing
that if you lock yourself into one com-
ponent, you have dictated the re-
quirements of each other component.

In other words, the best com-
ponents aren't much good if they
don't like each other.

Bang & Olufsen strikes again
A trip through your favourite audio
store (or even you not -so -favourite
store) can be a pretty boring ex-
perience for the jaded audiophile
tired of me -too copy -cat engineering
and design variations on a theme of

knobs, buttons, chrome and plastic.
You must admit, though, much of the
gear available today certainly at-
tracts attention.

Traditionally, B & O was at-
tracted attention by being in-
conspicuous. Now, this is not easy to
do when your styling and operating
facilities are totally different from
everyone else's. But there is a certain
elegant logic to it. After all, stereo
equipment is intended to reproduce
sound, presumably music, and the
perfect system would be totally un-
seen.

The Beosystem 8000 comes pret-
ty close. In fact, B & O has made hi -
tech so low key that they don't even
capitalize the word "Beosystem" in
their press release.

This is an almost totally
automated system consisting of
reciever, cassette recorder, turntable
and loudspeakers, which can be
directly controlled from anywhere in
the listening room by means of a
wireless remote control module. I say
"almost totally automated", because
it will not decide what record you
want, or which radio station you want
to listen to. In fact, it won't even take
your chosen record or tape off the

shelf and out of its sleeve for you, let
alone read your mind and do what you
want. But short of that, it will do just
about anything you might desire.

In fact, if it breaks down it will
even test itself and tell you what's
wrong.

I was planning on touching on
some of the high points of this equip-
ment, but there simply isn't room to
do it justice, so I will deal with each
component in forthcoming issues. In
addition, I have been promised by
Fran Dym, a delightful lady who is a
true dyed-in-the-wool audio en-
thusiast, all kinds of detailed infor-
mation on the technology, which will
form the basis of some future Audio
Today columns.

But I should mention the HX pro-
fessional tape bias system. This is an
advanced bias system capable of
delivering performance with ordinary
ferric oxide tape which rivals that of
metal particle.

Stay tuned.
And for impatient souls, contact

BSR (Canada) Ltd, P.O. Box 7003, Stn
B, Rexdale Ontario M9V 4B3. Or if the
postal workers go on strike in support
of U.S. Air Traffic Controllers (any old
excuse, right?) phone (416) 675-2425.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
ETI's classified advertising section
allows you to reach 30,000 Canadian
readers nation-wide for 75c per word.
For as little as $15 per insertion
(there's a 20 word minimum) you can
promote your business from coast -to -
coast.

WHAT DO YOU DO?
Send us your typewritten or clearly
printed words, your permanent ad-
dress and telephone number, and your
money (no cash please). Make your

cheque or money order payable to 'ETI
Magazine'. We're at Unit 6, 25 Overlea
Blvd., Toronto, Ontario. M4H 1131.

WHAT DO WE DO?
We typeset your words (and put the
first word and your company name in
BOLD capital letters). If we get your
message by the 14th of the month, it
will appear in ETI 11/2 months later. For
example if we receive it by October
14th you (and thousands more) will see
it in the December issue.

FOREST CITY SURPLUS. A con-
tinuously changing assortment of
manufacturers surplus from just about
everywhere in this galaxy. Bargains for
every interest. 781 Dundas (near
fairgrounds) London, Ontario. (519)
438-0233.

DACOR Modula T.M. - New structural
electronic cabinetry - for ex-
perimenters, designers, prototypers
and hobbiests. Dealers wanted. Write
DACOR LIMITED, P.O. Box 683, Station
Q,Toronto, Canada, M4T 2N5.

NEW store! Hobbyist. Parts. Speakers.
Kits. Equipment. GENERAL ELEC-
TRONICS, 5511 Yonge St., Willowdale,
Ont. M2N 5S3, 221-6174. Please write
for free catalogue. Monday, Tuesday,
Saturday: 10:00 AM - 6:00 PM
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday: 10:00
AM - 8:00 PM.
ETI Projects Boards - Hobby quality,
comprehensive stock, glass epoxy,
drilled, plated, economical - Dealers
wanted. Write DACOR LIMITED, P.O.
Box 683, Station Q, Toronto, Canada,
M4T 2N5.
DIGITAL Capacitor Checker - I% ac-
curacy, $99.50. Write DACOR LIMITED,
P.O. Box 683, Station Q, Toronto,
Canada, M4T 2N5.

LOW-PRICED, high quality, Printed Cir-
cuit Boards. Glass epoxy, drilled, tinned,
guaranteed. Most ETI boards available.
Custom boards from your artwork.
8080/85/Z80 hardware and software design
capability. Send 17c stamp for flyer. KSK
ASSOCIATES, Dept. B, P.O. Box 54,
Morriston, Ontario NOB 2C0.
ETI August 1980 - "BRUTE" 300 W
Amp - Special Heatsink & PCB
Package $19.95. Ask your favourite
local dealer about it. DACOR LIMITED,
P.O. Box 683, Station Q, Toronto,
Canada, M4T 2N5.

EPROM Programming: provide master
prom or Kansas city standard tape SI,
provide truth table (HEX)$. 1702A
$2./$5.; 2708 $6./$30.; 2716 $6./$60.;
2732 $6/$100.. Top quality circuit
boards of your design or any of ETI's
published designs 35¢/sq. in.. SPEC-
TRUM ELECTRONICS P.O. Box 4166
Stn. D, Hamilton, Ontario L8V 4L5.

64K Ram Board - $349.50 PPD, plus
7% PST - S 100, bank select, new,
tested, complete - write, DACOR
LIMITED, P.O. Box 683, Station Q,
Toronto, Canada, M4T 2N5.

WSI RADIO - SWL Radios - Ham
radios 18 Sheldon Avenue North, Kit-
chener, Ontario N2H 3M2. Tel. (519)
579-0536. Write for giant catalogue,
free of course!! (VE3EHC).

J&J ELECTRONICS Ltd., P.O. Box
1437E, Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 2Z4.
Surplus Semiconductor Specialists.
Do you get our bargain flyer? Send
$1.00 to receive the current literature
and specials and to be placed on the
mailing list for future pulications.

COMPLETE new catalogue with hun-
dreds of interesting items. Send $1 for
your copy today: KRIS ELECTRONICS,
1070 Morrison Drive, Unit 1(b), Ottawa,
Ont. K2H 8K7. I-(613) 820-4986.

FALL CLEARANCE - 20% off the
catalogue price of all Printed Circuit
Boards for E.T.I. projects. Write for free
information to: WENTWORTH ELEC-
TRONICS, R.R. NI, Waterdown, On-
tario, LOR 2H0.

CB Frequency Expanders, boosters,
speech processors, do-it-yourself
repairs, plans, modifications. Catalog
$2 US. CB CITY, Box 31500ET, Phoenix,
AZ 85046 USA.

HYDROGEN GAS GENERATOR plans,
$10.00. Starter Kit, $5.00 extra.
PRAIRIE POWER RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT P.O. Box 62, Regina,
Sask., S4P 2Z5.

SATELLITE Television information on
building or buying your earth station.
Six pages of what's needed, where to
get it, costs, etc. $4.00 U.S. to
SATELLITE TELEVISION, R.D. 3, Ox-
ford, N.Y. 13830.

COMPLETE Electronic Hobby Ser-
vices. Custom kits, circuits, technical
writing, special parts, original designs.
Free information. TEKNIKIT
ASSOCIATES, 301 Flora Street,
Carleton Place, Ontario K7C 3M8.

FREE Catalog of Electronic Designs.
Radio, Audio, Telephone, Self Defense
& Surveillance. Peter - Schmitt Enter-
prises, Dept. ETI, Box 07071,
Milwaukee, WI 53207.

CORONET ELECTRONICS, 649A Notre
Dame W., Montreal, Que. H3C 1H8,
Catalogue IC's, Semi's, Parts, send
$1.00 to cover postage. Monthly
specials at crazy prices.

SEMIS & KITS MJ15003, 15004 $10 per
pair/ 250W class A amplifier kit
$239.95/ 160W $149.00/ 140W $84.95/
60W $60.00. Send $1.00 for our
catalogue. Add 5% for shipping
KITSTRONIC INTERNATIONAL, Box
577, Station J, Toronto M4J 4Z2.
SPECIAL No. 1: Approximately 1000
electronics parts: capacitor - resistor
- relay - switch - etc, etc,for $10.
No. 2: Assortment of 100 tantalum
capacitors, 1 of to 100 of (6 to 35 VDC)
for $10. No. 3: 500 assorted ceramic
capacitors for $10. All new and first
quality parts with unconditional
money -back gparantee. Free flyer
SURPLUS ELEiCTRO QUEBEC, 2264
Montee Gagnon, Blainville, Quebec,
Canada J7E 4H5.
CASSETTES. Canadian made analyst
label. UDC extended range music
series $3.74 for C90. CXII high bias
mastering series - specs exceed
most CRO2 tapes - $6.99 for C90,
other lengths and formulations
available. Inquires welcome. Add 50c
postage. B.C. residents add 6% tax.
WATT DISTRIBUTORS Box 82180, 474
S. McDonald, N. Burnaby, B.C. V5C
5P7.

TEST Equipment. Popular brands and
superior quality. Expert reconditioning
and recalibration. Catalogue 50c.
ALDONICS, Box 2980, Stn. D., Ottawa
KIP 5W9.
SPEAKER Kits. Plans available, Audax
drives are mainly used. But have KEF,
Peerless, Coles, Motorola, and Philips
Speakers. Send for Free Flyers.
ACOUSTIC REALITY AUDIO, 316 King
St. East, Hamilton, Ontario, L8M 1C2
(416) 526-0917.

CONSOLIDATED Computer Terminal
RS -232 Interface Board. Fully assembl-
ed, tested, ready for internal mounting
$150.00. Also available 8085 single
board processor with on board RAM -

ROM, RS -232 interface. 2K software
monitor package available. Send 17¢
stamp for information. KSK
ASSOCIATES, Dept C, P.O. Box 54,
Morriston, Ontario. NOB 2C0.

ELECTRONIC PIANO Kits now
available in Canada. Both 71/4 and 6 oc-
tave instruments are designed for pro-
fessional, stage or home use and are
fully touch sensitive. Features include
three piano voices, harpsico.d, honky -
chorus, phaser and pedals. Other
quality kits include string synthesizers,
programmable rhythm units, organ
rotors etc. Just the thing for your
winter project. Send now for full details
to G&R ADVANCED ELECTRONIC
DESIGNS INC. P.O. Box 38,
Streetsville, Ontario L5M 2B7.
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The Fun of Electronics

I,RIPOV ELECTRONICS , INC.'

Never underestimate the gullibility of the public - these
have been selling like hotcakes!

By the way, don't play with the wire -wrap gun ... it's
been acting up lately.

513

i

,((11(plll(IIIUuI 

¿St -,n 1,

According to the computer, we can't
afford to buy groceries this week, but
we can purchase a larger computer.

Last week the 'electronics genius' built his own smoke
detector, but he had it wired wrong and it darn near
burnt the house down!

ELECTRorvicSVtcLF, Nc.

D

lu
The actual transistor is only worth about a dollar - it
costs them fifteen dollars to print the part number on it.

Do you find Electronics
funny? Send in your own
cartoons - we'll pay for
any we use.

No dear, eating alphabet soup is not
word processing.
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Cheap micro music box
The circuit may be connected to the
output port of any micro to generate
musical notes over a range of about
11/2 octaves. On/off control is provid-
ed by the most significant bit and the
resistors provide seven -bit resolution.
alternative on/off control methods
can be used to give eight -bit resolu-
tion, e.g: by using the handshake
lines, if available.

If the diode is replaced by a
resistor, say 10k, it will be found that
below a certain output value the
voltage at pin 7 is insufficient to
charge the capacitor. Thus the sound
can be switched off.

The resolution is sufficient to
enable values to be found correspon-
ding to tones and semitones
throughout the frequency range. Cur-
rent consumption depends largely on
the loudspeaker impedance and is
generally low enough for power to be
taken directly from the computer.

o
.5v
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47k
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ETI is happy to consider ideas or cir-
cuits submitted by readers; all items used
will be paid for. Drawings should be as clear
as possible and the text preferrably typed.
Anything submitted should not be subject to
copyright. Items for consideration should be
sent to the Editor.

VLF ramp generator
G. Malloy
It is always satisfying to exploit the
otherwise unwanted property of a
device - the reverse bias current of a
leaky germanium dide, in this circuit.

The reverse saturation current is
typically a few microamps for the
1N34 and is relatively constant over
2-10V. This constant current is used
to linearly charge the capacitor in the
relaxation oscillator built around the
741.

When the diode becomes for-
ward biased the capacitor is rapidly
discharged by the limited output cur-
rent of the op -amp. Frequencies
below 0.01 Hz are possible, though
measures may have to be taken to im-
prove the linearity of the ramp.

PR1 allows some degree of dc
offset of the ramp, and the source
follower (Q1) reduces the loading on
the capacitor, whick tends to degrade
the ramp's linearity. for the same
reason tantalum or RBLL e!ectros (i.e:
low leakage) types should be used for
large values of Cl. Linearity can be
further improved by the use of a FET
input op -amp such as the 3140.

/1/1i
RAMP FREQUENCY
-0.1 Hz Vp--p 2V

Figure 1.

The frequency can be made
variable by using the FET constant
current generator shown in Figure 2,
which should replace the diode, Dl.
With RV1 at 100k the current will be
about 30 uA and roughly inversely
proportional to RV1. This constant
current generator needs a voltage of
about 3 V to function well. This may
require an increased power supply.
However, the resulting linearity is ex-
cellent, especially with the suggested
FET input op -amp.

Figure 2

o

TO COMPUTER
PARALLEL
OUTPUT PORT
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Clever, al easy -to -make, inexpensive Mode kits

Produces more
random numbers

than
Las Vegas!

True randomness
is hard to achieve

in any kind of mathematics.
But Mode Dice Game can
keep the numbers more
unpredictable and 'honest'
than old-fashioned real
dice, once they are even
slightly worn.

Friends who are unfamiliar
with the powers of electronics
will be most impressed with
your Mode Dice Game's never
failing ability to reproduce faithfully
the patterns of dice. The easy -to-
follow Mode plans show you how to
program your Dice Game so that the
dots light up invariably in true dice
configurations.

Like most Mode kits (see list), Dice
Game comes complete with detailed
plans, all parts except battery, and
the container converts to case. If you
enjoy putting electronics together,
here is your chance to harness
mathematics and make something
new and different of every dice -
throwing game from Monopoly to
Craps.

DE

Mode kits for many useful
and entertaining
purposes.

1. Automatic Headlight
Reminder

2. Battery Operated
Fluorescent Light

3. Bug Shoo
4. Code Oscillator
5. Crystal Radio
7. Curiosity Box II
8. Dally Lighter
9. Decision Maker
10 Fish Caller
11. Hi Power 12V DC Flasher
12. Photo Electric Night Light
15. 0-20V Power Supply
16. Single Channel Color

Organ
17. Electronic Siren

18. Shimmer Strobe Light
19. Tone Generator
20.5 Transistor 1 Watt

Amplifier
22. Xenon Strobe
23. 3 Channel Color Organ
24. Loudmouth Siren
25. Roulette Wheel
26. Electronic Sheet Game
27. Electronic Dice
28. Super Roulette
29. FM Mini Broadcaster
31. Electronic Shoot Out
32. Road Runner Sound Effects
33. Love -O -Meter
34. Soldering Iron Kit
35. Audio Power Watt Meter
36. Steady Hand Game
37. Decision Maker D.C.

HEAD OFFICE

1777 ELLICE AVE. WINNIPEG, MANITOBA
R3H OW5 PH: (204) 786-3133

BRANCH LOCATION

88 HORNER ,AVE. TORONTO, ONTARIO
M8Z 5Y3 PH: (416) 252-4838

Circle no. 7 on Reader Service Card.



TECH TIPS

Simple photographic timer
Although this timing device may
seem to be rather unsophisticated, it
is a handy little gadget for timing
darkroom exposures, or time ex-
posures made on a camera with the
shutter set to the 'B' position. The
unit simply flashes a LED indicator
briefly at one -second intervals. If, for
example, one wishes to make a ten -
second time exposure, then the shut-
ter is opened during any convenient
flash produced by the unit, and then
closed after a further ten flashes have
been produced. Adequate accuracy
for normal requirements can be ob-
tained in this way.

The circuit is based on the
CMOS version of the well known 555
timer device. The CMOS version has
the advantage of having a current
consumption which is only about one
hundredth of that taken by the con-
ventinal version, and this is obviously
beneficial in a battery -powered piece
of equipment such as this one. The
average current consumption of the
unit is actually less than 1 mA, giving
an extremely long battery life.

The CMOS version of the 555
operates in the same basic manner
as the ordinary version, with timing
capacitor C2 first charging up to
2/3 V+ by way of the timing resistors
R1, R2, R3. The device is then trig -

+

Inv

R1
100k f---MA/k-

R2
3k9 fr

$W1
ON/OFF

LE D1
TIL209

R4
1k0

R3

7 8

ICI

-r
81
9v

6k8 ICM7555

2

C2
Ia
,ov

gered into the discharge mode,
resulting in C2 being discharged
through R4 to a potential of 1/3 V+,
whereupon the ciruit reverts to its
original state with C2 charging up
once again. Continuous oscillation
thus results. The frequency of opera-
tion is adjusted to 1 Hz by adjusting
R1, and in practice this is adjusted by
trial and error to obtain (say) 60
flashes in a one -minute period.
Longer calibration periods can be us-
ed if better accuracy is required.

The output of IC1 assumes the
high state while C2 is charging, and
the low state while it is discharging.

Vocal Canceller
S.P. GILES

RIGHT
INPUT

Cl
470n

R7 R8
100k 100k

C2

If you want to lower the level of the
vocal on a record, then this circuit
does the trick very easily. It very often
happens that during the mixing of the
multichannel recording to give a
stereo image, the vocal is positioned
in the middle with the other in-
struments on the left and right. If we
therefore invert the right channel and
mix it with the left, any signals which
were originally equal on both chan-
nels will cancel out (or at worst
become very much reduced in level).

R6

"""" - A
1 k0,r O OUTPUT

C3
470n

In the circuit shown here the
right channel is inverted by IC1a and
given a small gain. The output is at-
tenuated by RV1 and mixed with the
left channel by IC1 b. To set up the cir-
cuit, listen to the output and adjust
RV1 for best cancellation.

The circuit works very well with
Led Zeppelin II.

1

As C2 charges via R1, R2 and R3, but
only discharges through R4, the
discharge time is therefore much
shorter than the charge time. By con-
necting LED indicator D1 and its cur-
rent limiting resistor R4 between the
output of the IC1 and the positive
supply, the required brief flashes are
thus obtained.

RACK MOUNT
CABINETS

High quality black steel
cabinets with aluminum front
panel and hardwares:

Panel size
(inch) Box size (inch) Price
19 x 6 17 x 5.5 x 10 43.50
19 x 4 17 x 3.5 x 10 40.50
19 x 2 17 x 1.5 x 10 36.50
17 x 6 15.5x5.5x9 41.50
17 x 4 15.5 x 3.5 x 9 36.50
17 x 2 15.5 x 1.5 x 9 33.50
12 x 6 11.5 x 5.5 x 7 29.50
12 x 4 11.5x3.5x7 25.50
12 x 2 11.5 x 1.75 x 7 23.50

Send cheque, money order plus 5% for
postage and handling (no charge on
orders over $100). Ontario residents
add 7% P.S.T. Visa and Master Card
accepted: send card no., expiry date
and signature to:

AU DIOVISION
578 Marlee Ave,
(Just one block West of Glencairn Sub-
way)
Toronto, Ont. M6B 3J5
Tel: (416) 781-3263
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The only portable
scope with a
component tester.

Capacitor 33 uF Transistor E.G Transistor B -E 3-E 1 uF+ St ohms

Oscilloscope Specifications:

Y Deflection X Deflectior
Bandwidth: DC- 10 MHz( 3 dB) Timebase: 0.2s-0.2 us/cm
Overshoot: Less than 1% Triggering: 2 Hz- 30 MHz (3mm)
Sensitivity: 5 mV - 20 V /cm Auto- level control
Input Imp: 1 M ohm // 25pf Bandwidth: 2Hz- 1 MHz

General Information

Component Tester.
Calibrator:
Power Supp ies:
A.C. Input:
Weigh":
Size:

For single components and in circuit
0.2V ± 1% for probe alignment
Regulated including high voltage
110, 127, 220, 237, VA.C., 50-60 Hz
8-1/4 Lbs.
4-1/2"H x &3/8"W x 10-7/15"D

ELECTRONICS
LIMITED

We service all makes of Oscilloscopes:
TEKTRONIX  HEWLETT-PACKARD 

GOULD  ETC.
From coast to coast. Call us rext time.

980 Alness St., Unit 35, Downsview,
Ontario (416) 661-5585 M3J 252

0.24V POWER SUPPLY. 1 AMP

Build the basics and protect all your
projects with this regulated power sup.
ply kit.

"A MODE ELECTRONICS KIT"
boxed kit without P.C.B. - $26.50
boxed kit with P.C.B. - $29.95
bagged kit without P.C.B.- $24.95

XENON STROBE LIGHT KIT

Fun. simple to build, instructions in-
cluded
"A MODE ELECTRONICS KIT"

boxed kit without P.C.B. - $14.50
boxed kit with P.C.B. - $15.50
bagged kit without P.C.B.- $12.50

- DO NOT send `»postage.' _Ty
- All KIT -KING Kits J/

are postage prepaid.
- C.O.D. orders $2.00 additional
- Ontario residents add 7% sales tax
- Mastercharge, VISA, Money Orders
- Be sure to sign your order
- DO NOT send cash

THE STARLIGHT

An exciting digital controlled audio a
livated light display control unit. P.C
board and all parts except case and
lights included. 1500w.

A "KIT KING KIT" - $49.95
3 -CHANNEL COLOUR ORGAN
A classic! Still one o1 the favourites
of kit builders.
3 -channel colour organ with master
control.

"A MODE ELECTRONICS KIT"

boxed kit without P.C.B. - $16.50
boxed kit with P.C.B. - $17.50
bagged kit without P.C.B.- $15.50

THE STEREO SIX
KIT KINGS exclusive 6 channel stereo
colour organ with audio limiter. P.C.
board included, 1500w.
A "KIT KING KIT" - $49.95

YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION!
To receive Bulletins and Flyers
for KIT -KING'S exciting new

Kits, Protoboards and our low cost
Bread -board Kit Line, send $3.50 to:

KIT -KING
P.O. Box 2068

Bramalea, Ontario
Canada, L6T 3S3

Circle No. 19 on Reader Service Card.

:T omnitronix ltd. fit...:

FINCEIS
\/ KIT 650TODONUTS

Photo -Etch Kit for
Printed Circuits with
Negative Acting Resist

KIT 650 is a complete kit
using a photographic
method to produce pro-
fessional quality printed
circuits. No dark room is
necessary. Contains 2
photo -sensitized 3 x 4"
phenolic boards, a
photographic test
negative & an ultraviolet
light source. Materials
are included to make
negatives of magazine
layouts. Also contains

exposure glass, clamps,
developer, etchant,
trays, resist remover,
drill and complete in-
structions. Ideal for
solid-state and in-
tegrated circuits. Pack-
ed in a display box.
Weight 3 lbs.

. n^ niteru
/IE4p=

«m.....:.o..... awls, rewr

No. 650 KIT  Photo -Etch Kit for
single -sided boards with negative ac-
ting resist. ..

2056 Trans Canada Hwy. Unit 7. 6295 Shawson Dr.
Dorval. Quebec. Mississauga, Ontario.
H9P 2N4 L5T 1114 :

-
r..'..:.....Ti (514) 683-6993 (416) 678-7170 t

r,.4514 Telex: 05-822692 Telex: 06.968853

Circle No. 10 on Reader Service Card.

Circle No. 3 on Reader Service Card.
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TECH TIPS
Parametric equaliser
C.E. READ
This parametric equaliser offers six
bands of tone control separated by an
octave in frequency, each frequency
band being selected by the six -
position rotary switch.

Potentiometer RV1 permits the
selected frequency band to be
boosted or cut by 12 dB. The filter is
particularly deal for use with a guitar
to modify and enhance the tonal
qualities of the instrument. For exam-
ple, the 500 Hz setting with cut gives
a hollow funky sound, while the 500
Hz setting with boost gives an over-
driven tube amplifier the raunchy
sound favoured by many rock
guitarists, but without the unplea-
sant, muddy, harsh sound resulting
from boosting the entire audio fre-
quency spectrum.

Capacitor values for the filter fre- INPUT
RI
270k

quencies are given in the accompany- 0-11-W,^
ing table.

FREQ (Hz) C2 (pF) C3 (pF)

a 125 47000 4700

b 250 22000 2200

c 500 12000 1200

d 1k 5600 560

e 2k 2700 270

f 4k 1500 150

2

Cl
100n o-3

FALCON

WE ARE PLEASED TO OFFER FALCON ELECTRONICS'
RANGE OF PRECISION CROSSOVER NETWORKS.
Made with high -tolerance components of large power
capacity, each type is tailored & fine-tuned for a specific
set of drivers. We supply networks, with project plans, for
the popular Audax combinations as well as Kef, Coles,
Peerless and others.

WE ALSO STOCK: KITS BY COLES, CRIMSON, KEF:
PLUS: ANGSTROM, A&R CAMBRIDGE, ADC, AKG,
AIWA, AUDIO DESIGN, BLAUPUNKT, BRYSTON,
DYNAVECTOR, ELESON, HADCOCK, HARMAN -
KARDON, LINN, MERIDIAN, MICRO SEIKI, MISSION,
NAIM, ORACLE, PSB, REGA, ROGERS, SAEC
SENNHEISER, SPENDOR, SUPE X, SYRINX, TANDBERG.

A
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THE COMPLETE RANGE OF BEXTRENE WOOFERS AND SOFT DOME TWEETERS IS NOW
AVAILABLE FROM US.
You've seen these drivers used in some top-ratec systems from Angstom, Meridian, Plasmatronics,

Spender and many others, so you probably think they're expensive You'll be pleasantly ci p ., .I

In addition, we stock Audaz' rop-rated automvl ve speakers,

and he superb Professional Series it PA and sound u m
forcement.

In fact, there's an Audaz any requirement - lusi

ask us!
We answer all correspondence individually, and you're
welcome 'o phone or drop in to discuss your needs

MAIL ORDERS WELCOME -

WE SHIP ANYWHERE IN CANADA

553 QUEEN ST. W.
TORONTO_M5V 2D6_36í

Circle No. 20 on Reader Service Card.
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PWM EXPLAINEDI
Continued from page 54

C1
10u
25V

R1
15k

C3
100u
25V /T

01
MPSA16

R2
12k

C2
10u
25V

R5
39k

R11
100k

cept that it is necessary to ensure that
all the semiconductors are correctly
orientated and the breaks in the
veroboard tracks are not forgotten.

Although the circuit will operate
from 9 V, batteries are not really
suitable and any line PSU offering an
output voltage in the range indicated is
better.

POKEING THE ZX80

Continued from page 37
seem to disappear without trace but
sometimes find their way in-
to your program, invariably with
unpleasant consequences. Some bad
POKEs can cause havoc with the
video control. The codes for all
statements, tokens and operators
should definitely be avoided (i.e:
codes greater than 191).

A more subtle problem is that
any extensive use of screen space is
very expensive in terms of memory. A
23 -line "blank" screen will occupy
760 bytes of RAM, which does not
leave much for the program if you are
using the basic model ZX80 with 1K
of memory. You therefore need to
think hard about the balance of
memory requirement when writing
screen -POKE programs if you have no
memory expansion.

Having grasped the principles in-
volved in defining and locating the
display -file it is relatively simple to
manipulate it. Existing characters on
the screen can be replaced by POKE-
ing an alternative code at the same
address. If this is the code for a space
(0) then the character already on the
screen disappears. By PEEKing at the
address you plan to POKE to you can
see what character already occupies
that location, thus opening up the
possibility of a conditional response.
All the relevant character codes are
identified in the ZX80 handbook.

Vcc +9 -18V

Fig. 7. Below. The complete circuit dia-
gram of the PWM amp combining the astable
astable circuit of figure 6 with a push-pull out
pull output stage.

L17
03
2N4037

C4
270p

TS.MICA

// 1/
L1 consists of 60 turns of 0.56mm

enamelled copper wire, pile -wound on a
1 in length of 3/8 in diameter ferrite
rod.

When construction is completed, no
adjustments need to be made to the cir-
cuit. All that is required is an input
signal and a speaker.
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5529 Yonge St. (just south of Finch)
Willowdale, Ontario M2N 5S3

(416) 223-8400

COMPUTERS  VIDEO  MICRO ELECTRONICS'

Circle No 21 on Reader Service Card.

C5
100n

POLY
ESTER

o C6
2 200u
16V

C(
LS1
BR0

-- ------Btt-M.
1 THE GREAT ELECTRONIC' THINGS & IDEAS

HUNDREDS OF
UNUSUAL PAR TS GADGETS 8 IDEA ITEMS, UNAVAILABLE IN
STORES OR CATALOGS ANYWHERE' Bargar, prices on everything'isn,New se, to r.,,, issue' Rush postcard for your copy,

II
ELECTRONICSrU[,-,/] 306
Plattsburgh, N.V. 12901.LI----------tip

NEI
THE
ELECTRONIC
KIT
SPECIALIST!

INTRODUCTORY OFFER!!
Kit No. Description Price
NA907 120W DC Super $84.95

A Power amplifier.
NA922 Professional DC $68.95

stereo preamp.
2XNA907 + NA922 Special $200.00
NA943 70WX2 DC Class $128.95

A preamp. +
power amp.

NA945 250W DC Class A 179.95
preamp. + power
amp.

NA960 15 Steps LED 49.95
Level display

NA962 12 Steps Peak $43.95
Hold LED Level
display.

"For other items see our free 1981
Catalogue!

NEWTRONICS
ENGINEERING INC.
208 Spadina Ave., Suite 110,
Toronto, Ontario M5T 2W3

(416) 368.8994
-Send Cheque Or Money Order Plus $2.00
For PostagelHandling.
-Ontario Residents Add 7% P.S.T.
-Federal Sales Tax Included.

Circle No. 23 on Reader Service Card.
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NEED...
YOU

POSITIONWORKERS*

1
4

1

4
----,,,,,

THE MODEL 333 CIRCUIT
BOARD HOLDER

Spring loaded arm - easy board
loading.
Cross bars available up to 30"
Quick rotation axis, locking every
45. in 8 positions.

Six vertical postions at 9" in
height.

You Need
o/ V/MSE'

* and PCB Holders Too[

Name

Address

Coy Prov.

Postal Code

For more information on this and other
PanaVise products complete coupon and
mail today to:

len finkler limited
BOAeexdon Rood Downs,ew Onario M3J 2B4

Circle No. 13 on Reader Service Card.

WHY CUT'' WHY STRIP?WHY SLIT'S
WHY NOT._

JUST
WRMT

- Hand

or
Point

tOPATENTS

Point

J1.5
LJJ

Wire

1

held wire wrapping

AWG 30 Wire
.025" Square Posts
 Daisy Chain or Point 'lb

 No Stripping or Slitting
...JUST WRAP -w...
 Built In Cut Off
 Easy Loading of

 Available Wire
Blue, White, Red

Daisy
Chain

\ WIRE
W
TOOL

U.S.A.FOREIGN

40_,----

Wrapping

tool.

Point
Required

Wire
Colors:

& Yellow

RAPPING

PENDING

(,,

ok
OK MACHINE

CORPORATION
& TOOL

Name

Address

City Prov.

Postal Code

For more information on this, and other
O. K. Machine products complete the
coupon and mail today to:

len finkler limited
BOAlexdon Rood. Downsvoew Ontario M3J 2B4

YOU
NEED...

PRECISION
CUTTERS  PLIERS

7
s-,

cumpuet
Compact is a range of all round
pliers and nippers for mechanics
and electronics. The tools are

forged and provided with lap joint.
Auul models now have opening
springs of leaf type.

You Need
fDLINDSTROM

..

SWEDEN

Name

Address

City Prov.

Postal Code

For more information on this and other
Lindstróm products complete coupon
and mail today to:

len finkler limited
BOAirxdon Road Downsvvew OBtare M3J 2B4

Circle No. 17 on Reader Service Card.

Circle No. 15 on Reader Service Card.



1981 IC MAST
 Bigger and Better

150 Manufacturers
 3200 Pages of Technical K

Information
 Eight Master Selection

Guides
 50.000 IC Devices Listed

115,000 Changes from
the 1980 Edition).

 New Development
System and Custom
IC Selection
"It you work win electronics.
you can't do wihout i "
REGULAR PRICE 5134.95

re"VERY SPECIAL" $89.95^

Dual in Line Low Profile IC Sockets
Contacts Price
8 Pins .10

14 Pins .16
16 Pins .18

Contacts Price Contacts Price
18 Pins .21 24 Pins .28
20 Pins .23 28 Pins .32
22 Pins .25 40 Pins .40

TTL - STANDARD, SCHOTTKY
AND LOW POWER SCHOTTKY

COMPUTER SUPPORT CENTER
Zilog

780-510/0 7 S Phi 23.95
Z80-CRI 15 4/8.510/1 7 5 !OH/ 23.95
2/3134 CPU . 75 280A -S10/1 /11 MHz 2S.99
¿170PIO 89 Z80 -5I0/2 .'' M«7 23.95
180A -n0 . 15 ISBA-SP/2 . 29.e9
IB0.CiC 45 4/6510/9 'AHr 15 55
4104.CTC . 15 41M-510/9 17.65
Z10 -DMA 1 95 DA -BART Mr17 12.95
71(L1 -DMA . 21 99 1804-DA111 : Miir 33.39

MOS MEMORIES
MOS Static RAM's

Pan No. Price
2101.35 IK 1256X 41 350NS 22 PIN
2102-25 IK ILK a t1. 250NS 16 PIN
P2111-45 IK 1256  41 450N5 18 PIN
P2112.35 1K 1256 x 41 35ONS 18 PIN
71141 Low Power 411 11024 x 41 300N5
2147 46 146 a ti 55NS
2147 4K 141( . ti 7065

UART's
A15-10134
40 Khz Single 5V Supply

IK CMOS RAM
5101 16 (256 x 4) 450N5 22 PIN Low Power

4K CMOS RAM
P6504 46 (46 a 1) 55ONS 18 PIN 110MW
P6514 46 116 x 4) 45065 18 PIN 110MW

SHIFT REGISTERS
1403A (TOS) dual 512 bit
1404A (TO -5) single 1024 bit
3341APC FIFO 1 MHz
3342PC 64 Bit
3347PC 80 bn

ECL RAM
10410ADC/HM2106
256 x 1 bit luny decoded 15NS 16 pin

CLOCK CHIP
MSM5832RS
Microprocessor Real-time Clock/Calendar

3 65
1 25
3 82
382
366
9 27
6 99

MICROPROCESSOR
CHIP

8035 CPU
8039 CPU
8080A CPU
8085 CPU
8155
8212
8214
8216
8224
8226
8228
8251
8253
8255
8257
8259
8279
8748
8755

4.35 745288
745188
934271825129
93417/825126
93446/7621
93436/7620

5.94 93453/7643
5.14 9344817641

934511825181
825185/7128
745478/7132
825191/7138

3.45

12.95

298
298
4.45
3.95
3.45

9.29
10.31
6.15

10.15
1165
2.75
5.29
2.55
3.89
3.04
5.45
7.39

12.29
7.25

1239
12.39
13.95
46.85
50.85

SETS
6800 CPU
6802 CPU
6808 CPU
6809 CPU
6810
6820
6821
6845
6850
6852

6502 CPU
6504 CPU
6505 CPU
6520
6522
6532
6551

6.65
10.85
9.75

23.29
3.19
6.95
3.35

28.39
3.85
4.29

9.26
9.75
9.99
7.75

10.95
12.39
14.39

PROM'S
1.66 256 Dd. 16 PIN
1.86 256 bit, 16 PIN
2.75 16. 16 PIN
2.75 16, 16 PIN
4.95 2K. 16 PIN
4.95 2K. 18 PIN
6.95 4K, 18 PIN
7.95 4K, 24 PIN

17.95 40. 24 PIN
17.95 86, 18 PIN
19.84 815. 24 PIN
78.00 160, 24 PIN

SINGLE BOARD
ROCKWELL AIM 65

765 86502 based microcomputer system with lull
display and alphanumeric 20 column thermal
SYNERTEK SYM 1
Powerful 6502 &bit microprocessor 6 digit HEX
Price 5345.00

EPROM'S
C1702A 26 tUS
C2708 111 a 8 450 205

C27161TMS2516 (Intel version)
16K 45065 Single 5V Supply
TMS2532 17 ¡Pin Out)
32K I4096 x 81 450 115

C2732 lintel version)
32K 14096 x 81450 n5

TMS2564
64K 186 x 8) 450 os

5 7.95

S 5.84

5 8.98

525.50

518.75

589.00

16K STATIC RAM 1200651$16.45
7MM20163 1615 (2K x 8) (30055)
166 MOS DYNAMIC RAM'S (16 PIN)
4116-20(217ONS) S 3.08
4116-30)300NS) Ceramic S 2.73
4K MOS DYNAMIC RAM's
TMS4060.30 S 2.65
46 (46 x 1) 30065 22 PIN
16K CMOS STATIC RAM
6116 166126 x 8) 15ONS 16 PIN 524.00
64K MOS DYNAMIC RAM
4164'5441 (6441 x 1)20065 16 PIN 543.51
416464K (6441 s 1) 15ONS 16 PIN 529.9S

COMPUTERS

sized keyboard Alphanumeric 20 character
printer 1K RAM. Price 5552.50

LED display Single 5V power requirement

LINEAR IC'S EXAR PRODUCTS
LM301AN-8 .40 56764776F 2.59 1M747C6.14 65
LM307N-8 .56 LM348N-14 1.23 1M748C6.8 .60
LM308N-8 .76 LM358N.8 .60 LM 1458N-8 39
LM308CH 1.15 LM55564 .35 LM14886.14 .85
LM309K 2.00 LM556N-14 .88 LM1489N-14 .85
LM310HC 2.56 LM567CN.8 1.15 LM 1495CN 14 2.72
LM311CH 1.07 144709C6 .76 LM1496CN-141.79
LM311 N-8 .59 LM714CH 3.64 LM2211CN-14 3.93
LM318N,8 1.54 LM723CH .99 LM2240PC 2.33
LM318CH 218 LM723CN 14 .52 LM3081DC 2.16
LM323K 6.92 LM725CN-8 1.52 LM3403N 14. 1.54
1M324 .60 LM733CN 14 1.01 LM3524PC 4.28
LM339N .57 LM739CN 14 2.20 LM3900N .63
587265 2.00 LM741CH 5.76 LM41366.14 1.21
587285 5.68 LM741CN-8 35 ULN2003AN 1.23

62tcP
MISC.
x6212cP
6. CP

eR2mt
x6n00C:
26220/C.M22OKr

ó20n0

PS AS.LOCKED LOOPSoreia2.110e,n.e,e2=rPaae1.000

O.MowmXo eóe0w. i.¡
FUNCTION GENERATOR
blonedec ,m Generale 1100
Mon:omen one o °enema, 421
KMgeCon

TIMING CIRCUITS

6220C. oeuwMeec
26»22Cr OuM ommvcuea

166242CP long Range Tem.,

MULTIPLIERS and MODULATORS
]81]1CP Conal,an Mun,n,n
262220CP Mu,r,oeDerxla 2a

OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS
as41eP Pop,ammare Ouad Op amo

202C Ropammaeeouapooamo

DISPLAY DRIVERS
161211cr n 0,50,,. O..rn
1622212C2 «ion von age 0.210.20,n 0, re
a M11aCP Fpe,Ln,r, ,sParO.re

25
420

1M
120

SPECIAL FUNCTIONS
265 .aleo Gnus 12

,erro C.,<uiln 45.11
u2256P

Pulse
l0raruoair, r.ocu,um, .61

15]

45
x.1]20 pul opearimai',m.o.¢ lance rimo 24
2.0260 hammer P.e 1 N

OPTOELECTRONICS SCR S and TRIAC S TRANSISTORS
VIED'S

LED 209 7 I 3mm Red
LED 211 7 1 3mm Green
LED 212 T 1 1mm Yellow
LED 220 1 I 314 5mm Red
LEO 222 1 I 3/4 5mm Green
LED 224 T 1 3/4 5mm Yellow

.13

.40

.40

.13

.24

.23

DISPLAYS
FND 357 375 Common Cathode 1.59
FND 500 500 Common Cathod. 1.25
FND 507 500 Common Anode 1.25

011416 32.25
4 MO 16 aege m% alplMeumarc ONpMy 16 M

11074
11074
ILCT6
MCT2
711111
4626
4533

ISOLATORS
Dual Opto Isolator 15008
Ouad Opto Isolator 15430V
Dual Opto Isolator 15
Opto Coupler 1500.
OPIO Coupler 1500 V
Opto Isolator 1500V
Opto Isolator 75000

1.69
4.45
1.67

84
.74
e5

1.07

1060
Ic.a

nC47
TIC' 168
ic116D

11C
TiC216B
TiC216D
TIC2260
TIC2360
TIC246D

.411

.45

.70
1.31

121
1.54
1.54
1.45
1.21
113
1.11)
.M

SCR
SCR
SCR
SCR
SCR
SCR
SCR

Tom
Tom
Doc
lox

5 amp 40W 10220
06 emu I15 1092
06 amp 20011 1092

8 amp 2000 00220
8 amp 40rm T0220

121mp 250v 10-220
'2 amp 400V 10.220
6 amp 200V 10220
6 amp 400V 10220
8 amp 400V 10220
12 amp 4005 10220

0.16 amp 40 0220

81 Fet OP AMPS

iL0ó1LP
1L062CP
DOWN
1L071CP
rL072CP
11074CN
1LGIICP
iL082CP
TL0B4CN
T1495CN

Dow KW/ual Low Power
Ouad Low Power
low Nose
Dual Low Noise
Ouad Low Noise
J Pei ,nose)
Dual J Fe: lapse)
Ouxf J Fel Input
Sw,lch Val Reg 25mÁ

T1P29A
TIP29B
TIP29C
TIP30A
TIP308
TIP30C
TIP31A
TIP31B
TIP31C
TIP32A
TIP328
TIP32C
TIP41A
TIP41B
TIP4IC
11P42A
TIP42B
TIP42C
TIP110
711,111
711,112
TIP115
TIP116
TIP117
TIP120

.40 TIP121 .70 2629054 .46 264125

.44 T1P122 .74 2629074 .24 254126

.48 11P125 74 213053 .40 264401

.46 11P126 .89 213055 .97 214402

.49 T1P127 .83 263440 .85 254403

.51 71P140 1.62 263771 1.77 214410

.48 711,141 1.96 2N3772 1.77 265087

.49 TIP142 221 2N3773 2.94 2N5088
1.99 2146133 1.35 265172
2.12 266489 1.49 2N5220
2.51 256545 4.7S 255221

.90 263439 1.01 265223

.81 266059 6.13 2N5226

.77 2N6055 1.99 255227
2N6079 3.08 265401

2.2S 263702 .14 2N5500
.42 263704 .14 2145551
.34 263706 .14 255570
.42 253710 .14 265771
.42 263904 .10 2N5772
AS 2N3906 .10 PN2222A

.70 2N2222A .20 263907 .13 P623894

.70 21423694 .29 264123 .11 P529074

.76 252484 .26 254124 .11 PN3565

.63

.52 711,145

.44 TIP146

.53 TIP147

.57 71P2955

.64 TIP3055
70 FT3055
.75
.70 2N404A
.73 25697
.80 25706
.64 261613
.67 261711
73 261893

It
11
13
13
13
23
16
16
16

.23
23
23
23
23
19
12
14
20
21
21
15
16
15
15

7400N .30 741646 .81 7451941 2.06 741516114 .73
74016 .31 741651 .71 7451956 2.32 74151626 1.36
74026 .30 741661 .61 7452016 T.70 7415163N .73
74036 .30 74170N 2.16 7452256 T.70 741516/6 .71
7404N .34 74172N 5.62 7452401 3.22 74151656 1.07
74056 .34 74173N .96 7452416 3.22 74151666 1.74
74061 .45 74174N 82 7452446 4.51 741517061 1.66
74076 .45 741756 .99 74525114 1.93 74151736 .71
7408N .34 741761 .99 7452536 2.93 741517461 .56
74096 .40 741781 1.46 7452576 1.38 74151751 .56
74101 .33 741791 1.67 7452586 1.31 7415181N 2.56
7412N .61 741806 .84 7452606 1.38 74151896 4.95
74131 .53 741826 58 74S2746 23.27 74151906 .82
74141 .55 741841 3.06 7452756 21.71 74151911 .81
74161 .15 741851 3.06 7452806 2.91 7415192N .79
74176 .45 74190N .84 7452836 4.24 74151936 .76
74201 .34 741916 e4 7452996 8.96 74151946 .84
7422N .15 741921 .91 7453736 3.33 74151966 .99
7423N .37 741936 .91 7453746 3.31 74151976 .99
74256 .42 741946 .91 7403816 8.56 74152216 .98
74266 .47 741956 .66 74541214 3.89 7415240N 1.15
74276 .42 741966 89 7454716 6.84 74152416 1.15
74286 .61 741971 .90 7454726 9.26 74152426 1.30
7430N .28 741966 1.94 7454746 9.26 74152436 1.30
74326 .55 741996 1.94 74547614 .74 7:1 S2 1.30
7433N .81 742216 .65 74LS215N 1.65
7437N .50 742466 1.65 74LSOON .26 74152476 1.07
74386 .50 742471 1.61 74LSO1N .26 74152486 1.38
74406 .33 742516 .99 7415026 .36 74152496 1.36
7442N .59 74259N 244 74150314 .2e 74152516 .60
74456 1.23 742736 3.09 7415046 .29 74152536 .55
74461 1,07 74276N 1.46 7415056 .29 74152576 1.15
7447AN .84 74278h 3.09 741_5086 .27 74152586 .59
74506 .31 74279h .73 7415096 .10 74152596 1.15
7451N .37 742836 1.36 7415106 .27 74152606 1.55
74536 .37 742936 1.07 7415116 .34 74152666 .15
74546 .37 74298N 1.09 7415126 .31 74152731 1.29
74721 .45 7435/6 2.90 7415135 .37 74152756 5.99
74736 .50 7436586 .85 7415166 .51 74152796 .52
7474N .45 743666 .81 74152011 .26 741S280N 2.21
74755 .53 7436786 .84 7410216 .31 74152836 .81
7476N .55 7436845 .94 7415266 .37 74152906 .76
7483AN .99 743906 1.15 7415276 .39 74152936 .56
7484ÁN 2.85 743936 1.80 7415305 .25 741529814 1.07
74856 .81 74LS32N .40 74102996 3.25
74866 .50 745006 .56 74153714 .40 74103206 3.58
7490AN 343 745024 .60 741.5386 .39 74153216 5.14
749146 .56 745036 .92 7415426 .51 74153226 6.44
7492AN .55 745046 .72 7415476 .92 74103236 7.70
7493AN .17 745056 .92 7415486 .99 74153246 4.06
7494AN .90 745084 .90 74L 551N .29 741534811 2.95
749586 .09 745096 1.05 7415546 .29 74153526 1.85
7496N .73 745106 .61 74155511 .29 741535314 1.94
7497N 2.21 745114 .88 7415736 .40 741536214 9.96
741006 1.99 745155 .76 7415746 .40 74153656 .53
741046 .83 745206 .61 7415756 .48 74153666 .53
74107AN .60 745306 .62 741.57614 .51 74153671 .53
7410914 .53 745326 1.07 7415786 .40 74153686 .53
74110N .85 745376 1.26 7415835 .67 74153736 1.38
741116 .90 7453814 1.38 7415856 .92 74153746 1.38
741165 1.77 745406 .56 7415866 .45 741.53756 .76
741206 1.77 745516 .78 7415906 .50 74153776 1.23
741216 .55 746746 .78 7415916 1.12 74153786 1.23
141221 .95 745856 2.79 7415926 .56 741_5379N 1.54
741231 .81 745866 .99 7415936 .55 74153906 1.23
741251 .65 7451126 .99 7415956 .65 741.5393N 1.13
74126AN .65 7451116 249 74L596N .66 74153956 1.55
74128N .76 7451211 3.46 74151076 .16 741.544714 .57
741326 .58 74S1326 1.38 74151096 .15 74154906 2.98
741366 .65 7451326 .76 74151126 .42 741563014 110.50
741416 1.09 7451346 .91 74151226 .57 74156696 1.09
741426 4.11 745135.6 1.99 74151236 .76 74156706 1.67
741431 4.90 74513E6 1.21 74151255 .57
741446 4.90 7451396 1.31 74151266 .57
741455 .84 74514(.6 1.15 74151326 .69
741475 1.60 7451516 1.38 74151336 2.17
741481 1.13 7451536 1.30 74151366 .50

TTL DATA741506 1.85 7451576 1.30 741513814 .59
BOOK WITH741516

741536
.56
.50

7451586
74S161N

1.38
6.14

74151396 .60
SUPPLEMENT741514561.30 8 SUPPLE ENT

741546
741556
741576

1.65
.90
.67

7451626
74S163N
7451696

1.59
1.07
6.16

74157/76 2.70
1151/86 1.65

741575th .19
777444115111"853511.N

te
1 book oThe o TTL
I lrlclladlrlg L,
Il5 H,S,and

S ands.
741596 1.72 7451696 6.94 74LS155A .51 : ALS ,741606 .80 7451716 1.31 7415155A .71 Pert No.74161A6
741626

.94

.90
7451756
7451816

1.32

4.54
74LS1576 1.21
74151576 .56 1001112/4163

7416346 .76 7451826 2.84 741511 .57 I $12.18
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CMOS
C04001BE
C01002BE
C04006BE
C040018E
CD4008BE
CD4009BE
CD10t0BE
CD4011BE
C04012BE
C04013BE
CD4014BE
CD4015BE
CD4016BE
CD4017BE
CDIOIBBE
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.S1
.67
.87
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CD4040BE
CD4041BE
CD40428E
CD4043BE
CD40A4BE
CD40a6BE
0340478E
CD40498E
CD4050BE
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CD4052BE
CD4053BE
CD40608E
CD4066BE
CD406BBE
C04069BE
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CD4075BE
CD4076BE
CD4078BE
CD4081BE
C04062BE
CD40858E
CD4086BE
CD4093BE
CD4099BE
CD4104BE

.91

.42

.42
1.07
1.61

99
1.07

ea
31
29
.36
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.24
.34
34

.34

.29

.60
76

.65
1.34
309

.81 CD4108BE 2.00
91 CD1510BE .71
17 CD4511BE 76
.76 CD4512BE M
15 CD45148E 216
.W a CD1515BE 1!5

C04516BE 88
CD4519BE .60
CD45200E .76
CD45228E 96
CD4S26BE 1.23
C045278E 1391
CD4528BE .ea
CD4531BE 73
CD4532BE .91
CD1539BE .85
CD4513BE 1.36
C01553BE 3.73
CD1555BE .68
CD1556BE .71
CD1581BE 2.00
CD4582BE .70
C015848E A9
C01585BE 91
C04702BE 17.49
40097PC .92
40098PC 1.07
40161PC 1.54
40114PC 152
40175PC 1.15

MINIMUM MAIL ORDER Sí0.00
Add 53.00 to cover postage and 61rMling

PRICES ARE IN CDN. FUNDS. F.O.B. CANADA
Federal Sales Tex Incl.
Provincial Sales Tax Extra

LARGE INVENTORY AT ALL LOCATIONS

STORE HOURS:
Monday to Thursday 9:00 am - 600 pm
Friday 9:00 am - 9:00 pm
Salurday 9:00 am - 5:30 pm

MAIL ORDERS. 237 HYMUS BLVD.. POINTE CLAIRE IMTL.1 DUE. H9R SC7
MONTREAL TELEX NO.. 05423554 AND 05823555.
5651 FERRIER ST BAXTER CENTER
MONTREAL. OUEBEC 1050 BAXTER ROAD
H4P 265 OTTAWA. ONTARIO
Tel 1514) 731 7441 K 2 3P2

Tel.: 16131 820.9471

4800 OUFFERIN ST
DOWNSVIEW. ONTARIO
M3H 559
Tel. 14161661 1115

5809 MecLEOD TRAIL 5
UNIT 109
CALGARY. ALBERTA
T24 OJ9
Tel 14031 259-6437

VISA AND
MASTER CHARGE
ACCEPTED

3070 KINGSWAY
VANCOUVER. B.C.
058 5J7
Tel 16041 4313321

J

Circle No. 2 on Reader Service Card.


